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FOREWORD
The study at Holmss and Washington Counties. Is 
made possible by a cooperative agreement between the School 
of Ceology of Louisiana State University and the State Geo­
logical Survey of Florida* The School of Geology provided 
laboratory facilities and office, the Florida purvey furnished 
financial assistance*
Dr* Henry V* Howe* Director of the Louisiana State 
University School of Geology* directed the research* pre­
pared the check lists on the Forasjinifera, and accompanied 
the writer on several field trips in the area. Dr. James 
ft* HcGuirt prepared the cheek lists of Bryozoa and aided 
the writer in field studies*
Hr. Robert Kendee S&ith, Hr. Benjamin A. Tator, 
graduate students at Louisiana State University* and Ur*
Charles Walton of Birmingham-Southern College* Birmingham* 
Alabama* assisted the writer in the field work*
The writer is grateful to Mr. H* L. Dowling, Head of 
the State of Florida Department of Conservation, and to Mr# 
Herman Gunter, State Geologist, for their financial aid.
Hr. Gunter made available his type fossil materials, publi­
cations ana equipment. Mr. Horton Buchan, cartographer for 
the Florida State Hoad Department, partially prepared the 
map base. Mr. Douglas Smith, student of engineering, Louisiana
State University, prepared mil ether illustration* and 
maps accompanying this report* Mr- Harry Goodrich,
Forester, U* S. Department of Agriculture, furnished 
the U* 3* Forestry Division timber type ©ape to be us^d 
as a he.se for the geological map accompanying thi @ report*
Dr. Julia Gardner, Paleontologist, said Dr* C* Wythe 
Cooke, Geologist, United States Geological survey, assisted 
with some of the field problems* The writer is also grateful 
to Dr* R* 3* Poor, Department of Geology and Geography, 
Birmingham-Southem College, for encouragement and inspi­
ration*
Citlsens of each county were generous in assistance 
rad interest.
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limestone is capped in Florida, west of th© Ohoct&whatehee Elver 
for the first time. The Suwannee limestone Is shown to bs t 
distinct litoologio unit that wertoe in p&Xeontologic content 
fro® locality to locality* fits sediment, tentatively mapped 
to toss© counties as Suwannee limestone is probably equivalent 
to toe aiendon limestone, toe Symsi calcareous marl., and 
toe lower Chietosawhay formation of southern Almbmm and 
eastern Mississippi*
The Alua Huff group of the Miocene is considered 
as a formation (a ©appable unit) in tots report# Only toe 
Chlpola formation Is present In eastern Washington County. 
Westward toe Alum Bluff group thickens and wedge-shaped 
deposits, containing distinct faunas occur, and toe group, 
la separable Into three units* Likewise, toe Choc t& wh&tehee 
tiloeene fauna! zones do not represent different time intervals, 
as previously considered* The Area and Yol&lar. sonde are 
shown to be tine equivalent a of toe Ecphora and Cancel iaria 
zones, differing only to facies*
travel, sand, 1 toe stone, clay, and water are econ­
omically important, although these resources have not been 
exploited to these counties. The possibility of petroleum 
production appears unfavorable*
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GEOLOGY OF HOMES AMD W&SHI MGTQN 
COUNTIES, FLORIDA
INTHODUCTIOH 
LOCATION
Holmes and Washington Counties occur In the central 
portion of western Florida* They are hounded by Walton 
County on the west, Bay County on the south, Jackson County 
on the east, an- Geneva County, Alabama, on the north*
Holmes County, northernmost of the two, m s  cre­
ated January 10, 1648, from territory that previously had 
been a >art of Walton and Washington Counties (Cash, 1938, 
p* 825)* Its present boundaries, however, were not estab­
lished until 1915 (Cutler, 1923, p* 577). At present It 
includes a land area of 506 square miles* Holmes Creek 
marks its eastern boundary*
Washington County is bounded on the m a t  by the 
Chcctawhatchee Elver. It is on* of the original twelve 
counties of Florida, and It was set off from Escambia and 
JacKson Counties on December 29, 1824 (Williams, 1827).
At one time it included parts of Bay, Holmes and Calhoun 
Counties* Bay County was created chiefly from Washington 
County, in 1913. Washington County was out off from the 
Gulf Coast and lost fully one-half of its population (Cash,
1
z1938, p* 888)* Its pre cnt boundaries were est&bl Ished In 
1915, when Moines County was enlarged to the south of Beni- 
fay by twenty**two square miles* the area of Washington 
County at present Is 625 square miles.
MAPS
Excellent maps covering both Holmes and Washington 
Counties are published by the forestry Division of the 
United States Department of Agriculture* these maps have 
an excellently surveyed drainage and land grid. All culture 
present up to the time of publication Is accurately portrayed 
and located, the latest Florida State Road Department maps 
were also helpful in preparing this report*
Maps covering Holmes and Washington Counties used 
in this survey are listed below2
U* 5* Department of Agriculture, forestry Division* 
Holmes County Timber Type Map, 1937*
0. S. Department of Agriculture, forestry Divisions 
Washington County Timber Type Map, 1937.
University of Florida Agricultural Extension Services 
Holmes County Reconnaissance Soil Map, 1936*
University of Florida Agricultural Extension Services 
Washington County Reconnaissance Soil Map, 1936.
3of the Interior, 0 * $« Geological Survey s 
St Ftsniah Springe *«uadmi*gl#, Florida* ■ Scale, 
1*62500, contour interval, 10 feet* 1935.
Florida State Geological Survey and united State* 
Geological Survey: Geological lap of Florida.
Scale, 1*1,000,000; Florida State Geological 
Survey, SOth Annual a?port, 1929.
Florida State Road Pepartatjiti Holmes County 
toad m pt 193$*
Florida State Road Department t Washington County 
toad top, 193$*
IKDIAR OCCUPATION
Pre—historic habitations in Holmes and Washington 
Counties are Indicated by the presence of mounds, shell 
middens, arrow heads and pottery. A small midden composed 
of fresh-water and marine shells is present In the sr.i Btk 
see* 2, Tt 1 s.| R* 1? W* A collection of artifacts from 
two other mounds to Washington County was sent to Mr* Gordon 
R# Willey, Columbia University, for determination * rr.
Willey states;*
1* Letter to ter. George Qulmby, Supervisor of the w.P.A. 
archeological project in Louisiana, Baton Rouge, Lou** 
islana.
4"Although the following archaeo 1 oglcal aata are 
rather ©eager, they can be analyzed In term® of 
the typology and the chronological sequence which 
have been foraul ted upon the basis of previous 
Investigations undertaken in northern Florida.
The analysis by archaeological site follows?
Site no* 1*
Location
A shell ©owno or midden six nilea south of Gary* 
vllle In Washington County CHW| wwi of see* 33, 
?* 4 n*# a. is w.}»
Pottery
(Catalog no* 5416, L* S« U. Geology School)
1* Co remarked, plain rl© sherd 
1* Weeden Island type rim sherd
gahalla Check Stamped sherd with folded rl® 
1* Indetermlnale sTSSpeS sherd 
2* Sand tempered plain sherds
6* Sherds
Temporal Position
•Although there are not ©any diagnostic sherd® In 
this small collection, the evidence suggests tb® 
period known as Weeden Island II. Cord marked 
sherds are rare in west Florida, but appear to 
have been introduced during this period. An 
estimated date for Indian occupation manifested 
by these sherds would be 1400*1550 A.0*
Site no* 2*
Location
A snail ©and or bidden northwest of the Crystal 
Lake Poatoffioe in Washington County. fSFj NEt 
HWi Of sec. 29, T. 8 W*, B. 14 W.)*
5Pottery
(Catalog no. 541?, L* 5. U« Geology School)
2. C&rradelle Punctated rim sherd©
IS. ¥aMlla”S B e c f rl-st.'Tour sherds
have rm & l Y  Y6lTSST or rolled rims, o her sherds 
suggest snail collared jars with -partly 
flattened bases.) 
yecSUm Island Incised sherd 
2. TSoXeedTHnS'^punctated sherds which are fteeden 
Island types but there is too little data to 
Identify the specifI© type.
20* Sand tempered plain sherds 
6. Indeterminate stamped sherds* Three of
these sherds have simple stamp Impressions 
which are Weeden Island period In context 
or perhaps earlier. Two other sherds hawa 
rather unique rims*
43. sherds
Temporal Position
•This collection probably belongs to the weeden 
Island II and the estimated date of this period 
Is 1400*1550 A. D.
"Summary: Both collections suggest that the
middens were constructed in the Weeden Isi and XI 
period, 1400*1550 A-D-* although it must be re­
membered that the archaeological evidence consists 
of surface collections. Posaicly complete ex­
cavation of these sites would show earlier styles 
of artifacts. It seems likely* however, that the 
occupation would not be earlier than we®dim Island 
It and estimated date, 1200-1400 A* £>., ana the 
fteeaen Island II period, 1400-1550 A.D. Is more 
probable.*
UTILISATION OF RESOURCES AND
PRESENT CLASSIFICATION 
Holmes County has an nre.a of 523,020 acres, of which
§ ^
05,300 are cultivated* Washington County utilises 43,990 
cf Its 400,032 acres in farms*2 The population of both
1# United states Department of Agriculture, forestry Division, 
Hap for Holmes and Washington Counties*
Holmes and Washington Counties is rural* Holmes Is popu­
lated by 14,449 people, of whom 704 are Negroes*^ The
3* Florida State Census for 1935*
total population of Washington County is 12,899, of which 
2,898 are Hegroes*4
4* Ibid*
The U* S* Census of Agriculture for 1935 values the 
farsis of Holmes County at f2,311,018; those of Washington 
County at |1,302,004. The Income of these counties largely 
comes fro®*^
5* United States Census of Agriculture for 1935, Part 1, pp. 
546—553, Part 2, pp. 562-564.
Holmes Washington
Swine (heads) 
Cattle (heads) 
Coats (heads)
15,400
11,762
1,825
10,166
11,598
2,578
6Sheep (heads)
Holmes
3,488 4,231
Chickens 46*971 33,666
Cora (bushels) 308,652 170,306
Sweet Potatoes (bushels) 80,949 43,943
Sugar Cane (tons) 
Cotton (bales)
6,033 6,645
4,50? 1,084
fobaeeo (pounds) 8,769 1,924
Irish Potatoes (bushels) ?,?08 2,91£
During the years 1936 and 193? the main farm products
rapes
6* Florida Agricultural Statistical Report, 1938-1937, Fla* 
Dept* Agr. , 1938, pp. 93, 94, 196.
Peanuts (bushels)
Cora {bastela)
Cotton (bales)
Yelwet Beans (bushels} 
sugar Cane Syrup (gals.) 
it Potatoes (bushels)
M S £ S
660,020 
263,620 
6,266 
12?,466 
88,930 
45,008
83,034
160,327
1,2X3
63,834
15,006
A s  6* S* Forestry Department indicated on its 
Timber Type Maps the following utilization of land areas
Cultivated fields 
Towns, railroads, etc.
Fine, cypress or gum timbers 
Hardwood timber 
Mon- timbered
Holmes wasfcinj
66,300 43,990
10,660 15,094
167,756 251,056
80,090 89,868
24 23
323,820 400,032 acres
Principal industries, other than farming,, in these 
counties are timbering and the manufacturing of naval stores*
7T m s i m m p m
The physiography of Holmes and Washington Counties 
nay he divided Into two units? 1} Elver Valley Province* 
including part of Cooke*s (1959) Marianna Lowlands* or the 
Florida Geologi al Survey's Marla*m&~Shiplay Lowlands*
2) Coastal Plains Province, Including parts of Cooke*s (1939) 
Western Highlands ana Coastal Lowlands Province*
The River Valley Province includes the flood plains 
of the Choctawhatehee HIver and Its tributaries; four 
depositional alluvial terraces, similar in origin to the 
present flood plains, and related to the present drainage; 
and Tertiary sediments, exposed along stream channels and 
escarpments separating terrace levels*
the Coastal plains Province consists chiefly of 
four surfaces, or plains, lying approximately parallel to 
the present coast- Each of these plains Is bounded by 
erosion&l escarpments and hence may be considered a terrace*
A higher plain, lying at elevations between 250 and 320 
feet, has no known bounding scarp landward, and differs from 
the lower plains in areal extent and llthology. Its deposits 
are highly oxidized, cross-bedded, coarse to fin® grained 
alluvial deposits, spread over west Florida In a delta-shaped 
mass* The deposits underlying the lower surfaces are light
colored, fine-grained elastics, only rarely cross-bedded.
Tertiary sediments crop out along deep valleys cut 
through the deposits underlying the five surfaces 9 and 
along the escarpments separating them.
Terrace deposits rather than terrace surfaces have 
been mapped on the appended geological maps (Plates I and II).
The relationships of the terrace deposits and 
surfaces to older rocks, ana to ^aeh other, are shown 
in geological sections represented by figures 14 and 15*
RIVER, VALLEY PROVINCE
The River Valley Province covers all but the 
western part of Holmes County and the southern part of 
Washington County* It lies along the main drainage system 
of ths Choot&whatehee River and its tributaries. Sediments 
of this province consist of alluvial deposits and Tertiary 
sediments*
The Coastal Plains Province originally extended 
over this ares and connected with the same province In cen­
tral Washington County and western Holmes County. This is 
indicated toy remnant hills of the Coastal Plains Province 
south of Chlpley, such v.s Hock Hill, falling Water Hill, 
Orange Hill, High Hill and Oak Hill. Erosion combined with 
solution activity in sinks and swamps has reduced this high 
land area to elevations lower than the land to the south.
9producing a steep north facing scarp which separates the 
River Valley Province fro® the higher sand hills of the 
Coastal Plains Province*
For convenience of description, the River Valley 
Province is divided Into the Choct&whatehee River, its '.rin- 
eipal tributaries, and the terrace® along these streams*
Choctawhatchee River
The Choctawhatehee River bisects Holmes County and 
narks the western boundary of Washington County* It is a 
vigorous, slightly meandering stream, with a'gradient of 
approximately 1*4 feet per mile in its lower portion. This 
gradient increases headward to approximately 2*5 feet per 
mile near Geneva, Alabama. Along the channel all i d  fled 
limestone of Tertiary age forms rapids. The floodplain 
deposits are approximately thirty feet thick in the southern 
extensions, but headward, in the vicinity of the Alabama 
line, they are only thin veneers over nearly continuous 
outcrops of Tertiary limestone.
Flood plains- The flood plain of the Choct&whatehee 
River consists of alluvium deposited in a shallow valley 
formed during an earlier period of downcutting.
The Chcciawh&tche.e heads in northern Alabama, and 
is at all times heavily loaded with sediment* This sediment 
is .epoeited in the relatively still water of Ghoot&whatehee
10
Bay, forming a delta* The formation of the delta de~ 
e m s e s  the gradient of the river in its lower portion, 
extending the alleviation upstream*
Tributaries to the Choctawhatchee River head 
within the Hirer Valley Province- They are spring fed, 
and flow for the larger part of their courses across lime­
stones* these streams, therefore, carry comparatively little 
sediment, sod fill their valleys much more slowly than doe® 
the Choet&whatchee River. The more rapid alluvi&tion of 
the Ghoctawhatchee thus results in the damming of Pinelog, 
Holmes, Wrights and Sandy Creeks where they enter the main 
Valley* forming lakes In the lower part of each valley*
These lakes along tributaries were first noted by 
Sellards (1916, p* 109} in connection with the Apalachicola 
and Chipola Hivers* Later he (19ia, pp* B6,©7) observed 
similar features on Pinelog Creek, a tributary to the Choc- 
t&whatehee* Sellards states:
•The valley of the Apalachicola river is being 
mpidly aggraded by reason of the load of sediment 
carried by that stream; the valley of the Chipola, 
on the other hand, is being built up, much more 
slowly* The result hag been a clocking of the 
Chipola at ita entrance into the Apalachicola by 
sediment carried by the main stream, thus forming 
the body of water known as the *Dend Lakes5 in 
Calhoun County- Pine Log creek, a tributary en­
tering the Choctawhatchee from the east; is blocked 
in the same way, forming a lake several square miles 
in area.*
This process began 30 recently that vegetation of 
the former river swamp is -till standing, though dying or dead
II
(fig I)* Sound!figs were mna© in the tributaries ana prove 
that their lower ends are 5*10 feet deeper than the Choc* 
tawha tehee River* The tributaries are flowing essentially 
on the old cut valley floor, whereas the Choct&whatehee 
River is flowing on alluvium deposited in its out valley*
t&rles at the s e n  latitude* As a result* the tributaries 
flow perallel ie the Choct&whatchee River for several miles 
before gaining entrance* Distributaries, such as East River, 
have broken tfcroughttie n tur&l levees of the Choctawhatehee
Cbootavhateheeae tributaries lower In its course (see figure
feature on flood plains, are only meagerly developed along the 
Choc tawha tehee* During floods the stream tope the channel 
banks in many places, spreading out over the flood plain and 
depositing a thin veneer of sediment* The coarsest sediment 
and the largest proportion per unit area is dropped imaieuiately 
adjacent to the channel banks* with distance fro® the main 
channel, deposition :oceeds more slowly as the sediments be* 
come finer and finer. This results in a slight slope away 
fro® the river channel, and a steep slope toward the stream*,
Choctawhatehee flood plain has been built m  
each m  IS feet higher than the flood plaiue of its trlbu-
7 H
Sntural leveess* Natural levees, the dominant land
§%%an* X* j&rowai&g of the lower pert of Holme* Valley, 
im see. 29, T* 2 i.# R. IE W.f developed as a result of 
the teslig of Holme* Creek by high floodplais deposits 
slung the Gho#ta«hatehe* River, photo by Er. Julia 
Gardner.
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T&e height of Die satural levee is a measure of the wstage
■ - -. - • :
difference between high and low water11 (Russell, 1939, p. 
1S10), and its width is controlled fey its age and the else 
of the channel.
As streams alter their courses, new levees are 
toned in the nee position. Old channels ©ay thus fee dletin*
' -S
gulshed froai new channels. Ox*tow lakes represent a meander 
on & former stream course* the open ends of which were cut 
off fro® the new channel fey levee deposition* Many of these 
ox*bow lakes occur on the lower r aches of the Choc tawha tehee 
River*
B S J 2 S E  streams;* (Russell, 1938, p* 73}* Datural 
levee back slopes concentrate waters of flood plains toward 
the bases of marginal valley walls* These valley side low* 
lands are called rim swamps, and streams running parallel to 
the bounding scarps are known as rim swamp streams*
When flood plains become terraces, aggradational 
patterns are destroyed only slowly* Levees and rim swamp 
streams are still preserved on the lower terraces along the 
major streams. Excellent examples may fee seen on the lower 
terraces along the east side of the Ohoctawhatehee River in 
central Holmes County* Higher terra res are so eroded that 
such patterns oannot ue distinguished*
Tributaries to the Ohoot-.whatehee River
Major tributaries of the Choctawhatch.ee River are
14
wrighta, Sandy and Flnelog Creeks* ffee channels of 
these streams have been formed chiefly by solution of lima* 
stone feeds* As baa been noted, they ore largely spring fed and 
teiiiliw marry eomparatively little sediment, except during 
periods of heavy rainfall, when surfae# drainage assumes the 
domlnmtt role. numerous outcrops of tertiary sediments occur 
&a the shamnsls of tfes streams, but the hanks are mompoaa& 
of thin veneers of alluvium overlying Tertiary sediments, 
flats o o e w  on tidier aids of the channel, but they are ex­
tremely narrow and swamp vegetation may grow down to the stream 
banks* the only expression of natural levee alleviation is the 
prisons* of small sand ridge* along the channel banks, with the 
densest swamp in the position of soy normal rim swamp. Seepage 
la swamp area* often creates streamlets which hug the base of 
the valley wall in the manner of a rla smrnp stream*
the flood plains of these tributary streams are 
being partially built by the Cfeoe tawhatehee Hirer, which 
floods back Into their months and builds deposits extending tip 
into the tributaries* the lakes formed in the lower portion 
0f each tributary valley fey the greater allnvlatlom of the 
C&oetawha tehee Blver are also receiving deposits« Deposits at 
the upstream ends, of the lakes are built by the tributaries 
while those in their lower ends are formed by the Choctaw- 
hatches* the tributary streams meander sharply through 
these lakes, with frequent cutoffs along their channels*
Sagy of these cutoffs are due to vegetation dams.
IS
Stream fmtraces
Patches of alluvial material, veil above the
flood plains, lie along the sides of all the major strata
ia Holmes and Washington Counties* These sediments occur
V
at four definite levels, each bounded by stream out scarps
f# 1m addition to these four definite levels there Is present 
in this area a fifth and highest plain which apparently 
Is unrelated to the present drainage* This surface is 
believed to be a coastwise delta-plain and will be dis- 
cussed under * Coastwise Surfaces*.
(see fig* 2}* Hash of these levels represents a period of 
alluvial drowning of river valleys following a period of valley 
cutting* ' . . .
By senses ting tfcesepstefees of alluvium along a 
projected slope the longitudinal profile of the former river 
can be restored* Hestor&tlon of these four levels indicates 
that each has a definite elevation above the flood plain, 
and if original surface irregularities and subsequent diaaec- 
tlon are disregarded, all of the levels are approximately 
parallel and dip approximately 1.3 feet per mile. These four 
terraces occur at 10-20 feet, 50-50 feet, 60-100 feet, and 
145-165 feet atove the present flood plain.
These valley terraces are remnant® of formerly con­
tinuous flood plains, v-tiich were wider than those of the more 
recent valleys cut in them during subsequent periods of
Fig* 2- fctetirpMAt la Hi# fcao ground separata* the 30-50 
Foot from the older 60-100 Foot Surface in see* 14, T. 6 n*t 
R. 16 w., Holmes County*
downcuttlng* However, where the former valley was only a 
little wider th&a the preseat valley, erosion of the latter 
has largely destroyed the pre-existing flood plain* These 
scattered remnants along the valley are correlated and pro* 
looted Into a reconstructed profile in figure 3.
Reference to the geological maps (Plate© 1 and 11} 
shows that in Holmes and Washington Counties matched levels 
occur facing each other across the present valley floor*
The older, higher terraces are wider than the younger ones, 
indicating that at any given latitude there has been a pro­
gressive decrease in valley widths* This may he partially 
explained by a southward progressing stream base level* In 
other words, if each coastwise terrace scarp marine a former 
base level, and younger scarps oeour progressively farther 
south, and if every stream flood plain narrows headward, 
then each stream terrace would be narrower than the older 
ones at the same latitude* These decreasing widths also 
may be explained by a progressive change from overloaded, 
braided streams to present-day meandering streams (Russell, 
1939, p* 1199). Wider terraces on older deposits thus do 
not necessarily indicate streams larger than those which 
exist in the region at present*
These four terraces are separated fey their relative 
heights above the Beoent flood plain, by escarpments sepa­
rating each level from older ana younger 'surfaces, by the
18
Figure 3. Generalized and diagrammatic profile across 
the Qhoetawhatehee Hlver in central Hol?**e® County,
19
a&ou!it of eroslsgi ora the various levels, by- the stage of 
drainage development, end by the degree of preservation 
of old alluvial patterns* The amount of oxidation and 
c&ap&otion, and the presence of Mall slump structures, also 
«ay he used to separate the oldest from the youngest deposits 
(see table 1)«
Though the relationships between the higher stream 
terraces and the higher coastwise surfaces cannot be deter** 
mined in this area, the lowest fluvial surface (10-20 Foot) 
can be traced onto the lowest coastal surface (5-30 Foot)*
At the point of Junction, the fluvial surface lies at a 
slightly lower elevation* This condition may be seen In 
the vicinity of Bruce, Walton County*
The flood plain of the Choc t a wha tehee Elver ends 
in a delta at the head of Choctawhatehee Bay* The U. S*
Coast and Geodetic Survey1s hydrographic chart© {X©2£) of 
this area show the deepest part of the bay to ce immediately 
seaward from this delta, ana a channel c m  be traced through 
the bay some distance out into the Gulf. The Gulf bottom, 
whan contoured on these charts, shows a physiography similar 
to the lower coastwise surfaces, with flat bottoms extending 
ut at least 3 nautical miles*
The writer, therefore, believes that the fluvial 
terraces ended in former bay-extensions, much the same as 
flood plains end la bays along the present coast* The fluvial 
terraces would thus be related to coastal surfaces'as the 
present flood plains are related to the res nt shoreline*
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10—20 foot 3urfacet— This surface is the lowest 
level above the present flood plain of the Choctawhatehee River* 
During extreme high stages of the river {once in approxi- 
nately 20 y.&re) this level is flooded® though scarps 10 to IS
8* According to the farmers of the vicinity, abnormally high 
waters of 1909 and 192& resulted from breaks in the dam 
at Elba, Alabama, and from insufficient outlets beneath 
the railroad and highway at Caryville, Florida.
feet M g h  separate it from the flood -lain flats. This sur­
face merges aowastream with a similar surface on Holmes and 
Pine log Creeks* The flats on the creeks hawv never been 
covered by high water during historic times, except for the 
lower ends, which were flooded by the Ohoctawhatchee River 
during abnormal floods In 1909 and 1988* Similar scattered 
and unrelated surfaces in Louisiana have been mapped as high 
level f'iood plains and assigned to the Recent Period. These 
features in Louisiana have been considered to be out sur­
faces formed during valley widening {Fisk, 1938, p* 54). 
Russell (1940, p. 1220) also regarded these secondary terraoea 
as havings
«— -resulted from the swinging of a stream fro® 
one side of its valley to the other during en­
trenchment. Terraces also result from changes in 
gradient caused-.by shifts in distance to the point 
of debouchment. westward flowing streams in the
9* Reported earlier by Fisk (1938a, p. 15)
state of Mississippi typically had flood plains 
adjusted to the Teche-M ssissippi course* Such 
streams were shortened when the Mississippi 
adopted its present channel and increased gra­
dients have permitted entrenchment, resulting 
In an excellent system of modern terraces* Benches 
are also produced along valley sides as the re­
sult of lateral oorraslon and these become terraces 
after rejuvenation has become effective*1
In these Florida counties, however, this level is
definitely traceable from the Gulf of Mexico into Alabama*
It occur© on both sides of the valley and Is separated by
low escarpments, from the flood plain* Any explanation of
higher terraces levels must be applied to this surface, as
similar conditions characterise both* the surface is well
preserved as narrow discontinuous bands on both sides
of the Choctawhatehee Elver, and alluvlation features are
quite evident. In central Holmes County a remnant 3*5
miles wide is preserved. Sikes Creek Is an accentuated rim
swamp stream marking the former position of the old rim
avamp* It has little cutting power and drains the surface
oetween the river and the creek. Poorly defined natural
levees are evident. The former flood plain extends up *
tributary stream systems in a typical "alluviatea pattern**
with the height of the bounding escarpments decreasing
headward*
In southeastern Washington County all fluvial 
terraces except the 10-20 Foot Surface have been removed 
by eroelon* In this area the Choetawhatehee River has appar­
ently occupied the same narrow valley throughout each period
23
of cutting and each period of filling* Headward these periods 
of cutting and filling are separable, hut along this narrow 
portion only the latest is evident. The last period of valley 
cutting was apparently of shorter duration than those pre­
ceding It and the 10-20 Foot Surface remains*
30-50 Foot Surface?- This slightly dissected surface 
Is developed chiefly in Holmes County. It has a width of 
two and one-half miles at the Alabama line, and widens down­
stream* la the vicinity of C&ryville the original surface 
exceeded 7 miles in width* Throughout this distance it occurs 
as patches on both sides of the river* Natural levees are 
well developed and preserved on the remnant east of the river 
in central Holmes County* The surface is poorly drained and 
so slightly dissected that rim swamp features pare still evi­
dent* Alluvial drowning Is shown by the extension of the 
surface Into tributary valleys* Wrights and Holmes Creeks, 
and pea River, see® to have been the chief tributaries to 
the Choctawhatehee River in this area during the time of 
development of this old flood plain. An extremely flat sec­
tion of this surface, eveloped along Pea River, extends 
Into the northwestemsiost part of Holmes County*
60-100 Foot Surfaces- This surface is badly dissec­
ted and the original flat surface Is preserved only in the 
vicinity of Geneva, alabamm, and in the west .vortion of 
T* 6 N., ft* 15 W. In many places the intermediate surfaces
are absent, and the present flood plain lies imroediotely 
below this level• In such case®. Tertiary outcrops are 
common at the base of the scarp* A small outllerv of a 
higher terrace, partly surrounded by silicifled Tertiary 
boulders, is ^©11 preserved in the midst of this terrace in 
secs* 19 and 30, T. 6 !«*, a, 15 W.
The 60-100 Foot Surface on Wrights Creek is rep­
resented by scattered remnants* Holmes and Ten &ile Creek®, 
however, are flanked by wide remnants of this surface, and 
appear to have been major tributaries to the Choctawhatehee 
River during this time.
Along the Cr.oetMh&tehee River, this surface is de­
veloped near the Alabama line on the west side of the River* 
From here the surface abruptly turns east in central Holmes 
County ana extends up Ten yile and Wrights Creeks. Down­
stream the Junction of this surface with that developed 
along Holmes Creek covers most of northwest Washington County* 
145-165 Foot Surface:- This surface shows the best 
development of drainage, and is the most dissected, of any of 
the stream terraces* The flat topped hills of northeast 
Holmes County reach elevations near those of the original 
surface* The beat ^reservation of this surface ia s utheast 
of Geneva, Alabama, near the state line, where the flats 
jre utilized as farms*
Pea River, and perhaps Holmes Creek, were the o: let 
tri outarits to the Choctawhatche© River during tnls ^rlod*
Pen River probably emptied into the Choctawhatehee River in 
the vicinity of Esto, Holmes County. Alluvial deposits of 
this old Pea Hiver course &,r« preserved in northern Holmes 
County* If Holmes Creek, was active during this time, it 
probably joined the Choctawhatohee River well north of Bon- 
Ifay* Tertiary sediments, some of which are silicifled, 
crop out in the net of valleys cut through the overlying 
terrace deposits*
In general, the surface has been reduced much be­
low its original plain, and younger valley development has 
cut out all of it south of Pates Lake in northwest Washing­
ton County*
COASTAL PLAINS PROVINCE
The Coastal Plains Province exteAs inland'from the 
present shore in Bay County and ocou-ies southern v/ashl nr— 
ton and southwestern Holmes Counties* It partly encloses 
the River Valley Province, and probably extended at one time 
over most of this area, as remnants are present in north­
ern Washington and western Holmes Count!ea*
The Province includes five coastal plains. The 
two upper surfaces are known locally as the *sand hills*, 
an the lower ones as the *pine lowlands’*.
Coastwise Surfaces
Introduction:- unfoeslllferous s nd, gravel and
£0
clay deposits of late Tertiary or Pleistocene age blanket 
the outcrops of marine Tertiary throughout most of Holmes 
and Washington Counties* In southern Washington, Bay and 
western Holmes Counties* these deposits occur associated 
ith flee definite levels* They could be old ocean bottoms* 
as they are marked landward by seaward facing scarps and 
reentrant alluvial valleys* Likewise, ridges similar to the 
present bench ridges occur immediately landward of the es­
carpments* and the terraces occupy narrow bands running 
approximately parallel to the present coast. Hydrographic 
charts of western Florida, prepared by the United States 
Coast and Geodetic Survey in 1922* Indicate that the phy­
siography of the present Gulf bottom does not differ mater­
ially from that of these coastwise plains.
Similar terrace surfaces occur elsewhere on the 
Gulf and Atlantic coastal plains*
In Louisiana* four terraces are reported by Fisk 
(1936* p* 56)* out these are thought to be stream terraces 
with coastwise delta plain extensions* Distinct levels 
are also developed In Florida along streams, out In we-at 
Florida they occur north of the area occupied by the coast­
wise terraces. The projected slopes of these fluvial 
terraces in Holmes and Washington Counties lie at slightly 
lower elevations where they Join the coastal terrace®, so It 
is uncertain whether the stream terraces were deposited con­
temporaneously with the coastwise terraces, or ore of different 
age.
27
Cooke (1939, p. 34) recognised at least 7 levels 
along the Atlantic and Gulf Coasts, which he assigned to a 
marine origin with delta extensions up streams* Matson (1913, 
pm 31) recognized 3 m riite plains in Florida* He later agreed 
with Shaw (1918, p. 155) in recognizing 4 Pliocene stream 
terraces and 4 ^Quaternary plains or sea terraces*11 Shaw 
(1918# p. 132) assigned the Pliocene terrace deposits to 
the CitroneXle formation, but Cooke (19PO, p. 181) recognized 
& Pliocene Cltronelle upland which was terraced during 
Pleistocene time. Fisk (1938a, p* 14) recognized only 
Pleistocene terraces and considered his two highest terrace 
deposits as possibly equivalent to the type Cltronelle.
To apply the various names used by these authors to 
so local an area as Holmeu and Washington Counties appears 
risky without tracing these levels outside the borders of 
Florida* In this report, therefore, the various levels are 
described,from youngest to oldest, without uslnp name® 
applied elsewhere. The plains of the area may be separated 
and discussed according to their elevations from the top of 
one scarp to the base of the next lan ward scarp (see fig* 4). 
This surface includes and projects along preserved remnants 
of the coaatal plain. It should be understood that such a 
designation Is highly clastic and cannot be applied too 
rigidly. The lower value of any of these levels depends 
upon the amount of erosion the level has undergone in the
28
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S E A  L E V E L
Note H orizon ta l S co le  Is D iag ram m atic
Figure 4* Fartlal restoration of the 60-106 Foot 
Surfsos^ separated from younger and older surfaces 
toy seaward facing escarpments*
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formation of the lower escarpment, and varies as the original 
surface slope varied*
On this basis, 5 definite levels have been recou­
nt &ed in Bay, Holmes and Washington Countless 1} 8-30 foot,
2) 60*105 Foot , 3} 115-150 Foot, 4) 170-320 Foot, and 6) 
250-320 Foot* Dr* C* W* Cooke, of the United States Geo­
logical Survey spent two weeks in the field with tim writer 
and correlated his Pamlico terrace with the 5-30 foot Surface, 
his W1 comic0 with the 60-105 Foot Surface, his Sunderland 
with the 115-150 Foot Surface, his Coharle with the 170-220
Foot Surface, and his Brandywine with the 250-320 Foot Sur~
in
face. Dr* ft* H. Fisk, Louisiana State University tentatively
10* personal communication, December, 1940*
correlated his Prairie terrace with the 30-50 Foot Stream 
Surface, his liontgoaery with the 60-100 foot Strea surface, 
his Bentley with the 145-165 Foot Stream Surface, and hi® 
viliiana with the 250-320 Foot Coastal surface*
The following chart indicates the correlation of 
the terrace as indicated by Cooke and. Fisk* JO&tson*® three 
levels, and four terraces in Georgia described by Cooke (1925) 
are also given, but Shaw* s terraces are somewhat confusing and 
the writer hesitates to venture a correlation*
The 5-30 Foot surfaces- a coastwise surface lying 
between 5 and 30 feet is probably contemporaneous with the
Matson, 1913 I Coeke, 1986 I Cooke, 1939 I Present Report i Fiek, 1940
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fluvial level lying 10-20 feet above the present flood plain.* 
This Is not evident in these counties, but may be seen along 
State Road 10 In the vicinity of Bruce, Walton County* At 
the olnt of juncture, the fluvial terrace lies at a slightly 
lower elevation* The 5-30 Foot Surface la separated from 
older levels by a 15 to *50 foot escarpment*
The present coast la definitely a coastline of sub­
mergence, as Indicated by the many drowned valley® and bays* 
This indicates a rising sea level, resulting in a wave-cut 
cliff along most of the exposed coast* This process la es­
pecially evident at Pensacola, Florida* Combined with this 
wave-cutting action, high storm waves are building a xmeh 
ridge along the coast (see figs* 5 and 6)*. wind action 
moves this sand ridge gradually inland. This results in a 
Recent wave and wind deposit overlying the coastward edge 
of the 5-30 Foot Surface* Bore holes in the dune are at 
Panama City penetrate 10 to 20 feet of dune sand before 
passing into black soil, representing the older surface at 
an elevation of about five feet* The highest elevation® 
on the old plain occur along this sand ridge immediately 
adjacent to the coast; reaching elevations as high as 50 
feet* These ridges are snapped with the terrace and similar 
ridges on older terraces are mapped with the terr ees on 
which they occur*
This plain, tne lowest of the coastal terraces,
30b
Pigore 3* Recent beech rld&e and dunes formed on 
the 3-30 Foot Surface near the Panama City, Bay 
County* bathing beach*
50c
6* Diagrammatic profile of beach ridge 
0ftrtf <$une accmmilatlon on the 5-50 Foot 
Surface,
m,
6s:tends as much as 18 alles Inland, and the landward margin 
Is narfcsd toy a smooth, cuspate, seaw&rd-f&eIng escarpment., 
the width, however, is highly variable, the altitude Is also 
farialdt, with local elevations as high as 50 feet and as 
low as 10 feet* the lower places are occupied by swamp and 
marsh vegetation, with abundant saw palmetto*
Drainage patterns on the 5*30 foot Surface have 
teen largely determined by the presence of the beach ridge. 
When the 5-30 Foot Surface was first exposed consequent 
drainage took advantage of irregularities and ran the 
shortest possible distance to the Gulf, this resulted in 
b o st of the streams running almost at right angles to the 
coastline. Rising sea level caused wave-cut cliffs and beach 
ridges to develop and move inland* These ridges, aided by 
any natural low areas, forced the streams to turn parallel 
to the coast and to seek entrance to the Gulf at places 
where they were able to break through the beach ridge* The 
parallel streams became larger as more of the perpendicular 
streams became tributaries, and as more wate* was conpen— 
trated landward by the developing be eh ridge. The lower 
porting of the major streams thus soon developed parallel 
to the coast.
Continued rise in sea level resulted in drowning 
of these streams and created the present bays that also lie 
approximately parallel to the coast. Good examples are fur­
nished by the bays in the vicinity cf Panama City. Some of
these *parallel* hays lie at the base of the scarp separating 
the 5-30 Foot Surface from higher levels* others lie between 
the scarp and the Recent sand dunes* In the latter case 
small drowned valleys extend up to and slightly beyond the 
terrace escarpment*
Cfc* all the coastal and stream terraces* the braneh- 
worfc of small streams is largely restricted to a single 
tcrr .ce, except where sink development has captured or pre­
empted surface drainage, Russell (1939* p. 1222) observed 
that *in general It is everywhere true that few channels 
cross from one terrace to the next in proportion to the 
number of channels present on each surface concerned11. This 
Is not only true of the lowest surfaces* but can b© seen 
on the higher ones as well, where evidence of the drainage 
patterns ana beach ridges Is furnished by the location of 
sinks and by drainage still existing parallel to former 
coastlines (see fig* 7),
The 60-105 Foot Surface;- This surface begins at 
the top of the scarp rising above the 5-30 foot Surface and 
extends inland to the base of the next scarp* It consists 
of a well preserved level, approximately 8 miles wide,that 
extends across Say and southern Washington Counties. Pine- 
log Creek is the remnant of an old stream formed during 
5-30 Foot Surface time which has maintained Its original 
course approximately parallel te, f and* north of the landward 
escarpment of the 5-30 Foot Surface. Most of the Pinelog
35
IFigure 7# Drainage patterns and ridges developed upon the coast 
wise surfaces of southern Washington County*
34
Greek tributaries are confined to the 80-lQS Foot Surface 
and extend inland to the base of the scarp separating the 
60-105 Foot Surface fro® the next older level* However, 
Pinelog Creek crosses this scarp onto the next older level 
and divides into Bear Bay and sweet water Creeks, which run 
parallel to the scarp that has Just been crossed (see fig* 7)* 
The 20 to 30 foot scarp (see fig* 8) marking the 
boundary between the 115-180 Foot and the 60-105 Foot Sur­
face enters Washington County approximately at the center 
of its southern boundary and extends in a cuspate pattern 
slightly north of Cast to Red Head, where It Is Interrupted 
by lower floodpialn end stream terrace surfaces* The sur­
face varies in elevation fro® 50 to 105 feet above sea level. 
Elevations slightly higher than the Inland flats are found 
near the lower scarp In Bay County, along a ridge similar to 
the beach ridge on the present shore (see fig* ?)* Saw 
palmetto and long leaf pine are the common plants on this 
surface, though scrub oak is dominant where the surface is 
well drained and cypress swamps are present in some low areas* 
This plain has been napped with the fluvial 30-50 
Foot Surface, although their contemporaneity has not been 
definitely determined*
The 115-150 Foot Surfacei- This level occurs as a 
...and 5 to 7 alias wide extending across southern Washington 
County* The escarpment separating this surface from the 170- 
220 Foot Surface occurs only in western Washington County*
35
figure 8. £se&rp*ent along the contact of the 50-105 foot 
and 115-150 foot Coastwise surface«# looking northeast across 
Blue Fond, southern Washington County. The arrow points to 
the esearpaent*
38
In eastern Washington County recent drainage developed 
along the base of the scarp has removed the terrace de- 
posits s© that & belt of Tertiary sediments separate® 
the terrace surfaces* Because run-off develops most suc­
cessfully along the base of the escarpment, erosion pro­
ceeds more rapidly here than elsewhere on the surface*
Away from the scarp thick sand and gravel deposits absorb 
water f&st enough to prevent excessive run-off* Thus the 
thin veneer of terrace deposit® near the base of the scarp 
is soon removed and Tertiary clay®, limestone® and marl® 
control the surface drainage*
Sear Bay and Sweet water Creeks are entirely 
confined to this plain* ^heir tributaries rise at the has© 
of the escarpment separating the 115-150 Foot Surface from 
the 170-220 Foot Surface and run directly south* The main 
creeks run approximately parallel to the bounding terrace 
scarps before Joining te> form Ftnelog Creek, which crosses 
over onto the lower 60-105 Foot Surface (see fig- ?)*
Limestone sinks are well developed on this level 
and tbs surface is somewhat dissected by streams, so that 
it is not preserved in as much detail as the younger sur­
faces* The original slope, however, is relatively intact 
In the vicinity of the Crystal l/ske Postoffios (see fron­
tispiece)* At Crystal Lake Sink remnants of a ridge (see 
fig* ?)# similar to a beach ridge in loc fcion and lithe logy, 
reach an elevation of 20,feet above the adjacent flats*
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the 00-100 Foot Surface along stream# la thought 
to have boos formed at the same time as this coastal plain, 
and they are therefore mapped together.
The 170-220 Foot Surface?- Because of the alasec­
tion of this surface and the lack of topographic maps, the 
boundaries of the surface cannot be determined precisely* 
Relatively uneroded remnants of the original surface still 
salat in the vicinity of Sew Hope Church, In sec. 24, T. 2 »♦, 
R* 16 W.f Eoeoezar Church Village In the center of T. 2 
H* 15 W., and in the vicinity of Porter Pond and east Into 
Jackson County. Its greatest width In Washington County Is 
abmit 5 miles* Host sinks and streams developed on this 
surface extend below the contact between the terrace deposits 
and the Tertiary, so that outcrops of Tertiary are common.
The surface has been partially eroded by Holmes Creek, and 
all of the higher surface (250-320) has been cut out In 
western Washington County*
The altitude of the original surface ranged from 
approximately 170 feet at the coastward margin to 220 feet 
at ti.e landward margin. Where this original surface Is not 
dissected it is as flat as the lower termcc surfaces arid 
slopes approximately 1*5 feet permlle*
Two small ridges In the southern part of 7. 2 M•,
E. 15 tf* , Just north of the scarp separating the 170-220 Foot 
Surface from the 115-150 Foot Surface, are similar to the 
present beach ridges in both physiography and lithology.
3&
alluvial deposit a underlying the fluvial 145- 
ld§ Foot Surface are correlated with the deposits of this 
surfs©#* the two surfaces probably were 'formed contempo­
raneously* 1
The 250-320 Foot ^Surface:- This surface has main­
tained its original plain remarkably well* Although greatly 
dissected, many wide divides still liw6 relatively lint sur­
faces * Projected levels of the m x% lower terrace surface 
indicate that & scarp of at least 30 feet, find probavdy 
acre, separated these two plains* in these counties no es­
carpment is known between the 250-320 Foot Surface and older 
deposits* The surface ranges from 250 fepfc at the top of 
the scarp separating It from the 170-220 foot Surface, to 
310 feet is outliers south of Chlpley (Oak, Falling Pater, 
Rock, Orange and High Hills), and in western Holmes County* 
The same surface rises to 320 feet in northern Walton County, 
and continues into western Holmes County* Lime sinks de­
veloped on the surface are now preserved only on a few of 
the divides, most of them having been captured toy Recent 
drainage*
H I  original drainage and surface alluvlation 
patterns have been erased from this surface in Holmes and 
Washington Counties* Lithclogy of the deposits, however. 
Indicates the possibility of this highest surface being 
at least in part an old deltaic plain. The deposits are 
very sandy ana contain numerous lenses of gravel. High
stream terraces, 00® para isle in otratl graphic position, are 
developed along the larger streams of southern Alabama, 30 
that this plain eoald foe the deltaic extension of those 
stream terraces*
m m m m  or terraces
fee five coastwise levels recognized in Washington 
County are developed on clastic deposits and are separated by 
definite seaward-facing escarpments. Bach terrace extends 
approximately parallel to the present coastline* The four 
alluvial terraces extending up the major streams were probably 
developed contemporaneously with the four lower coastwise 
terraces*
Alluvlation patterns such as natural levees, rim 
swamp streams, and associated drainage are developed on the 
stream surfaces, and features similar to beach ridges, bays 
and Associated drainage are developed on the lower eo^stwiee 
surfaces and were probably present on all except the highest* 
Actual bay or swamp deposits h ve been found on three of the 
coastwise surfaces*
beposits underlying the highest coastal surface 
(250-320 Foot) differ in areal extent, in the amount of 
oxidation and slumping, and in llthological make-up from all 
of the lower coastwise surface deposits
Bore holes and water wells drilled into terrace 
deposits show that both stream and coast vise terraces are
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underlain by elastic deposits limited to that surface*
Each deposit grades downward into coarser grades, and the 
teas of each deposit is lower than the base of preceding 
terrace deposits# indicating that a period of cutting pre­
ceded each period of deposition* The escarpments separating 
terraces ean be visualised as continuing downward and under 
the younger terries surface and deposit (see figs* 14 and 15)*
Mo fossils have been found in the deposits under­
lying these terraces* This has been considered evidence of 
a non-marine origin for these terraces* It has been suggested 
(Anteve, 1929, p. 37 ), however, that the absence of fossil® 
may be due to leaching during periods when ground water 
levels were considerably lower* Chances of ;reservation in 
such coarse materials would be poor* It might also be 
pointed out that these deposits could represent the extreme 
landward portions of areas of marine sedimentation, where 
overloaded streams contributing large amounts of sediment 
made a prolific fauna unlikely*
ORIGIN OF TERRACES
Little actual work has been don© on the stream 
terraces of Florida. However, the origin of similar terraces 
occurring on Louisiana streams, and associated with coastwise 
delta plains, has been discussed by Fisk <1936, 1936a, 1939) 
and Russell <1940). They find each terrace to be underlain 
by a distinctive llthologlc sequence, and each surface sepa­
rata* from succeeding younger and lower, and from preceding
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older and higher terraces fry {stream cut escarpments, these
formatlonal units and eat escarpments Indicate at least five
periods of cutting alternating with five periods of filling*
these cycles are most easily explained by eustatic changes of
sea level, as discussed by fish (1030* p* 6?)#
"Eustatie Ganges in sea level progressed in definite 
cycles* Hemov&l of water from the ooemlo basins 
lowered the base level of streams and initiated 
erosion* The refilling of the basins raised host 
level and caused alleviation of the stream valleys* 
The two events, a period of erosion followed fry a 
period of deposition, constitute a cycle**
Such large fluctuations of sea level have been
correlated by Antova (1928, 1920}, Paly (1925, 1929), Fisk
(1933, 19%, 1940}, Bussell (1940} and others to cyclic
glaciation of continental areas*
Louisiana terrace deposits were correlated by fish
(1930, p* 171, 1939; p. 187) with interglaelal periods and
rising base levels, while the periods of stream cutting were
correlated with glacial periods and lowering base levels*
In Louisiana four stream terraces, corresponding to
four delta plains, have been recognised fry Fisk (1938) and
Eussell (1940). Along the Atlantic Coast and portions of the
(half Coast, however, Cooke (1925, 1930a, 1939} has recognised
as many as seven coastwise terraces, which he believes to be
of marine origin* Each of these marine plains, he believes,
has a counterpart extending up streams* Cooke also considers
the origin of these coastwise plains to be associated with an
of sea level duringintermittent rise and
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eust&tio adjustments to glaciation, though he introduces 
the concept of oceanic deep development* Cooke (1925, p.. 30) 
writes;
*laeh terrace indicates a long stand, of the «*a at 
a definite altitude with respect to the land*daring 
which the waves cut a wide or a narrow notah into the 
shore and with the debris fro® the land built up a 
platform in the deeper water off-shore. At the end 
of each such long period of stability came a time of 
readjustment, when the land rose or the water level 
fell; the shore line retreated seaward and what had 
been the bottom of the ocean became dry land.*
Cooke is supported in the marine origin of these
features by shattuck (1906* pp. 67* 137)* Stephenson (1912,
p. 272)* M&t&on (1913* p. 32}* Richards (193Q) and others*
Hays (1927* p. 279; 1920}* however* believed the terraces of
Florida and the Atlantic Coast to be wholly* or almost wholly*
the results of stress action* since* with the exception of
the lowest terrace* they lack all traces of marine organisms.
The area ©f this report lies almost midway between
the Louisiana area and the Atlantic Coast area* It is largely
disassociated from the effects of the Mississippi delta, a©
that tiie theory of origin developed by Flak and Russell does
not satisfy all of the facts with respect to the coastwise
surfaces* though it does explain the stream stir faces* with the
possible exception that there are four stream surfaces .asso-
elated* and one unaasoclated* with the present drainage.
The physiography of the coastwise terraces compare®
favorably with the physiography of the present shore. Like-
dee* see# of the evidence reviewed in the receding section
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of this report favors a marine origin for those feature*. 
However f the local abundance of logs, leaves, _ stumps and 
pollen, osibifte4 with the absence of marine organisms in 
those terrace deposits, suggests that the sediments might be 
of continental origin* It is possible that the coastwise 
deposits are marine sediments veneered with a continental 
facies* Such a relationship has not been discovered in these 
counties, however,.
The purpose of this study has been to point out 
evidence and not to advance a theory of terrace origin, in 
such a local area as Holmes and Washington Counties it is 
impossible to solve all of the problems connected with the 
coastal and stream terraces* The writer feels that suffi­
cient new evidence has been developed from the study of these 
counties to be of material assistance la arriving at a workable 
theory of terrace origin. Such a theory must satisfy all of 
the facte listed la this report.
REGIONAL UPLIFT
Terreoe levels resulting from eustatic changes la
sea level would not oe separable today if all former strand-
11lines occupied the same position. Goom  explains the
11* Periu»ial communication, April, 1940*
separation of the^e levels to the formation of oceanic depps, 
combined with progressively smaller deglrelations, and
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corresponding eustatic changes la sea-level* In other 
wards, the formation of deeps resulted la each period of 
high sea level facing lever than the preceding one, so that 
terraces were forwed at progressively lever levels* Fisk 
(1938* 1939, J>« 199} and Russell (1940, p* 1223}
reverted to epelrogenic uplift and to regional tilting to 
explain why each surface has been differentiated and pre* 
served is isnisUaa* fish (1939* p« 194) recognizee two 
atnstiiel regions, both directly related to the Oulf Coast 
Oeoayaoline (Barton, Hits, and Hickey, 1933}$ 1} an epelro*- 
genie uplift region inland fros 2} the tilted region nearer 
the Mississippi River delta* These features are discussed 
fay Russell (1940), who also points out proof of the pro** 
greasively higher terraces being progressively older*
In Florida no evidence of tilting was observed, as 
all tMm surfsees approximate the sase slope* Advanced dissec- 
tlosft la this local area, however, nay obscure original slopes, 
and work elsewhere say show slight tilting* In these 
counties the major effect seems to have been epeirogenie 
uplift, or euatatio withdrawal of the sea, rather than re­
gional tilting*
Regardless of the underlying cause, epeirogenio 
uplift or a progressive lowering of eea**level has certainly 
m m  active in western Florida, as evidenced by progressively 
higher and older terrace slopes above the present sea-level*
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Sellarda (191B# p* 27) applied tne local name 
“steephead* to unusual anphlth©at©reshaped valley head® 
occurring in high sand areas* He attributed their origin to 
spring sapping along poorly indurated beds underlying more 
consolidated sands, sharp {1938, p* 24?) agreed with Sellarda 
and observed that drainage lines rarely lead from the upland 
surface Into the ateepheads* Oooke {1939, p# 17) stated 
that s o n  of these "steepheada* aight result from the stream 
capture of sink holes* ^
Steepfaea&B are natural features end in tide area 
apparently have sot resulted f m »  accelerated soil erosion 
brought shunt ey oisuse ef lead* i?ost of the® are between 
100 and 200 feet vide. Steepheadg in Holmes and Washington 
Counties occur chiefly at the Junction of recent drainage ?/ith 
relatively high land topped by thick deposits of terrace 
sands* Broad ar^as of sand abcorh large quantities of water, 
thereby preventing effective run-off* This water emerges 
at the base of escarpments along the ground water surface 
as springs, which gradually e&t back into the terrace levels. 
The steepness of the walls of these steepheads depends upon 
the relative Induration of the se&lnents, and along the 
Ghoctawhatehee River south of Hinson*® Crossroad, Washington 
County, they show gradations fro® gullies v.ith steep gradient®,
Ftgorft 9* Steaafeafttf in th« tee, 15# y* 1 B*f 
!?* IS W*# near & vlr-e tow*;?*, Picture lookii
damn ft gnlly e**fcyln*; &1& oat at ri-sibt angles into 
tbe steophea4
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to the typical ateephe&d* The shape of the steephe&d le 
also governed by the positions of the springs which pro- 
duoe it* An amphitheater shape is due to a major spring 
Joined by many aide, or tributary, springs*
A typical steephe&d,,easily accessible, occurs 
at Red Head, Washington County on Highway 39. Along the 
escarpment facing Holmes Valley at Kfeene%ar Church Village, 
the bottle of many good examples go well below the Tertiary 
U s e  stone and clay of that area*
LIMESTONE SINKS
The factors controlling the location of the many 
a inks in Holses and Washington Counties make an Interesting 
physiographic problem* Sink locations (see fig* ?) appear 
to be due to initial irregularities, chiefly along old bay 
extensions, at the bases of coastwise scarps, along old 
stream channels, rim Swamp streams, and swamps. Any of these 
original Irregularities would tend to be.preserved and 
even accentuated in this country because much of It is under­
lain by limestone, which le easily dissolved below any natural 
low where water accumulates. Thue the outlines of old allu­
vial deposits and patterns are preserved In the alignment of 
sinks* k good example occurs on the 10-20 Foot Stream sur­
face along Holmes Creek near Vernon, Washington County, where 
an alignment of sinks and swamps indicates the location of
4?
an old stream channel.
The line of sinks on the 115*160 Foot Coast vise 
Surface, roughly parallel to the escarpment separating the 
>>0-106 Foot Surface fro® the 115*150 Foot Surface possibly 
Indicates an old bay or former drainage line, while Blue 
Pond and Crystal Lake are examples of sinks developed at the 
base of a scarp. These two have destroyed the scarp and 
have spread into both terrace levels. The extremely deep 
sink called Falling -mter, 3i &iles south of Chiplay, is a 
good example of a sink developed on an irregularity on the 
highest terrace level. When Falling ^ater Hill became m  
outlier, the ground water surface was lowered so much that 
the sink was deepened rapidly, forming & cylindrical open­
ing aoout 7S feet deep*
Two general types of sinks have been recognised in 
th_s area. One la the normal, steep-walled, round-bottomed 
sink, which may or may not be filled with vater* The others 
have broad, flat bottoms, and are locally called * prairies* 
(fig. 10)* They have little or no vegetation growing* on 
them* * Prairies* are formed by solution activity .1ssolving 
the limestone down to the average ground watd level and then 
spreading laterally. In wet seasons they become lakes- and 
several may connect, to form a system of Interlocking IrrBcru 
b ring dry seasons they drain under-ground- #?he Pender's4* 
and * Gully Pond Prairie**, in southeast Washington County, 
drain Into Feonfina Creek, and their subterranean river Is
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Ft gar* 10# *The Jeodenm", a prairie dt« elop a upon t ho 
CuceXlfirla zone of the Cheetahs tehee fersmlon In the 
PPfTHSTae# 7# T* l  l«t a# 13 W# Hills of the Xlo-150 
Foot Surface appear In the background#
easily traced in actttt flows through shallow sink: Holes 
within the '•prairie* proper (see fig* 10). The writer 
believes that thee features are developed, only If the 
average ground mter level lies bt-lcw the baas ox’ tee 
covering terrace.deposits*
Sluice are holes thmt have been slowly dissolved 
la limestone by downward percolating ground water high in 
natural acids* overlying onecnsol 1 d& t e& materials are 
married down into the sinks «nd thereby transported else**
?hert aa- part of the load of the subterranean water* If 
the caverns and holes dissolved into the limestone become 
clogged by iatperHous material, enter ©ay collect In the 
aggression and form a lake. Likewise* If ths sink® were 
homed at a tire when gr*ind aater nas extremely low, and' if 
later the ground water surf -.c-e rose, it would fill the sink 
degressions as lake's or ponus* the lot ter mppe&rs to h ;vo 
been the isost oseton cause of lakes and ponds in this area*
Ime drop and rise of groundwater probably is associated -vith 
eLanges In sea level during formation of the various terrooe 
levels*
‘links are beat developed on the 1X5-160 Foot -ml 
170-220 Foot Coastwise Turfaco-e. . The conditions of -Tr^ • Sian 
m.,->&rently demand oore tiau- than has elapsed since the fmv 
nation of lower plains. The 176-^220 Toot ''-aa3f. th. se " trf ~ec 
.„x$ existed long enough for the sink® to lowor d o^.:olvo;? 
into Terti-iry sediments and they or?* now being ®Io»«ly do-atr ye
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Figure XX. Porter fond in scutheastern -iashlngton 
County cowers almost 2 square Mies* Th& bottom of 
this sink lies wsll below the groundwater surface* 
Photo taken la the StJ Sift sec. 9, f. 1 S.# a* IS W.# 
feeing northeast*
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by the more recent drainage* Most of the sinks developed 
oa the highest surface (250-320) have already been captured 
by later drainage a$d destroyed by erosion*
SThATJGmPHt
The geological foliations found at tit® surf act© in 
Washington and Holmes Counties include strata ranging in 
age from upper Eocene to Kecent* the oldest strata exposed 
belong to the Ocala limestone (Jackson group) and the youngest 
deposits found are the Eeeent alluvium. Table 3 la a tabu­
lar summary of the formations as mapped and described in 
this study*
Some evidence as to the age of older rocks under­
lying this area is afforded by a deep well drilled by the 
Chipley Oil Company at Falling water Sink in the m i  m i  
of see* 27, T* 4 H*t a. 13 W*, to a depth of 4912 feet*
A log of this well prepared by E. H* sellarde and 
Herman Gunter (Hoseoa, 1926, p. 195) indicated that Clai­
borne, Wilcox, Midway and Upper Cretaceous bed© were pene­
trated* These beds were apparently identified largely by 
position and lithology as only five fossils are mentioned
and none of these is a positive marker*
1 pBlanpied reported Hthe Tampa from 5 to 50 feet,
12* Letter (January 19, 1936) filed with the Florida Geo­
logical Survey.
the Chickasa^hay from 50 to 125 feet, the Vicksburg from 
125 to 155 feet, the O-ala from 155 to 365 feet and the 
Claiborne from 365 to 975 feet*1 in this well*
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Za order to supple® nt the strati graphic evi­
dence gained by the examination of surface outcrops, and 
the logs of the few available water wells, the Florida 
Geological survey drilled three teat wells* These wells 
were drilled In critical areas, the locations being picked 
by the writer after considerable field work. Samples were 
obtained at five foot Intervals, making it possible to 
accurately place the top of each formation*
The locations of the wells and other data follows
1) (hilly Fond wells center of the Tfwl &%}; sec. 14, T* 1 w.9 
R. 14 S., Washington County: well curb elevation; 56 fecti*3
13* Unless otherwise stated all elevations given in this 
report were determined with a Paulln Altimeter.
Total depth; 120 feet. Elevation of the top of each for- 
motion penetrated; Chootawhatchee formation (Cancell&ria 
sone), at surface* Alum Bluff group (Chipola formation),
46 feet; Tampa formation, 20 feet; Suwannee limestone, minus 
20 feet.
2) W. T. Sheffield wells HwJ W $  sec. 16, T. 2 H. * H. 15 W., 
Washington County; Well curb elevation, 180 feet* Total 
aepth, 180 feet. Elevation of the top of each formtion 
penetrated; 170-220 Foot Terrace deposit at the surface;
Choctawhatehee form tlon (Area zone), 160 feet; Alum bluff 
group (Shoal River formation), 93 feet; Alum Bluff group
§8
(Chlpola formation), 78 feet; Tampa formation, 20 feet*
3) Miter Hamilton well; SE comer of the set nsf set mo.
24, T* 3 M*, R* 18 w*, Holmes County; tell curb elevation,
87 feet* Total depth, 200 feet* Elevation of the top of
each formation penetrated; weathered Alum Bluff group at
surface; Tampa formation, 51 feet; Sumrmss limestone, minus
elg&t feet; Marianna limestone, minus 53 feet; Ocala lime-
stone, minus 98 feet*
Early deposition in these counties records a marine
enviornment with the strand line lying to the north and west*
Mot until Miocene time does a non-marine environment make its
appearance, and then only in the form of stream and possible
delta extensions from the vest* These extensions thin rapid**
ly vest to east, and simulate wedges between more typical
marine deposits*
Fisk (1938, p* 77} has pointed to the Coastal Plains
of Texas as a region of active deltaic sedimentation through*.
out Ollgoeene time* Fisk says:
•On the other hand, the Alabama-FXorl&a section,
representative of a region removed from continental
sedimentation, is dominantly marine* Many inter** 
fingering phases should he observed between the two 
extremes of constant sedimentary types**1
Following Ollgoeene time the strand line in Florida
shifted south and east and Miocene deltaic and marine deposits
interfinger. These counties apparently lay to the seaward
side of the delta and rapidly changing conditions along the
irregular margins produced a complicated sequence of faunas
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and sediments* This is ©specially true of the Alum Bluff 
gfeup and the Ghoetawhatchee formation*
The appearance of abundant gravel and ooarse sands 
characteristic of the terrace deposits Indicates a marked 
change in the sedimentary enviornment of these counties.
$ich deposits are known to be characteristic of the Pliocene 
and Pleistocene in other parts of the Gulf Coast and are so 
considered hers*
maps asp m o n o m
The outcrop pattern of the major divisions of 
reeks is shown on the appended geological maps (plates 1 and 
IX)* The maps also include the drainage, partial culture, 
end the location of all exposures and wells used In the de­
scriptive text*
Petal!* of structure and strati graphic positions of 
the various units are shown on two general geologic actions 
(fig. 13). In addition 6 surveyed road profiles are used as 
a standard into which all nearby exposures, wells and other 
data were projected to give the cross sections represented by 
figures 14 and 13* Precise elevations in the counties were 
obtained from U. 3* Coast and Geodetic Survey bench marks* In 
addition, state road and railroad profiles have been used*
The elevations of isolated points were established with the 
Paulln Altimeter, using bench marks or known profile points as 
reference data.
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EOOEISE SEMES 
Jackson Group 
Ocala Limestone
ssasssc*- « »  * Jackson formation* was described 
from exposures at Jackson, Mississippi, toy Conrad (1855, p*
EBVJ under the "Vicksburg group*. Hilgard (I860, p. 128} 
inferred these deposits to the Jackson group said noted that 
they were older than the Vicksburg group.
Early naturalists considered all the white lime- 
stone of Florida to toe a continuation of the Eocene U s e  stones 
of Georgia and Alabama. The rock at Ocala, Florida, was re­
ferred to the Eocene toy he Conte (1861, p. 11} as early as 
1861, and Smith (1881, p. 299} noted that the "Orbitoides 
U s e  a tone*. Including limestone at tooth Ocala and Marianna, 
Florida, probably crossed Koines and Washington Counties into 
westernmost Florida, underneath the overlying * stratified 
did ft*.
In 1892 Dali (pp. 103, 104, 157) recognized in the 
Eocene of the Peninsula the "Orbitoides llfl*e8toneM (Vicksburg), 
the *MtsBiim2lltle beds* (Ocala), and the "Mlliollte limestone41 
(Ocala?}, and considered then to belong, at least in part, to 
the Vicksburg group* He (1892, pp. 103-104) named the lime— 
Stone beds at Oeala, Florida, the Ocala limestone and correlat­
ed these sediments with the "Kummulltlc beds’* and with the 
Ollgoeene of Heilprin (1887}. Dali observed (pp. 103, 104):
"Among the rocks which until recently were not 
discriminated fro® the Orbitoldea limestone, and 
which appear in central Florida dirfcotly and con­
formably to overlie the latter, though none has 
described their contact, Is a yellowish friable 
rook containing many forasiirtlfera, conspicuous 
among which are two species of Nummulltes, N* will- 
Coxll and H. florldana Hp*..**.It Is best dXspTtyfd 
at6Sala, Tlorida, where it forma the country
rock, and has bees quarried to a depth of 20 feet
without coming to the bottom of the beds*11
the "peninsular limestone" was later suggested by
tall (1903, p. 1534) for part of the "Orbitaldal limestone",
whleh apparently lay between "Vicksburg and younger Ocala
limestone*.
Matson and Clapp (1909, p* 51) placed the Ocala at 
the top of the Vicksburg group overlying the "Peninsular11 
and Marianna limestones, and referred this group to the 011-
geeeae* This usage differed fro® all previous writers in
recognising the oldest rooks exposed in Florida as Ollgoeene* 
they based this age determination on a species of Kum&ulltes 
Identified by Heilprin (188®) as assoblatsd with the Ollgoeene, 
asd cm tallvs (1903) work on the Tertiary faunas of Florida in 
A i fth he lists the fauna of the Ocala and refers it to upper 
Vicksburg. Hat son and Sanford (1913) adopted these conclusions 
almost verbatua*
It remained for Cooke (1915) to show that the Ocala 
is the equivalent in age of the "Jackson formation* of Ala­
bama and Mississippi, and oonfox*®ably underlies the Marianna 
of Florida. Subsequent writers have accepted Cooke1® con­
clusions without question*
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Sell&rds and Gunter (1918a, p. 88} and aeliards 
(1919, p. 291} observed some “glauconitic calcareous san droek® 
m w  the Alabama line la the bed of the Choc t a whatche e Elver 
which they referred to the Claiborne Eocene* These beds are 
now known to be lover Jackson and are discussed under t he 
Ocala*
Cooke and Mossum (1929, pp* 47-48) delimited the 
Ocala to include; *all the rock of Eocene age exposed In 
Florida, including the •Orbitoidal*, *£fummulltio*, and 
* Mi 11 oil tic1 U s e  stones of Dali, as well as the * Peninsular1 
linestone of Matson.®
One of the latest papers describing the Ocala is by 
Gravell and Hanna (1938, pp* 999-1006), who report three 
faam&l zones in this formation* From top to bottom these are 
Plgcooyollna (Agterooycilna) zone, Including several species 
of Plsoocycllna and QperouXlnoldeg ooalaaa (Cushman), 0* 
willcoxi (Hsllprin) and Heterosteglna ocalana (Cushman); 2) 
Qperculifla aarlannensis Vaughan zone; 3) Camerlna Jaeksonensis 
zone including 0. laokgonensls Grave 11 and Hanna, £. gioody- 
tpaadtenala Gravell and Hanna, Qpercullna vaaghanl Cushman, 
Oiseocyoliaa fllntensis (Cushaan), and Lepldooyollna (Lepl- 
dooyolina} mortonl Cushman.
The Ocala limestone of this report includes all 
sediments bearing a Jackson group fauna and cropping out in 
Holmes or Washington Counties*
Physiography and out or op pattern?- The Ocala
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lltttatone ie the oaly Eocene formation oropping out In 
Hoimmm end Washington Counties. All of northern Holmes 
County Is underlain by the limestone which underlies a 
ragged, well-drained terrace topography, and crops out only 
along the major streams and tributaries* the outcrops occur 
intermittently down the Choc tawhateh©e Hirer and its tribu­
taries to the vicinity of CaryvilXe, in Wellington County, 
where the Marianna limestone overlies the Ocala* notwith­
standing its vide areal extent, there are few exposures*
Slope wash and slumping of the terrace deposits obscure the 
formation except along active water channels*
the Ocala crops out only in the extreme northeast 
corner of m&ehlngton County* In this area soil development 
and weathering have penetrated to such depth that exposures 
w e  rare* solution features are common where terrace deposits 
do not protect the limestone* several water wells, located in 
tee* 13, T- 6 HU, R* 13 W., JaCkeon County, penetrated the 
Oeala after drilling thirty to forty feet of red clay indi­
cating that tee limestone is present as mapped*
Character of materialss- The Ocala limestone is di~ 
via&ble into two lithologic faoies in this area* the lower 
fades is typically developed near Geneva, Alabama, but ex­
tends into northern Holmes County, it bears a lower Jackson 
fauna, and is a light greenish-gray, glauconitic, sandy lime- 
atone, grades upward into greenleh-gray, thinly bedded,
■ m m —stained sand, containing many molds of mollusks*
Hie upper, and more typical facies of Ocala lime- 
** exposed along stream ohannels south of the outcrops 
ef the lover faoles« the limestone generally ranges from 
light fellow to white, hut where weathered it ©ay become 
silldfied and the colors range fro® dark grays to yellow-gray. 
The limestone is typically massive, but is porous even vh#n it 
has undergone silicification* These siXleifled areas resist 
erosion and f a n  rapids along the main water courses* gome 
of the sill el fled portions have been incorporated into allu­
vial deposits as boulders.
The two faeies are in contact along a slightly irreg­
ular surface, which is exposed Just north of the Alabama- 
Florida line on the Choctawhatehee giver.
Thickness and structures- go exposure of the Ocala 
limestone in these counties exceeds a thickness of ten feet* 
Some estimate of the thickness of the Ocala may be made fro® 
cuttings taken from the Chipley Oil Company well near Falling 
Cater sink* The thiekaees in this well is 210 feet, and this 
agrees generally with the structural and outcrop patterns.
The top of the M ala limestone recorded in various 
wells indicates that the Ocala strikes wo at northwest and dips 
south approximately twelve feet per mile in Washington County. 
In Holmes County the dip Increases to as much as 20 feet per 
mile and the beds strike northwest* The Walton Land and Tim­
ber Company well drilled by the Oil City Corporation at Hock 
Kill, Walton County, penetrated Oo&la at a depth of 755 feet, 
indicating an increase in dip toward the southwest*
mPaleontology;- The Ocala limestone Is abundantly 
foasiliferous, however mscro-orgaal sms are not numerous In 
these counties. M i l  (1903) lEsta. over thirty species of 
ftftm«fossUe from the type Ocala, hut only Olypeaster rosseral 
Morton, jPeotea oealaaaa Mall, and Pec tea sp. of* P. membranegui 
Merton were found in this area.
The micro-fossils are, however, store abundant; 58 
speciee of Foraminifera and 22 species of Oetracoda have been 
identified fro® the Ocala in Heines County* These are listed 
la checklists on pages 71 to 74*
Local sections s- The lower glauconitic and sandy 
line stone phase is best developed Just north of Heines County 
M a r  Geneva, Alabana. The following Is a section, measured 
at the bridge over the Choctawhatehee Elver, near Geneva, Ala~ 
bans, on state Highway IS*
feet
Deposits underlying the 60-100 Foot surface
4} Red to yellow, cross-bedded sands
with lenses of gravel at the base.
Large boulders of sllleified lime­
stone containing many fossil molds 
at the base of the gravel.**. ***•* 20
Ocala limestone
3) Greenish-gray, argillaceous, mica­
ceous, unfoseillferous, very fine 
sand  ...........  IS
2) Covered.  ......   31
1) Greenish-gray (weathers buff), very
fosslliferous, massive, sandy, glau­
conitic, granular limestone* It 
contains the large Ostrea trigonalIs 
(Conrad) *.... «.........*.... ....**• 8
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Feet
fftltr i m l
Total TiT"1
Bod 1 ©ontaine the following identifiable species
of Jackson Foramialfera and Oetraeoda*
foraednifera
Textularia dibollensis Cushman var.
Textul&ria sleelsalppienels Cushman 
Angulogerina ocalana Cushman 
Bolivian Jaekeoneneie wr. etriatella 
Cushman and AppIIh 
Pseudopolymorphina durable! (Cushman and Applin) 
Guttulina austrlaca d1Orbigny 
Glaadulina laevigata rar* ovata Cushman
and AppXin 
Nonionella hantkeni war* spissa Cushman 
Boaloa sp. ©f* n* planattim Cushman and
Thomas
Epoaldes Jaokaonensis (Cushman and Applia) 
Clhleldea lobatulus (Walker and Jacob)
Gstracodea
Cythereis soatgomeryensi a Howe and Chambers 
Cythereie I jaeksonensis Howe and Pyeatt 
Qythereis gibsonenaia Howe and Chambers 
Gythereii hyaonenais Howe and Chambers 
Cytheridea ealdwelleasis Howe and Chambers 
Cytheridea montgomeryensl s Howe mid Chambers 
Cytheridea (t) garretti Howe and Chambers 
Cytherldea grigs by i Howe and Chambers 
Pjrrlcythereis isrealskyi Howe and Pyeatt 
Par&eypris franquesl Howe and Chambers 
Cytherelloi&ea danvillensia Howe 
Eocytheropteron spurgeonae Howe and Chambers 
Braehyoythe re watervalleyenssis How© and Chambers 
Cyderstta sp* of* G* alexanderl Howe and Chambers 
Loxochonca j&eksonensis Howe and Chambers 
P&raoy the rldea belhavenensis Howe and Chambers
from Genera southward the river flows between 25
foot bluffs of this lower facies. El$it feet of bed number one
le exposed at the Alabama-florida line*
Two and one-half miles below the Alabama line,
approximately in the Hwlt sec. 3, T* 6 Iff., R* 16 W*, at an
08
approximate elevation at eighty feet, the following seotion
w&* measured- (hooality H-36)
' . w Feet
Upper phase
2) Dense whits, silieified limestone 
with molds of Lapldocyeltaa sp. of* 
lee mortonl Cusnman ana peeten sp* 
ofe Fe mimbranostis SortM. t'TT...... 3.0
Lower phase
1} Blue-greenish gray, non-o&leareg ua, 
arglll&ceous, fine, thin-bedded sand 
with molds of Jackson ffiolxueks. *. .. 2.5
Total i m r
Downstream from this exposure only the upper facies 
crops out. Occasional exposures along the Chootawhaiehee River 
consist of weathered and silieified limestone, which form 
rapids in the stream. Elsewhere along the channel the outcrop 
la covered by active river sedimentation. These rocks are not 
to be confused with boulders of silieified Suwannee and Vicks­
burg limestones, which are found occasionally in the banks of 
the river.
The best exposures of the siliceous portion of the 
Ocala are found along the river in sec. 33, T. 5 N., R. 16 W., 
about three-fourths of a mile south of the mouth of Wrights 
Creek, and in the swj SWf KEj sec. 35, T. 7 H., R. 16 w. At 
the latter locality (H-6), approximate elevation 145 feet, 
there is a series of boulders of buff to white, porous, weather­
ed, silieified limestone, containing numerous specimens of the 
following fossils:
mXenophora sp.
Ostrea sp. ef* o. vicksburgfmais 0©nrad 
dhlmmys sp. of* Q. dmne&itengls Mansfield 
C&rpraea sp.
Peeten ef. p. membran©sus Merton 
Strombus sp*
Polynioes sp.
Pitaria sp.
the fauna is apparently a mixture of Ocala (f) 
and Sitannte mollusks. Some of the boulders are undoubtedly 
part of the terrace dequeues, but the Ocala fauna could not 
be far removed from Its original strati graphic position.
fresh exposures of the upper facies of the Ocala 
limestone are associated with ledges of silieified limestone 
along the channel of Wrists Creek and its tributaries in 
central Holmes County. A thin veneer of floodplain deposits 
obseures the Ocala throughout the northeastern portion of the 
countyf and the limestone is exposed downstream only where it 
is sufficiently resistant to extend up through the overlying 
deposits. At these exposures the Ocala limestone Is a light 
yellow to buff, slightly sandy, very fossil!ferous limestone* 
Where weathered it is dark brown to white, and silieified*
The exposures are available only by boat, and are 
found approximately at the following localities, essentially 
at water level. Figures in parenthesis represent the approx­
imate elevations.
(elevation B7 feet) 
(84 feet)
(83 feet)
(82 feet)
(80 feet)
(74 feet)
(60 feet)
(54 feet)
H—32 s 
K-33: KIN
4 see. 32, T* 6 No, a. 14 W»,
* sec. 32, T. 6 N*, R. 14 w.,\« sec* 6. T. h K., H. 14
< r sec. 1, T. 5 N., a. 15 w*fi- see. 1, T. 5 K., a. 15 Wo ,44 see* 3, T. 5 K. , R. 15 Wo,\ ? see. 13, T. 5 No , R. 16 nr*»
see. 26, T. 5 H., R. 16 w.,
®~M; mi  KWi seo. 36* T* S H.f fU 16 W.» til feet)
B-3§i M W  M W  sac. 10, T. 4 H , ( R. 16 W* t Cl foot t)
Outtlnga fro® plle-borings for Bridge
these localities carry an abundant fauna, mostly
miero-foaalle* A faunal checklist of these closures follows?
?!
ewweay-T-wwesBv*!
i » m i  c h e c k l is t  os* ;x s  ocaia uwsstobs
Tafels 4 ?g
;pAt»o. CHBCKi«rsT m  tbs gcam u m s s t o u
>(‘ -• *, - • r ' . _ _ _
 --  ,.... - to I> CO 05 O H OJ eo ^  to
rulOTIKFEa^. ,t ..4, . . W K W t a w w w w w w
  Mil 11»iiimmi iw w m i■■ imm m m wh.hi. n ■ . i i H i'W i a — w»w— h « a »  m >  « " »  w w ». • * *  w *  «*■»■ * m  *
■ ••'*' •,. .• ■■: ■ ■
Aamlagwtam mmtmm . Gmt/tootm* »«** » « » »» X
ea.«gftBttsfl4iBfi {^*Orbl^fiyK X
IPfllMMIfflffo-Sp*** »* * * * » *.*-♦#*■ * % «- * * -» » X X X
Cmgpj§ •!!♦♦»'*>*.»#*♦** *%» * ***%.% *.*♦*•***# x
S M i l f l O  tsfctal&s (W&Xker «esi Jacob) X X X
Bimifetflppla&sls (ftsflfeMi*)»+*»•*• X X X
%*•*■*»****♦♦**•* ♦%■*!» * **■• * x X
., C* ^aaoo^&sla Ciw>bmfca*t,** X X X X X x
s a s w s M s  ip« el** ocalana ondlM*ata»- X
«!>*•••***•***»•**••»**»*»«****»*• X X X
dtoaviliaasis Bern asad JfeXlac© X X
... tme&momMtt* (Cuslssaa i » l  A p p llii) X X
sp* ©r* S* aBBJriaanonsi® (Cushman) X X X
m Pm «£* g j O t t e i  GitffeMB****** X
s&aeliltae&Bls Eowo sod m22m«»»* X
; c ,;. a p *  * » ♦  * - * ♦ «  *  * +  * ♦ * * ♦  * * « « * * * * • - *  *  * *  *  *  x  x  x  x
fld©© t  gflflPdSK. X X. X a X
g& frf re l al l a  sp* e f*  fiu m t r d i !
.i. - ♦'***.###* x
Glo^ullni gUjba ^,Oi,bi®By***##*■*»♦ ♦ ** * X X X X
v w »  tuborculata d'GrbXgaar* X
2sll£&&5L (BlOSMBiPl «**•*■♦***««***■♦#■*# X 
vhifctijlina ir re g u la r ! e d * OrMgny ««* * * • •  X X  X x
- pNd)l0SS X
*p* *4$*** •* **■**♦ *•**■*■* #**■*# ♦ X
.................   . .  X X  X
■£■*»— «■■■ «t cuahaMua. . . » • • • •  X X
B M r i d t e  *pw*»«-*#..».»*».....-***.»« x
XAgsafi- 86HSS* ».»•»• * *«•* * *«**  X X A A
fecsftfW* (WllltsiBson)
l&spl&a • * X X X
Y Y
s u lc a ta  < * a lto *  sad X A a.
lA p id a e y e lli*  * p . • & £ *
6ttS$ttB8USk*#***‘* * * * *■•■*♦ * * * * ' * ♦ * * * *  . A  a  >«. t
Llagullx* ■»     v xIfertigj* s^ecaonsift CuSfosaKUa** * * * * * » X
%yjang^ jiXaipfta d*OrlD&gll’y»«« * • **  • * *  • X X  X
gBasillaa ©P# cf* SU dooorata cufltaaa* X
Hodoflaria #P* ef* »• vertotalis
(B»ts«*}... ...........   X „ X y
   *  *    •■
Table 4 (eontiaued) *3
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Bonioa »p. of. H. grateloupl (d'orbigny) x
■ U n s  0«X«».......................     X
GpeMaffna mrlaanm#i» X x
x x x x x
BeaaeeXla x x x
Bobt&as pr©pla<*uus ( H a n t h e n ) . . X X
9 p « . ....   X X  x
Sd$ftmorphlita eenlteeta {Rmiae}.*. X
f t p t o l M  danvlllenals Howe and Wallace X
op..****..*......*.*..........*.*- X X X  X X
^Iroloeollo&fip* *.......................   X X
Textularla ap* of* f« dlbollensis
Cashnan and itpplin. x X X X  X
alealselpplenels Cushman.......... X x X X X
......     X X  X X X
XVilMft lr«4ri Citda«a*».   X X
falalogBtmlaa Jaeksonensls Howe.....*. X X X
Bvlprlfift sp..   *. X
Vlrgullna dlbollensis Cushman and
JNppU h   .........  x
OSTBAC0DA
Bafcrdia op................    X X X X X X X T X
Br&ehyoythere watervalleyenais Howe
and Chambers...... ............ t X
Cythereis brousaardl Howe and Chambers. X
hysonensls HOwe and Chambers.  X X X X  X
sp. of. C* montgomeryenais Howe
and Chambers* •  .....• • *...... * X
 ............................   X
Cythereis (t) Jaokeonenals Howe and
pyeatt. ..............  x X X X
Cytheridea grigsby Howe and Chambers... x X X
Cytheridea 7?) oaldwelleneia Howe and
Chanbera.  .........  f x
X
X
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X X X
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Viekaburg Croup
Marianna Lime atone
History of the formation:- Matson and Clapp (1309,
PP* &1-&2) suggested the name Marianna limestone for beds ©x~
posed at Marianna, Jackson County, Florida. Concerning thee©
deposits they wrote:
•The nans Marianna limestone is here given to the 
soft, porous, light-gray to shite limestones ©f 
western Florida, which are characterized by an 
abundance of Qrbltoldes mantelll and other Foram- 
iaifera assofelaftad w l &  fossils,
prominent among which are Pecten poulsonl and 
psrplaaus»* m,T"“rT'TTr " r“fT
Samm of the sections designated by Matson as
fi&rianna have since been identified as Ooala and Olendon by
Cooke (1915) and beds south of Chlpley, Florida, called Marianna
by Matson and Clapp (1909, pp. 52, 58) are included In the
Suwannee linestone of this report.
Cooke and Mossom (1929, p. 65) redefined the Marianna
limestone as:
•-— the white limestone or •chimney lock* that 
overlies the Ocala limestone at Marianna and 
carries Lepldooyolina man tel 11 and Fee ten poulsonl.*1
Cushman (1922, 1922a, 1925) has published three 
monographs on the fauna of the Vicksburg group, but unfortunate­
ly only two localities in Florida were included in these. How­
ever, Coie and ronton (1930) described he fauna of the Marianna 
limestone from nine localities in Florida other than the two 
mentioned by Cushman.
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Definition:- The light gray limestone underlying 
Holmes and Washington Counties hearing a yiekaburg fauna as 
described by Cushman (1982a, 1923), and dole and Ponton (1930)
Is napped as Marianna in this report.
Outcrop and physiography:- the Marianna limestone 
underlies a low, evenly rolling topography, broken by solution 
features, the best exposures are found along the walls of sinks.
the Marianna limestone was identified in Washington 
County by means of guttings t rm water wells and its pro sense 
is also evidenced by projected structure sect ions. It crops 
out in a band up to three miles wide in the northeast corner of 
Washington County, striking in general west northwest. Along 
the major drainage the formation is covered by younger deposits.
In west central Holmes County the limestone again 
erops out in & narrow band at the base of high hills capped by 
terrace deposits* the few good exposures in this area are 
significant as they are the first Marianna limestone outcrops 
reported from Florida, west of Jackson County*
Utthology:- The Marianna limestone is typically a 
light gray to cream foraminiferal limestone, with a massive 
appearance* Close examination at some exposures shows extremely 
t:M n  beds of sandy limestone* Species of large L&plboeyeXlfta 
typify the limestone of any section, and Individual beds may be 
largely composed of the larger Foraminifera.
The rock weathers to a hard, pink, cavernous lime-* 
stone, and with complete weathering and leaching red granular 
clays result*
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to fresh exposures the rook Is a© soft that or­
dinary wood a&wa w e  used to out blocks widely used for build- 
lags and chimney rock. These blocks snse-harden upon exposure 
ere eery serviceable for building purposes*
Thickness and structure*- The Marianna la generally 
of uniform thickness wito only a elicit thickening westward* 
Practically the ease thickness is found In these counties as at 
toe type locality* Forty-five feet of Marianna was penetrated 
in the Hamilton well la the m i  see* 16, T* 2 ft* 1© w.* 
and thirty feet in the Chipley oil Company well near Falling 
Water Sink. Individual outcrops measure as much as thirty-six 
feet, whereas other exposures consist ©f only a few feet*
The rotifers thleknees of the Marianna seems to in­
dicate that It la conformable wito the underlying and overlying 
formations*
Elevations of the top of the Marianna In wells and 
at exposures indicate that the Marianna strikes west northwest 
and dips gently southward about eleven feet per mile In Wash­
ington County, and strikes northwest and dips south approximate­
ly eighteen feet per all® in Holmes County*
Paleontologys- The Marianna limestone Is charac­
terized by an abundant fauns* The most prominent fossils ares
Lepldoeyellns mantelli (Morton)
Peeten anatipes Morton 
Peeten poulsonl Morton 
Orthaulax pugnax (Heilprin)
Clypeaster rogersi Morton 
Ostrea vlcksburgensis Conrad
Cole and Ponton (1950, pp- 22-23) recorded fifty- 
eight speoles and varieties of For&mlnifera from nine
?8
localities la Jackson County.
Although t3» Marianna lias stone contain s an a'wn- 
d&at bryozoan fauna those of the type locality have never been 
described* the following species of Bryozoa^ are
14* Identified by nr* James H* MoOulrt, Louisiana State Uni-* 
varsity.
Sttnes In tbs Marianna*
Adeonellopaie grand!s Canu and Baasler 
Enoplostomella vallata Canu and Bassler 
Exochoeeia rugosa Canu and BassXer 
Florldina sp* 
liznularia sp*
ttembr&niporidra splseimiralls Canu and Bassier 
Stameaocella Infsr&vlculifera Canu and Bassler 
Steganopore11a vicksburgica Canu and Bassler 
Stomach© t o se 11a eras si colli s Canu and Bassler 
Tubueellaria vlcksburglca Canu and Bassler
Likewise* the csfcraeodes of the type Marianna Use-
stone have never been described. The most common described
IB
species* occurring in the Marianna, ares
15# Identified by Dr. H* V. Howe, Louisiana state University.
Cythereis (?) mcguirtl Howe 
Cythereis (t) kempi Howe and Law 
p&raeypris rosefieldensis Howe and Law 
Pontooypria {?) mississippierisls Howe and Law 
Krithe hivanneensis Howe and Lea 
Braohycythere russelli Howe and Lea 
Baird!a woodwardsensis Hows and Law 
B&irdoppiXata t&xodonta How® and Law 
Cythere!la sp*
Local details*- The Marianna limestone lie© at or 
close to the surface in northeast Washington County. The area 
Includes rolling pins lands similar to the Marianna outcrop
na n a  in Jackson County. Dee? clay soil© hide the formation 
and its presence i* recognised toy means of cuttings taken from 
a water well In the sal SEj see. 3, ?. 4 H., R. 13 w., on the 
gainer Fan. All the wells within the outorop area penetrate 
line8tone within forty feet of the surface, but sample© of the 
cuttings were not e&yed. Limestone exposed at locality w-34 
has few distinctive fossil© and could be Vicksburg, but It is 
placed In the Suwannee limestone because It contains abundant 
Lepldoeycllna favosa, and L. undoaa. Llkewi se, the Marianna 
may have been exposed In a test pit dug at Ideality w-2? (bed.il) 
in the Hi &ti see. 36, T. 4 N., R. 14 W. 9 but because of the 
lack of a distinctive Marianna fauna and the presence of species 
of Suwannee Lepidoeyellaa this bed is also placed In the Suwan­
nee limestone.
Four feet of cream, porous sandy limestone is ex­
posed at locality H-5 on Little Cum Creek, one-quarter of & 
mile west of the Hathaway Mill, in the Jfw| SE| see. 26, T+ 5 K*, 
R. 16 W., Holmes County at an elevation of sixty-two feet. The 
toed contains the following fauna:
Foramlnifera
Angulogerina toyrnmensis (Cushman) 
BItubulogenerina sp. ©f. B. howei Cushman 
Cl b i d  dee lobatulus (walker and Jacob)
Cibieldes aiiasigaipplensia (Cushman} 
dsoortois sp.
Eponide© advena (Cushman)
Kponides mariannen©1© (Cushman)
Globulins gibba d*0rblgfiy 
Gyroidina vioksburgenels (Cushmnn)
Karreriella ap.
Liebus©ella toyraaensis (Cuahra&n)
Homlon sp#
RObulU© Sp»
Slphonina advena Cushman
so
Ostracoda
B&irdoppilata t&xodonta How© and Law 
Sythocyprl9 sp»
Cytherella vosefieldepsig How© and Law 
Cytherella b p*
Cythereia ©p.
Xrithe hiwanneenala How© and Law 
Thi a fauna la representat ive of the lower Marianna#
B »  Qe&la limestone in outcrops along the major 
streams In Hols©© County Is overlain by Marianna. Cutting© 
from borings for the Oaryvill© Bridge over the Choct&whatche© 
River (locality H-3S) carry both a Marianna and Ocala fauna# 
the Marianna at this locality is covered by fifteen to twenty- 
five feet of alluvium*
the thickest, but a somewhat sandy, exposure of 
Karieana is these counties occurs is a small ©ink in the HWjt 
9 U  ot Me. 3, I. 6 1., a. 17 W., where the following section 
v&s measured. Elevation at the top of the sink is 156 feet#
Loo&lity H-10
feet
3) Red, sandy, ©lay soil ©nolosing scattered
hard, limestone boulders*...«.....**•••«* 10*3
2) Thin-bedded, ©ream to light gray, sandy 
limestone, with more massive layers in­
terbedded • Contains numerous Lepldooy- 
ellna ©ante111 (Morton) and Ojp^rculih- 
elia ~sp* '"gTTV* dia Cole andTTSSfcnTr. *.* 15.9
1) Cream to light gray, massive, sandy 
limestone, which weathers cavernous*
The following fauna was identifleds 
Bolivia* sp. of. B. robust a H. B*
BrahV. gjbicidee ap*, gfpSTdlum 
po*yanua (d«'dFSlgwy). F&on|dea°3p. 
o/J E. TSrramensls (CusHraanT^
LeplaQOyoiina mantelll (Morton),
"'<11 a Cole and 4’ chton* * *- * 9*8
Total SB *6
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Similar rook is penetrated in all the wells of the 
immediate vicinity and seven feet of the hardened limestone 
is exposed in a sink one-fourth of a mile northwest of lo­
cality H-10 at an elevation of 120 feet*
The westernmost exposure of the Marianna limestone 
in Holms County may be seen in a mall sink on the H* 0* 
Spears fans in the HE| mi SE$ see. 20# T* 8 R*, R« 18 w.t at 
an elevation of 100 feet* tee outcrop is covered by a foot of 
red d a y  and the sink is being filled by Mr* spears to avoid 
erosion of his field* tele is locality H-3? and tee fossils 
p m  seat ares Operoullnella dla Cole and Ponton, Qancris sai%ra 
(d'Qrblgay), Cibicldee sp* of* C. lobatulus (Walker and Jacob}* 
Lepldocycllna aantelll (t) (Morton), Qytherelloliea byramengta 
Howe sad Lam, Cythereis (t) rocgulrtl Howe* and ten specimens 
identifiable only as to genera*
Is this vicinity water wells commonly penetrate 
limestone at shallow depths. Samples from the following wells 
eon tala a Marianna fauna* Approximate elevations of the 
samples are given in parenthesis*
1) HW° KEi HE* sec. 11, f. 5 It*, R. 1? W. (125
feet}
2) Padgett farm in tee SEi SE| $E| sec* 22, T*
5 Ji*, R* 18 W* (159 feet)
3) HE° HEi m i  sec. 22, T. 5 H., R* 18 W* (T150
feet) (two Byram species).
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OLXG0OEHE SERIES 
Suwannee Limestone
Introduction:- The sediments mapped In this report 
under the tentative name Suwannee limestone constitute a 
dieting* lithologic unit ranging from SO to TO feet in thick- 
mas. Because of the great number of species of Lepldooyellim 
A l s h  ooeur In the Suwanneet particularly such easily recog­
nisable forms aa L. u&doaa Cushman, L. gXm& Cushman var* 
dunoanensla Cole and yurn&gunenais Cushman and varieties, 
m e t  exposures of the Suwannee are identifiable on sight* The 
Suwannee la the most distinctive unit In the area.
The f&onal content of the Suwannee varies from id­
eality to locality and the formation probably eon tains more 
than one paleontological unit* Certain localities such aa H-ll 
eon tain some species of mollusks and foramiaifers which have 
been previously reported only from the lower Ghlckasawhay of 
eastern hlsslsslppl• A few other localities such as w-34 con­
tain small foraminifers which so far have been reported only 
from the Byram marl. Other localities such as K-8 and W-40 
contain a preponderance of species, particularly bryo&oans* 
suggestive of the type locality of the (Rendon limestone of 
Alabama.
It is* possible that the limestone mapped In this 
report as Suwannee may represent a time Interval equivalent to 
that required for the deposition of the Olendon limestone,
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By***® &nd lowex’ Chickaeawhay imr 1 of western Alabama
and eastern illaeleelppi* It w^s Impossible to establish 
B&ppable units within the Suwannee in Washington and Holmes 
Counties*
While comparatively new, the tern Suwannee has 
already been used for these deposits In Holmes and Washington 
Counties by Pansfield (1938, p. 99; 1940} and Cooke (1939a, 
p. I860)*
The original Identification of the Suwannee lime­
stone In this area was based on the identification of the 
molluscan fauna* The writer visited the type area of the 
Suwannee limestone and maae extensive collections* There 
is a close similarity of the mollusks collected in the type 
area with those found in Washington and Holmes Counties, al­
though In both areas they are largely preserved as impressions. 
The Suwannee in Its type area does not contain the same 
abundance of Lepldoeyclina and Opercullna and the corre­
lation between the two areas on the basis of Pcraminifera, 
Bryozoa, and Ostracoda may be questionable because of the 
poor preservation of these organisms In the tv e Suwannee 
limestone*
It may be th t the unit mapped as Suwannee lime­
stone In Holmes and Washington Counties Is net the oree-" ae 
equivalent of the Suwannee in its ty.o area. The wr' tor, 
however, frels thnt the Identifications of Suwannee trolluskfl
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from a w e  of the localities lit Holmes and Washington Counties
Justifies the correlations* As the unit mapped as Suwannee
cannot he satisfactorily divided in the field, he feels
that it Is better to possibly extend the use of the name
than to Introduce a new name for the deposits of this area*
History of formations** The Suwannee limestone Is
the most recently named Tertiary unit In Florida, and
pu oil shed works on it are few. Cooke and Mansfield (1938,
pp. 71-72) wrote;
•The name * Suwannee limestone1 Is proposed for 
yellowish limestone typically exposed along the 
Suwannee River in Florida, from kllavllle, where 
it unconformably overliea white limestone con­
taining Vicksburg (Oligocene) fossils, almost to 
White Springs, near which It lies unconformably 
below the Miocene Hawthorn formation* Another 
large area of Suwannee limestone, centering near 
Brooksvllle, Hernando County, lies between the 
Eocene Ocala limestone (on the north) and the 
Miocene Tampa limestone (on the south).
•Most writers have regarded the Suwannee lime­
stone as part of the Tampa limestone* The writers 
think it is of late Vicksburg age, because it 
contains the eehlnoid Rhyncholnatpaa gouldil (Rouve), 
which is known elsewhere only in the lateicas- 
ourg Flint River formation, and several species of 
Flint River molluaka* The presence of a species 
of tne foraminiferal genus Coaklnollna (C. cookel 
Moberg) suggests an age older than 'Miocene 
Suwannee limestone is correlated tentatively with 
t e Flint River formation of Georgia and *vi th the 
Chlckasawhay marl member of the By ram marl of 
Mississippi, which occupies the uppermost known 
horizon of the Vicksburg group**
The stratigraphic unit to which Cooke ana ?/:ans~
field applied the name Suwannee limestone h h- en referred to
many formations in the pa~t* Pall (1092, p. la I) referred
as
It to the Tampa formation. Kiteon and Clapp (1909, pp. ?3_
74) called ti»e deposits Hawthorn (contemporaneous with the
Chlpola). In 1921 Hopkins (1921, p* 18} Included them in the
Chattahoochee limestone (Tamps, Miocene). * ossom (1925,
P* *^ 4) placed the Suwannee In the Glendon (upper Vicksburg
of Cooke) and la 1926 (p. 182} called it Tampa* Cook© and
Kosaom (1929} mapped the type area aa Tampa*
Mansfield (193?) described the mollusks of the
Tampa and Suwannee U s e s  tones and pointed to significant
differences in faunae* He says of the Suwannee (p. 46}$
"The formation consists almost entirely of lime­
stone. The unweathered rock is a granular to 
dense, compact, usually ©ream-colored, rather 
pure limestone* The lower part Is at many places 
more granular than the upper*#
In a paper edited by Cooke and Gardner and pub­
lished posthumously, Mansfield (1940) described and pictured 
the fauna of the Chlekasawhay formation of Mississippi and 
Cooke (p. 171) correlated the Suwannee with the lower Chic- 
asawhay marl*
History in Holmes and waahln^ton Counties;- The 
outcrops considered In this report as Suwannee limestone have 
been mapped by previous writers under many different names* 
Matson and Clapp (1909, p. 58) considered the becis in the 
vicinity of Chipjey, Florida, to be t'arianna limestone.
Cushman (1920) Identified the following Ocala 
fossils from a sample collected "six miles southwest of 
Chipley, on west side of St. Andrews Bay road" by G. 0. 
Matson*
Lepidocycilna georgiana Cushman 
hnpidooynllaa attenuate Cushman 
Lepidocycilna fieridana Cushman 
Lepidooyolina ocal&na war* subdccor-ata Cushman
la 1929 Cooke and Mos&om mapped these beds as
Gl endon limes tone , and considered all of northern Washington
and most of Holmes County to be underlain by the (Hendon-
Apparently they interpreted siliclfled limestone boulders,
securing in terrace deposits In Holmes County, as outcrops
of Glendoa limestone*
Likewise in the 1929 .Aibli cation Cooke and Possom
Cp* 61) identified beds occurring near Duncan Church as Ocala
limestone. Prom these beds, and from *atson*3 sample, six
species, five confined to the Eocene, were listed by Cush-
aan (1935). They follow;
Textulsria subhauril Cushman 
Robulus gutticost&tus (Gumbel)
Reussella eocena (Cushman)
Angulogerina ocalane Cushman
Eponides Jacksonensls (Cushman and Applin)
Eponides ocalana Cushman
Cole (1934) proceeded Cushman*a 1935 Duplication
with a paper confined to the Duncan Church localities and to
the A* L* Parrish farm locality, three and one-half miles
southeast of waussau, Washington County. He believed the
species of Lepidocycilna at these places definitely proved
them to be of Glendon age. He recorded the following fossils
fro® these localities;
Lepidocyolina supra (Conrad)
Lepidocycilna yurnagfcnensls Cushman
Lepldoey#llf»a yurnaguneaei s var. morganopsi a Vaughan
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Lepidocycilna undoes Cushm&n 
Lepidocycilna undosa var. turnIda Vaughan 
Lepiaocyclina favosa Cushman 
Lepldocyellna glgas var* aune&aenals Cole
Cooke (1935, p* 1171) correlated the Flint Elver 
formation of Georgia with the limestone Cooke and UOBsm 
(1929) had previously mapped as Gl endon. At this time Cooke 
considered the Chiekasawhay marl to be a member of the Byram 
sari* Later he (1938a, p. 1560) treated the Ohick&sawhay 
marl as an independent formation and correlated it with the 
Suwannee limestone of Florida and the Flint River of Georgia* 
Apparently Cooke thus considered the beds of western Florida 
that he had previously mapped aa Gl endon limes tone to be 
equivalent to the Suwannee limestone* Thi was later con­
firmed by Mansfield (1938, 1940)*
definition:- As used in this report the Suwannee 
limestone includes all limestone beds lying below definite 
Tampa formation and above definite Marianna limestone*
Ffaysiographic expressicn and outcrops- The Suwannee 
limestone is characterized by solution topography with numerous 
sinks and irregularities which preempt or capture surface 
drainage* The many sink basins breaking terrace surfacea to 
the south of the Suwannee outcrops possibly owe their origin, 
in part, to the underlying Suwannee limestone*
The Suwannee limestone forres the base of the 
hills south of Chipley and, due largely to rolling topography* 
crops out in a broad band in nor the-.at vi •shine: ton County*
Along the major stream* in western Washington County and.
t*
anatom Holmes County, the Suwannee is covered by younger 
de.4>aits* In west central Holmes County, the limestone is 
thinner and has steeper dips, so that it crops out along 
a narrow hand and the best exposures are in sinks*
Lithologys- The Suwannee is a light-gray to buff, 
porous, extremely foesillferoua limestone* locally the bed 
is a mass of large and small Foraminlfera* Elsewhere this 
facies is almost entirely replaced by shell® f mollusks 
in a crystalline limestone matrix* Partial weathering re­
duce® recrystallization and a pink tint due tc the incor­
poration of Iron oxide* Complete weathering produces a very 
red granul r clay soil which supports profuse vegetation, 
where the formation is net covered by terrace deposits*
Hie limestone contains many slliclfled masse® 
which remain in the residual clays and some have been in­
cluded as boulders in alluvial deposits* Some of these 
Suwannee boulders now in terrace deposits (localities H-2C 
and H—21) were originally calcareous, highly fossil!foroug 
sandstones*
Thickness:- The Suwannee limestone has a total 
thickness of 45 feet in the well on the Hamilton f:\rr in 
sec* 24, f* 2 Pi*, ft* IB W. At least seventy-three feet of 
Suwanee is exposed in railing water Sink, and the an* oles 
taken from the Chlpley Oil Company well at this locality
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indicate a slightly gre ter thickness, other sections 
expose as such as fifty—four feet, hut moat section® ex* 
pose only a few feet of fresh material.
Variable thicknesses say possibly result from 
erosion receedlng the deposition of the Tampa formation.
Structures- The Suwannee limestone dip® south 
approximately ten feet per mile* and strikes west northwest 
across lashing ton County. In Holmes County the bees strike 
northwest and alp south approximately twenty feet per mile*
The Suwannee limestone equivalent near Pensacola, Florida, is 
found at a depth of approximately 1200 feet beneath overlying 
sediments, indicating that the dip increase® toward the 
southwest. (Gravell and Hanna, 1938, p. 993)
Paleontology:- liansflcld (193?) lias listed thirty- 
four species of pelceypods, thirty-two species of gastropods, 
one species of sc&phopod, and one species of eohinoid fsss the 
type area of the Suwannee* This fauna is quite closely re­
lated to that of the Tampa formation. Mansfield (1937, p. 48) 
listed only seven species and sub-species that are found in 
the Suwannee but sot found In the Tampa.
In Holmes and Washington Counties, all of the ex­
posures, except those ne r Duncan Church, hive an abundance 
of species of Qpercullnoldes Kulril Barker, vhich also occurs 
in the By ram marl of Alabama, and the type 01 endon lime 3 tone. 
Other easily Identified, fossils such - a hoplaooyellna yuma- 
gunensls Cushman and varieties occur only at localities
mM~X7# W-2?t W-32fe, W-35 (bed 1), W-48, W-4S,tb©d 2), l-?0
and la beds at Duncan Church* Legtdocycltna giga® dunc&n-
Gole has been identified duly at localities K-8f **£7t
»-*35 (bed 1), W-46t sad in feeds at Duncan Ohurch.
The gummm©© limestone at localities H-1X and w-35
(bed 2) contains few or no species of hepldooyclina and is
composed lately of aolluskan impressions. The following
mollusfcs are distinctive and numerous in some of the Suvanee
exposures of this area*
Cardium brookvillense Mansfield 
Chion© bainferldgenais Dali 
Glycyaerls suwannensis Mansfield 
Kuphus incrassatus Gabb
orthaulax sp* ©f * o* pugnax v&sv heraati&oensis
Mansfield 
Pec ten flintensis Mansfield 
Fee.en glendonensis ransfield 
Pecten sp* cf* p. poulsoni Morton
Local sectionss- The Suwannee limestone crops out
in numerous sinks south of Chipley, Florida, The best known
of those exposures is in Falling Water Sink in the *n*i HwJ sec.
27# T* 4 H*# a* 13 w«v where the following section was measured.
(Locality *-38)
Deposits underlying the 260-320 Foot Surface
Feet
6) Hed to yellow mottled sands and
gravel wash.   30.0
Tampa formation
4) Hed to yellow, aandy clay soil with si-
lloious nodules and float................ 20*0
3) Light greenish-gray, sacohroidal, argil­
laceous, sandy marl# Enclose a thin lenses 
of fine green sand, a few pebble®, and a 
3-4 Inch oyster and Pec ten bed   11*5
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e linestone (elevation 143 feet)
8) Oreaa buff, granular, foraalnlferal 
la « ilstestone aatrlx. frag- 
■eat* of Bacro-fosslls are rare, m -
pfetstMtlaa ap. of, 
f l m i i  w  poatoft/
aff S a ^ e  W rtl!
sp
ion.
Balrdop- 
,Teand 
e ap*. Arehley- 
JEoeycilna favosa
Jill ^^ Swawllilj
P** $8*0
x* Baff to light gray* gr&milar, foram- 
Intferal coquina ma&e tip largely of L&p&» 
"— ellna favosa CushsiaB and L. undoaa 
«$&*exposed la aave below sink1 
floor, la addition to all the spedlee of
on
ap* 'were 'f mindand Peat
Total
Mi exposure la a small slot on the Gilbert fare 
In the Kiri eee. 36, 7. 4 8., R. 13 W., exposes the following 
Motion of the Sueannee limestone:
Looalltf V-48 feet
3)
2)
1)
Red, granular olay vlth limestone
float. Elevation 145 feet............ 2,4
Buff, aOft, foraalniferal coquina, 
weathers to light gray, crystalline 
limestone containing numerous jepldo- 
evelina undoes Cushman, L.leitDiuiijigmuiLeaela <faii»hn, L. favosa Cusnaan7 and 
ODereullnella s?. if. 5- M l  Sole and 
W M K V ^ T r ....... .T..7TT....    26.5
Oreaa to buff, soft granular limestone. 
Interbedded with, and grading up into, bed 
2. It contains numerous nolda of Orthau- 
lax rtatmmx hernandoenale Mansfield,
Iggloiltmia T'sp., Bardlum broofcvllienee
#2
Rosalia byrSa© nsi $" gu ahman vsKT*Si^mm^mmmsrn, unwiae* \&m
waif* and 0^rmIln^id#S mulrli ® M . 5
fatal ® O f
Xa a test pit In the nh S$f see* 36, f* 4 w*,
E» 14 W*, the Marianna any have been reached* At this lo~ 
Milty, W-2?, the following section, ineluding the test pit, 
was measured along an old road bed* the elevation at the top 
of bed three is 120 feet*
3) Cress to huff, very soft, granular, 
large fersmlni feral eoqulna lime­
stone* Weathers to an Indurated, cry­
stalline, dense, areas limestone, and 
further to red, granular olay* En­
closes many specimens of Lepldooyollna 
as In hod 2 of locality P^mTTTTTTTTTT 40*0
2) Fln3dsh-@*ay to buff, soft, granular 
limestone with numerous Bryoaoa and 
Igrge Foramlnlfera* .......  12*5
1) Pinkish-gray, soft, granular limestone, 
slightly harder than the overlying 
material* the micro-fauna la something 
like that of the Marianna* Associated 
speeies of Lepidocycilna Indicate it Is
the beds at Puztean Church, one-quarter of a mile due
M a t  of this outcrop, lie at approximately the same elev&tlonl
Locality W-2? 
Suwannee Limestone Feet
Suwannee
total
3*1
1ST®
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Much has been published regarding the limestone
exposed in a sink on the A* L* Parrish far® la the sw1 SFi
see* 33, f* 3 $• , 13 W. Mossest (1925, p# 186) was the
first, to report this loo&lity ana he questionably assigned
It to die Tampa formation and stated that It was certainly 
«
older than the Chi pels formation* The age determination 
mas based on fossils identified by Miss ^ulia Gardner*
Cooke &$& I! os so® (1929, p* 96) recognised two 
f&cies and referred both to the Tampa form it ion*
Vaughan (Cole, 1934, p, 22) regarded these beds 
as middle oligoeene or Cl endon and correlated them with the 
beds cropping out at Duncan Church*
Mansfield (1934, p* 332) recognised two definite 
beds* the lows: he believed to be the same as the limestone 
at Duncan Church, and the upper of indefinite age. However, 
after a study of the fauna at this locality, he (1938, p» 99), 
tentatively considered -he upper bed as equivalent to the 
Suwannee 11mstone, and in part to the Chiok&sawhay. The 
lower bed he considered middle Oligoeene* Later he (1949) 
definitely placed the upper bed in the Suwannee limestone 
and correlated it with the lower Chlokasawhay of Mississippi* 
Locality ¥*-35: section in small sink. Dark of the 
Am L* Parrish far®, Washington County.
Tampa Formation? Feet
3) Red, sandy soil with small lime and
slllcious pellets* .........** 30*0
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Suwannee Limestone (elevation 06 fmt)
2) Crea© to light gray* saccharoidal, 
dense limstone with ©any fossil
mold*...................   U.6
1) Creae to light gray, graaular, fora*-
iniferal limestone with ©any species
Total m ?
Mansfield (19 4) reported twenty-eight specie® of
aollus&s fro© bed number two. These were Identified entirely
froa solas. This fauna was re&esoribed by him in 1940 and
the 1st below is fro® hie latest, posthusma, report*
An&dara susiieI Mansfield 
•Anadara ©acneill Mansfield 
Cassis flintensis Mansfield 
Chione bainbrldgensis Dali 
Claws parrishi Mansfield 
Ficus ©Ississlpplensls Conrad? 
fwphus Incrassatus G&bb 
Panope taylorensis Mansfield 
•Pfc&eddes ®p* cf. P. chipolana Dali 
Turritella sp. cf. T. gatunensia Conrad
In addition to these the following species have 
been identified by the writer fro© bed 2.
Ampul U n a  sp.
Cardinal sp. cf* C. hernan&oenae Mansfield 
Conns sp* aff* C * Imitator Brown and * ilsbry 
Gorbula sp. cf. C. burnaii Dali 
Olivella sp. aff. 0. ©iasissipoiensls Com- d 
Phos parrishi Mansfield 
♦Sewele sp. aff. 5. smith!! Dali 
♦Stroabus sp. aff. S. llocyclus Dali 
Venericardia ap. cf. V. aerrloosta (Hellprin)
w t w K i S M t i W i w i n ^ — i \mtmt iw w w o tw w i ■ w w u m  m a m m i— in ru in
♦ Occurs in, or its closest relative occurs in, Tampa or 
younger beds.
rn in r ir i i i ir n n a « B » M S S B r  ■nr r r— — ■■     ----- ----------71r.n r t | f |1M|| ^
With auci'i poorly pres? rvod specimens one can conclude
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fciOj that these show affinities with the fauna of the 3u~
wanna# Usestone, hut at the s/pf time include 2?;any Tampa
forms. The possibility that bed two is a transition facies
between the Tampa formation and the Suwannee limestone must
be considered. Granting that all the identification* of the
Bollus&s are correct, this possibility la strengthened.
The species of bepiaooycllna fro® bed one h w e
been described by Cole (19,34), who definitely implied that
this bed contains the same fauna as the beds near Duncan
Ofcardu Me assigned these beds to the Gl endon limestone.
A fresh, twenty-five foot exposure of Suwannee
limestone can be seen In a si nit on the T. A. Finch far® in
the NEi Mwi sec. 33, T. 4 S., R. 13 «* The following
fossils occur at this locality (w-^6)*
Foramlaifem
Canorls sagra (d'Orbigny)
Cibieide* lobatulus (Walker and Jacob)
Disoorbl* byramensis Cushman
Eponides sp. cf. E. byr&mensis (Cushman)
Gypcina sp. cf. 0. vesicul^ris (Parker and Jones) 
Lepidocycilna undcsa Cushman 
Lepidocycilna undosa Cushman war.
Lepidocycilna glgas duncanen&is Cole 
Lepidocycilna yurnagunenais Cushman 
Honion sp. cf. 8. plntum Cushman and Thomas 
Operculinoides sp. cf. o. mulrli B riter 
Operoullnoides sp* cf. 0. vioksourgensie Vaughan
and Cole 
Reus^ella spinulosa eus* var.
Siphonina adena Cushman
165ryozoaA
I®* Identified by Dr. James H. McGuirt, Louisiana State 
University.
mAaphiblestruai rectum (Canu and Bassler)
Canopeuat sp*
Bnoplbs tonsils sp*
Rmtalophora lunata (O&nu and Bassler)
Ssekaroldss sp* of. E. erects (Oanu and Basslerl 
Flllaparsa, 3 sp.
Holoporella deposits Canu and B&esler 
Idmoaea grallator Oanu and Baesler 
Lichenopora goldfusai (Reuas)
BeabranIporidr& apissiiauralis Canu and Bassler 
Sioropora sp.
Porella sp* cf* F* erassoparlss Canu and lassler 
Retepora l&elaiosa Canu and Bassler 
Trypostega sp. cf* T. venusta (Borman) 
Tubueell&rla vieksburglca Canu and Bassler
Locality W-34: Elevation: 128 feet* In a small
sink in the mi mi sec* 14* T. 4 H*, a* 13 W*f thirteen feet
of eream colored, very dense, crystalline limestone, largely
a foranlnifer&l coquina, is exposed. The following fossils
were identified:
Mphlstegina sp. of* A. ohlpolensle Oushman and
Ponton
OpereuHnoides aulrii Barker 
Dlsecrbis byramenais Cushman 
Lepidocycilna favosa Cushman 
Lepidoeyolina undoes Cushman 
Misslsstppina sp*
Polymorphlna advena Cushman 
Rsuasella sp.
Rotails hyramensis Cushman var. 
dpirlllina sp# ef. 8. vlwipara Ehrenberg 
Textularia sp*
The Suwannee limestone is exposed In many sinks and 
C M  be studied at the following localities. The initials 
following each locality description indicate the fauna presents 
B* c* represents a Lepidocycilna assemblage similar to that at 
Ptnoan Church, 9* a fauna composed largely of molds of laollusks, 
8* a bryozoan fauna similar to that at Glendon, Alabama, and 8. 
a Byram affinity.
Locality $~28$ 12 feet in old quarry i
8»«* 1# *• 3 8., R. 14 W* (D.G*}
Locality W~29s 18 feet is m d  oat In
i W *  18, T. 4 8 ., R. 13 t. f S.8.}
Locality y-30| well cuttings in a sEi 
T. 3 S., R* 13 8* (8.0.)
Locality W-31* 15 foot la abandoned __ „
K i  SBi 3E& esc. 18, T. 3 M., R* 16 W* (8*0.*0t)
Locality R*52s 20 foot in email allsk in 8W§ set
esc. 16, f* 3 a., R* 13 f» (P,C,)
Locality W 5 t  3 foot In road cut near $| of 
lias of sees. 14 and 15, f. 4 8., a* 13 w* {8*8.)
Locality f*4¥i 50 foot la small sink la mi mk 
sec* 32, f* 4 8 ., ft. 15 W. {8*0., 0., B.#
Locality 8~TO* 18 foot la road cat la Si
SCC*. 2®, f* 4 8*, R* 14 V* {5*8*, 8** 8*#
Approximately three hundred yards north of locality 
8*28 la an exposure of similar limestone* 4 narrow outcrop 
cfthls limestone extends westward for at least a quarter of a 
mile, items it passes under terrace deposits, fhe Suwannee 
limestone one penetrated below these terrace deposits in R* B» 
Bre»s*0 well Da the hw corner of the »wi swl sec. 16, T* 4 w., a. 
LI V#
Within this hand is the exposure described by Cook© 
Mossom (1529, p* TO) and Cooke (1923, p. 7} as the Cedar 
{tews locality, and referred by them to the (Rendon formation.
At this place forty to fifty feet of buff, forarainlferal coquina 
in a limeetone matrix le exposed in an amphitheater-shaped sink.
14 m  reported by Cooke and Mossom (1929, p. 71) 
crepe out at the abandoned Weldon lime kiln on the Alford 
Lumber Company land In the eeo« 14f T* 4 8 ** H* 13 I*# and 
at the Laney farm in the ml esc. ^5f 4 n*, E* 13 v.
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The oasttmost exposure of Suwannee limestone 1® 
found on the farm of Alee gent In the m i  me£ see. 9* T. 3 u.#
SU 12 «• this exposure consists of poorly fossillferous 
ellieified boulders*
there are fee exposures of the Suwannee limestone 
la Holmes County* However, many silicious boulders occur 
throughout the county in the terrace deposits* Some of these 
are not far removed from their original stratigraphies position* 
The boulders found at locality H-l and H~8 serve as examples*
The boulders at B*1 eon tain specimens of ghlamys ftlendonengjg 
Mansfield, which was described from the lower (EileStaa&whay* 
Boulders occurring on numerous hills in the vicinity of ionallty 
H-8 contain % varied fauna* These boulders were identified by 
Cooke as deaden limestone (1923, p. 4} and they contain a 
dendoa fauna! assemblage. In addition, however, they also 
earry faunas similar to those occurring in the Suwannee and 
younger deposits* They are interbedded with terrace sediments 
and if they are In place there must be a structural irregularity 
between this outcrop and normal outcrops immediately south* For 
these reasons the boulders are believed to be part of the ex* 
tensive terrace deposits of this area, and will be considered 
under the section devoted to those deposits.
At locality H-ll, in a small sink on the Hudson farm 
la the SWi m i  sec* 15, T# 5 H. 17 W., eight feet of ©ream 
to light gray, sandy and argillaceous, limestone Is exposed* 
Border white, crystalline, very fossil!farcus, sandy limestone
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layers « •  present* These beds contain a very large Suwannee 
fauna which is listed below.
Foranlnlfera
Amphistsgina sp* ©f. A* chlpoleasts Cushman and
Ponton
Angulogerlna sp.
Baggina xenoula Hadley
Opereuiinoi&es suirii Barker
Olbletdee sp* of* 0* ©hosts wen els Cushman and
M©Cla®ej*y
Clbleldes sp* ef. 0. lobatulim {Walker and Jacob) 
Plseorfels patelltforsis (H. B- Brady) 
DyoelblOidss MserialIs Cushman and Valentine 
Biscorbie sp*
Elphidlins ae*
Clobolina gibba &« Orbigny
Lepldoeyellna sp. of. L. undosa war. turn Ida
Vaughan
Honion sp* ©f* H. grateloupi (d#Orbigny) 
Honionelia n. sp*
Poly»orphiit& advena Cushman 
PseudLopolyaorphina sp*
Pyrgo subsphaerica (d’Qrbigny)
Pyrulina sp#
Qulnquelooullna sp#
Heussella spinuloea (Heuss) var#
Rotalla byramensis Cushman var.?
Sorites sp#
Textul&rla sp#
Triloculina sp. of. T. trigonula (Lamarck) 
Virgulina sp#
Ostr&eod*
Bairdoppilata sp. of. B. ©artynl Coryell
Sample and Jennings 
Oythereto (?) eegudrtl Howe var.
-Cythereie sp#
0ythereto sp. of* 0* rosefieldensis .Ho?fa and Law 
Cythsrels (?) vlekaburgenfcis Howe and Law var. 
Oytherelloidea sp. (pitted)
Cytherldea blanpledi Stephenson 
Cytherldeis sp#
Cytheromorpha sp#
Xeetoloeberia sp#
loo
Mollusc*
Chians balnbrldgeiisls Ball 
Chlasye glendeiiensia Mansfield 
Olycyserls euwannensis Mansfield 
guphua lnor&ss&tus O&bb 
Feeten sp, cf, p. pouleonl Morton
Limestone sinks sold associated granular red soils
arc common wherever the Suwannee occurs near the surface in
Heines County; tet the limestone Is known chiefly from cater
wells, a limestone bearing a Suwannee fauna was penetrated in
the following wells, Elevations of the samples are unknown,
m  owner cf the ssi se# see. 15* ?. 5 n.» r, x? w,
80 comer of the » $  3E| sec* IS, 7* 8 H., R, 17 w,
m k  wsi SEi sec, 34, 7, 8 R« 17 W,
n  corner of the sw§ sec, 23* f« 5 M., R, 1$ w,
MIOCEHT SERIES
Tampa Formation
History:- Prior to 1888 many geologists had describ­
ed the rocks exposed near Tampa, Florida: Conrad (1846, 1846a},
Allen (1846), Bailey (1850), Tuomey (1851), Kerr (1885), Hell- 
piis (1887), but none of these gare the deposit a name,
The name Tampa formation was first suggested by 
Johnson (1868, p, 235) for beds exposed about some of the 
southern lakes, and Tampa and Hillsborough bays,
pall (1092, pp» 117-119) studied and gave more com­
plete descriptions of the Tampa exposures and distinguished two 
facies which he named the *Tampa sllex bed* and the younger 
* Tampa limestone41* The lower bed was characterised by Or-
pagan* and was designated the rtOrthaulax bed*, whereas
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the limestone mas regarded as the possible equivalent of
Mellprliftts {1867} *CcrlthittiB rock1*, named Jfrom the presence
nt # ® y  spades belonging to that gssns*
Hall {1892, p. 112) Included the *Tai$pa% *0hip©l&*
and *Altsm Bluff*1 beds In a * Tampa group11* Later in studies
ante at Chattahoochee, Florida, he (1892, pp. 107, 115} die*
covered Qrthaulax pusnajc In deposits which he identified a® m e
•Chattahoochee group*1 and in which he placed his «filex beds1**
Both the *Cerithlusi* and *0rthaulax(l beds were ln»
eluded in Matson*® and Clapp* s (1909, pp* 84, 86) Tampa
formation. The fop&atlon included & greenish-gray ©lay* at
tte top, the Oerithlua bed, the Orthaulax bed, a limestone
similar to m e  Ccrlthlum bed, and more greenish-gray clay at
the base* In general they described the formation ass
•— ►greenish clays, light gray to yellow lime­
stones, and a very foasiliferous bed of •eilex* #*
la 1929 Cooke and Mosses; (p. 79) changed the m m
TBmpn formation to *Taapa lines tone11 because the • formation
eo&sists alsost entirely of limestone*1. They redefined the
Tampa to include the Tampa formation of early workers, most of
the 'C&attahoeohee*, and part of the Hawthorne formation of
B&tsoa and Clapp (1909)* The •Chattahoochee*1 section at
Chattahoochee, Florida, was included “because it seems to be
Cf the same age as the Tampa*.
Cooke and Mansfield (1956, p. 71) restricted the
*Ta»pa u  d.fli»d by p m l « .  writer. and included
7b* lower portions in their new Suwannee limestone. Mansfield
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(1057) followed with a paper on the mollus&a of the Tajtapa and 
&lwuin*s limestone* and separated the two faunas*
tte *fampa limestone * was considered equivalent to 
tee upper Cfelefcaeawhay formation of Mississippi by Cooke in 
tee by Baasfleld <1940, pp. 171, 172) describing the
•Molluska of the ©tickasawh&y marl.9
aeflnltlo*;-As used in. this report the term Tampa 
f m a U m i  applies to <011 sediments lying above Hie Suwannee 
limestone and below the Chipola formation.
CSsfoeslllfereua greenish-gray clays and silt a lie 
between foeeillferoue Suwannee limestone and limestones of the 
Tampa formation In the Hamilton well in see. 24, T- 3 M*t fu 
16 •* Berm, and in adjacent territory these clays and silts 
oeeupgF the straiigraphic position that should be occupied by 
the Tampa* formation* As the formation contains considerable 
amMttti of this unfossiliferouc clay and silt the term *Tampa 
lime stone* is not entirely satisfactory* The writer, therefore, 
fftsnm to the old usage of Tampa formation, but with Mansfields 
(1937) paleontoiogic and llthologi© restrictions.
Outcrop and physiographic expression:- The Tampa 
I m a t i o s  generally underlies a region of high relief, but 
this surface configuration is controlled largely by overlying 
formations* Exposures of the Tampa are rare and the formation 
is mapped largely on the basis of structure*
It crops out at the base of the high hills In north— 
Cast Washington County, and extends west along the valley of
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Ha3rd Labor Creek ia a broad band to Holme© Creek, whore It 
lm Wavered by younger terrace deposit©. The formation crop© 
©at Holmes Creek and the Choet&wha tehee River In Iso­
lated areauas. Elsewhere along stream courses the formation 
la bewared by younger terrace deposits.
1» western Holmes County the formation crop© m t  
la a band four to fire miles wide* The exposure© in this 
are* w e  nasally at the base of hills.
Tampa formation is predominantly 
limestone is Washington County, but green argillaceous silts 
o m r  at the teas of the section is Holmes County.
A brown!sh~gray, very fossil!ferrous, granular lime* 
stone is southern and western Washington County grads© north* 
eemd into a greenish-gray* silty* fosslliferoua marl. This 
latter may be seen at Falling Water sink, and one-fourth of 
* mile north of Seott* © Bridge over Eoonflna Creek in Bay 
County. Thirteen feet of the brownish-gray limestone was pens* 
i M t *4 in a well on the Hamilton farm in the swj 3^1 sec. 
24, T. 3 R. 18 W., Holmes County; but here the Ilkeston© 
overlies thirty-six feet of green, calcareous ©lit, similar to 
that yfrteh crops out throughout southwestern Holme© County.
The Tampa formation is 68 feet thick in the well at 
Ramil ton4© farm, see. 24, T- 2 H., R« IB W. This appears to 
be the thickness in this area and the formation thin©
eastward te forty*two feet us the Oully Pond well, located in 
see. 14, T. 1 I*, R. 14 W.
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At Falling Water gink in sea. 27, f. 4 s., a. 15 i., 
eleven feet of silty marl is: exposed* although in 1914 Cooke 
{1939* p* 70) measured sixteen feet of this material. Struc­
tural sections (figs. 13 and IS) indicate that the Tampa 
formation is approximately fifty feet thick in northern wash- 
ington County. A series of outcrops (W-3, w-4, w-5), one mile 
vest of Hinson Crossroads* expose thirty feet of the brownlsh- 
gray limestone. The thickest section (16 feet) of the greenish- 
gray silt and clay is exposed on State Hoad 88, in the Wi sec.
18, f. 5 H., H. 17 9.
Structure;- The Tampa formation dips south approx­
imately twelve feet per ails and strikes west northwest across 
Washington County. In Holmes County the dip is approximately, 
twenty feet per mile south and the strike is approximately north­
west* These figures are estimated from the elevations of ex* 
poeuree, combined with the elevations of the top of the Tampa 
formation in geological test wells at three localities, (see 
figures 13 and 15)
Paleontology;- Mansfield (1937, p. 43) reported 306 
species rad sub-species of Moliusea from the Tampa formation.
Only eight species and sub-species of the Tampa fauna are known 
la the fauna of the overlying Chipola, and only six species and 
smh-speeles exist in the Recent fauna.
Of the Tampa fauna Mansfield (1937, p. 44) says;
*fhc Traps limestone fauna probably is more closely 
related to that of the Chipola formation than the 
above figures would indicate, as a number of other 
species in both horizons are closely related and 
were united by earlier workers.
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high percentage of silica and th® char­
acter of the fauna, which Includes land and fresh 
water gastropods and the peleeypod Qyrena, a genus 
now living in fresh and brackish water’In Florida, 
indicate that the Tampa limes tone was deposited In 
shallow water near the shore line.*
However, the fauna! relationship of the Tampa to the 
Suwannee limestone is such closer than to the younger Chipola, 
as shown by Mansfield9s tabulations* Mansfield (1937, p. 48} 
listed 7 species and sub-species of Suwannee mollusks and 
echinoids which have not been reported from the Tampa* He (1937, 
pp* 48, 11S-117) further indicated 22 species of marine mollusfcs 
from the Tampa •that have not been found with certainty in 
the Suwannee limestone.*
(gastropods make up a large percentage of the indi­
viduals in Holmes and Washington Counties. Locally, however, 
oysters and peetens may predominate, as in the bed at Falling 
Water three and one-half miles south of Chlpley.
Unfortunately, all exposures of the Tampa formation, 
with the exception of that at Falling Water Sink and at lo­
cality W-3, are so greatly altered by solution, that all 
molluaean fossils are molds. Accurate identifications are, 
therefore, difficult. In general micro-fossils are better pre­
served and are similar to those of the Tampa formation of 
Wakulla County, which is one of the type areas of the formation. 
The Tampa of Falling water Sink contains a number of Cstraoodes, 
such as Cv the ride a blanoeldl Stephenson, £. how®! Stephenson 
and 0. wayenensls Stephenson, which occur in the upper Chick— 
asawhay of eastern Mississippi*
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toc&l details** Only ©Ix exposures of the Tampa 
formation are known In Washington County* However* these are 
supplemented by a number of water well® from which samples 
were obtained*
The best known locality of the Tampa formation
(W-38, bed 3) Is at Falling Water Sink in the m l  sec. 27# f*
4 B.# R. 13 W. (section on page 90), where eleven feet of
fresh, argillaceous, sandy marl is exposed. Cooke and Mosaom
(1929, p. 96) reported the following fossils from this bed.
Sorites duplex (Carpenter)
Ostrea viekaburgenais Conrad 
O&trea so.
Pecten sp. of. P. gabbi pall 
Pecten anguillensis Ouppy 
Peeten gardnerae Cooke 
Pecten crocus Cooke
To these Mansfield (1937, p. 39) added the following
and observed that the Ostrea vicka burden si a Conrad is perhaps
closer to 0. rugifera Ball.
Cerlthiua aff. C. precursor Ball 
Ostrea cadneaqua Mansfield 
Ghlamys aff. C. cruelanus Cooke 
Amuslum sp.
Modiolus blandus Ball
Chione aff. C. spenceri Cooke
Three forms new to this locality, Cel 11 forma nuda 
(Ball), Coelopleurus sp. of. C. sloanl Clark, and an Aropulllna
sp. were found In this bed by the writer. In addition, the 
following micro*fossils were identified*
Foramlnifera
Aagulogerlna sp.
Arohalas sp.
Bolivina sp. of. B. plicate 11a Cushman
10?
yoramtnlfera
Bolivina sp.
Gl bi ©ides sp.
Maeorbis 3 sp.
Elphldium sp. of* E. ehlpolentls {Gushman) 
Elphldiu® rots Sills 
Globulins gibba &*Orbigny 
Sauerlna sp*
Margiaopora (ou sorites) sp.
Masai U n a  sp*
Quinqueloculina seminula (Linns) 
Qninquelooulina, 3 sp.
Re u as el la apinulosa (Sense)
Ho tails byraateniis Cushman war.
Trllooulina, 2 sp.
Trilocullna trlgonula (Lamarck)
Oatracoda
Bairdoppilata sp. cf* S. martynt Coryell*
Sample and Jennings 
Bythoeypris (t) sp. of* 8. gibsommsls
Howe and Chambers
Cythereis sp.
Cytherels, (t) vleksburgeneis Hoe® and Law war. 
Gytheretta sp*
Cytherldaa blanpsldl Stephenson 
Cytheridea howel Stephenson 
Cytherldea waynensis Stephenson 
OytSaeroaorphs sp*
Eopytheropteron sp*
Hemloythere n. sp.
Loxoehonoha sp.
Paraoyprls sp.
Paracytherl&ea sp.
Prloythere!s sp.
Xestoleberls sp.
As a small 2 foot ledge of light gray, very dense, 
sandy limestone, cropping out on the bank of Holmes Creek In 
the center of see. 3, T. 2 H., S* 16 W., contains two molds 
of Olawa sp. of. 0. parrlshl Mansfield the Tampa is thought 
to be present lit H i i  ares*
One mile west of Hinson* s Crossroad there is a s*
of exposures of the limeetone of the Tampa formation* w
beds were mapped as Olendon limestone by Cooke (1929* . 
who apparently newer saw the outcrops, but identified Sv
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*i**«iicy rook p#poplt41y takes from these exposures.
Locality Is the read bed la the 3W center of
*®c* f* 3 S., R. 16 w*i The outcrop consists of 
a f e w  feet bed of eery plaatlecgrny ©lay containing many 
sheila of Qjtrea sp. ef. 0. rugifera Dali, and £* normally 
ear* caducaoua Mansfield,
Locality f-4i Os the Choct&whatohm  River escarp?* 
meat In the HE corner of the mi m i  see. 17, T* 3 H.* R. 16 w*, 
there is a tea foot exposure of pinkish-gray, finely crystal** 
line, dance line stone Interbedded with porous, mealy textured, 
argillaceous line stone* This weathers to a granular red clay 
with a mealy chert residue*
Locality f~5: In an old quarry on the Choct&whatchee
River escarpment In the s£i $F<i see* 6, T* 3 M., R* 16 w*
the elevation at top of the Tertiary la SO feet.
Locality W-5
Deposits underlying the 60*100 foot Surface Feet
Coarse pebbles and poorly sorted sand
in a red elay aatrix. *.....  70.0
Tampa formation
Cress to llg^it-gray colored, dense, finely 
crystalline limestone, which weathers to 
limestone granules and to granular clay.
Corals and molds of the following Mol lu sea 
are abundant: Cardlum berberum Dali,
Carditis gad e dene nae Mans field. Olava sp., 
MvSFTjeiia sd.. detrea sp. of. 0*
H H r a O a l l .  ktKSSm* ®p. of. P.
fff f l B g  Of1.1.ensls mans field. The cea contains an
upper Chiokasawhay-Taapa microfauna
similar to the Tampa of locality W«*S8. •» 15*6
Total ssrrr
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The Tempo formation was penetrated in the following
mill**
1) A well 29 feet deep (locality W~?8) located
la the center of the aw| see. 27, ?. 3 N*, a. 14 w. The last
foot la title well was greenish-gray limestone carrying a Tampa 
fauna. The well curb elevation is 11® feet# and the well is 
located at the base of the greenish-gray Alum Bluff silt at 
locality W-7S*
2) A well (locality W-79) located in the swj mi 
see* 23, 7. 3 8., a. 14 ». This well is 4® feet deep, the last 
flee feet being la white, foasillferoua limestone containing 
Tampa fGaelic* Elevation of well curb, 120 feet,
3) The Chilly Food well (see fig, 13) la the KW| see.
14, 7. IN., E. 14 W., Washington County, penetrated forty feet 
of Tampa formation, starting at as elevation of twenty feet*
4) The Sheffield well (see fig. 13) in the 3Ej sec. 
13, 7. 2 S., A* IS W., Washington County, bottomed in famxm 
formtion after penetrating twenty feet of the formation. 
Elevation of top, twenty feet*
5) The Hamilton well (see fig. 13) in S£i sec. 24,
7* 3 H*, ft. 18 W., Holmes County, penetrated fifty-nine feet of 
Tampa formation, starting at an elevation of fifty—on© feet.
Of this formation, thirty-six feet consist of greenish-gray,
calcareous silts and days*
In Holmes County the basal green clays and silts of 
the Tampa formation are exposed at numerous places, tout at
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tteee localities they are leached of their calcareous contest, 
fhe best section le la a road adit on State Hoad no* 88, in the 
ftV earner of the swt sec. ldt T* 5 H., a* 1? W., *her* 16 feet 
of the deposit is exposed*
Otter places where the greeaiali-.gray silt and d a y  
fades of the Tas&pa formation may be seen ares
m  oorner of the S&4 see* 29, f. 5 It., R» 17 f.# la 
cut oa State Hoad 88.
Road rat la the SEi see. 8, 7. 5 a. 17 w*
Hoad rat la the me4 swf see. 4, f. R. 17 w.
Along the hill east of the road la the m k  aeo* 14, 
t. 5 H., H* 17 W.
MIOOEME SERIES
Alum BluffOroup
Historical summarys- Laagdon (1889, p. 522) was the 
first geologist to study and describe the section at Alum Bluff, 
Florida. Hie section (p.322) Included the sediments now ye* 
ferred to the Alum Bluff group, and to the Choctawhatehee 
formation. Eater he (1891, pp. 91-97) included all of these 
deposits under the ‘•Alum Bluff series*. Cooke and UoBBcm (1929, 
p. 158) have apparently mi sunder stood his section as they re­
ported these beds described by ^ingdon as the Choctawhatehee
/
formation, asserting that the beds now called Alum Bluff were 
e»i#r water at the time of Langdon1 s visit. However, a compart- 
d£& ef the description of the section at Alum Bluff by Cooke
Ill
1*9*9# P- 108) with that or Langdon (1389, p. 322) Indicates 
wwparable Uthologie units.
M i l  (1392, p. 122} did not make reference to Lst*g» 
don*a 1891 paper as he used the *A X vm Bluff beds* to include 
M m  unf osslllferns transitional sand and clay strata 
lying above tl« *Chipola marl* and below the upper fosslltf- 
t w a «  ♦Scpbora bed* at Alum Bluff* Be thus recognised the 
•Chipcla masi* as the lowest exposed rock*
Chile tracing the ‘♦Chipola marl* westward, Ball irnd 
Stanley-Brown (1894, p. 166) discovered the deposits at Oak 
M e m ,  Florida, on the Yellow River* They noted that;
appears to be this sane fauna occurs in
a fine Incoherent gray sand, with a number of
Soles not found In the Chipola marl, including Turrltolls (a. sp.) referred to as occurring&t jsarsisrrr*
they believed this fauna to be slightly younger than 
the •Chipola marl*, and referred to the deposit as the *0a!c 
Move sand*.
Dali and Stanley-Brown (1894, p. 16?) recognised a 
•Chipola series* and included In It *the Chipola marl, the 
R o b e rts , Escambia County, Alabama sands and the Alum Bluff 
beds*.
the ©lipola epoch (Dali, 1897, p* 330) and the 
Chipola group (Foerate, 1893, p. 244) were suggested as group 
names, bat lateen and Clapp (1909, pp. 67-68) discarded these 
names end introduced the term * Apalachicola group*, which in- 
eluded the partly contemporaneous Hawthorne, Ohatt aho ©ehee, and
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t M i U M f t f  &»d the #Alu® Bluff foimtloB*. The »AXusi 
formation* i & o l u M  in descending order a new Shoal River 
aari »a»h*r, described by Vaughan, Hall* a Oak Grove sand 
her, m & H H * $  Chipola sari member*
She A i m  Bluff was raised to the rank of a group by 
ttwteif {IS26, p. 2)* Its type locality was set at Alum Bluff, 
Florida, and It m e  divided la descending order Into the Shoal 
River formation, the Oak drove sand, and the Chipola formation* 
the Chipola. and meal River formations were rede scribed by 
Gardner so as to Include deposits other than those of the 
evigiMl descriptions.
The Alim Bluff from? In Koines and Washington 
Countless- flie nans Alun Bluff group is used in the sense of 
a formation, a n&ppabls unit, in this report* It Includes all 
beds lying strati graphically between the Ghoctawhatehee 
formation and the maps formation. Westward these beds prob­
ably include the three formations! units recognised by Cardner, 
tbs Shoal River formation, the Oak Grove sand, and the Chipola 
formation.
The Alum Bluff group is represented solely by the 
Chipola formation in eastern and southern Washington County. 
Westward, the group thickens and wedge shaped deposits, some of 
which have characteristic faunal elements, make their appear- 
ease (gee fig* 13). The Shoal River formation represents the 
youngest of these wedge-shaped deposits and carries a 
character!atic fauna. *t makes its first appearance in central 
Washington County and thickens abruptly westward. The Oak
XX3
Grove sand has not been found either on the outcrop or in
*
walls in th© mapped* It probably represents a similar 
wedge-shaped deposit which first appears In Okaloosa County 
to the most of Holmes County*
Gardner1® (1926, p. 1} work in western Florida showed
that s
*A1 though there is no known section whs are the three 
faunas (G&ipola, oak Grove* and the 3hoal Elver) 
are present* there is no question that the Oak 
Grove fauna Is intermediate between the Chipola 
fauna and the Shoal River fauna.*
She (19209 p. 2) raised the Alum Bluff formation to 
the rank of & group.
*...not merely bsaause the faunal differences be­
tween Its subdivisions are too great to be included 
within a single formations! unit but because of the 
implied slgnifloanee of the shifting in the strand 
line and ocean currents necessary to bring about 
so narked a change in the life*1
It eeeae to the writer that the M u m  Bluff units are 
•imply fauna! divisions* and he questions their usage as 
nsffpablft f o n a t l m *  While the Must Bluff is mapped in the 
sense of a formation in this report* the term *Aluia Bluff group9 
is used in order not to further complicate the straflgraphle 
literature* Whether the Alum Bluff sediments constitute a
ma,ppable formation in the area considered in this report 
end a gwwMp consisting of three formations elsewhere must await 
detailed mapping In Walton and Okaloosa Counties*
Outcrop and phy siographic expressions  The Alum 
Bluff group nae a dendritic outcrop pattern in southwestern 
Holmes County, (nee Plate I>, where it is exposed in deep.
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• W f ® *  Talley valla* feema*th th* highest U m ®  deposit®,
Ife# outcrop swings the alwr mad
W ® *  Creek where* shallow-water marine sediments ape exposed 
along the stream banks. fhe continuity of springs and mep~
** « »  *»e® of th# terrace deposit# along the floodplaia 
eaaarpeent of Holmes Creek Indicate# that thee# tertiary nodi* 
m#at* are present a# far upstream In central Washington County 
mm Hiller1 s Ferry, the group is mapped at the base of the 
•lelmee Valley B#earpme»t«, (see page 9), chiefly because of 
projected Tertiary sections and in th# presence of weathered 
clays.
In the vicinity of Borttm* and east of Vernon* In 
Washington County, the outcrop broadens and the Alua Bluff sedi­
ments oaterep In a series of monthly undulating hills. M m y  
good exposures oceur In road outs through these Mils.
East of Wausau, central Washington County, th# Alum 
Bluff group has been weathered to deep* red clay, soils which 
con tala mall shite sandstone clusters*
Two other outcrop areas occur In Washington County, 
f'essllifepeu* Alum Bluff sediments carrying a Chipola fauna 
grop out along the vwyyf deep Eeonfima Creek bed in southeastern 
Washington County. Hoc^focal 1 ferous greenish-gray silts and 
amds outcrop in the high hills of northeastern Washington 
Countyi They ax*e heat exposed r,t Rock Hill, where good drain— 
mg# lUS# favored silleification of these silts and sands.
Llthologyi- It is alsost impossible to distinguish 
the upper Alum Bluff from th# Area zone of the Cho©tawhatofeee
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fey Stan# of li thology alone . Is fresh exposures the Alum 
gluff consists of marI* sand, clay, silt* and lime atone. The#© 
feeds are fairly distinct, hut are grad&UonaXly iatcrbedded. 
la south and east Washington County a brownl©h~gray, highly 
fosslliferous limestone, carrying a Chipola fauna* grade# west 
mad north late a shaXXow-w&ter coquina sand, which is uttvrbed- 
M l  with overlying fosailiferoua blue clays. The lower A3im 
Bluff group of extras© northern Washington County consist# 
Xarcgly of an unfossiliferous green* bentonitic (?) elltstene* 
this Insal feed grades westward to a fine white beach sand in 
mmithera Holmes County*
Sediments carrying a Shoal Elver fauna in Washington 
County are & complicated sequence of yellow micaceous sands* 
travels* and settled blooky clays containing mapy molds of ahaX- 
lev vater mttd living organisms. In Holmes County a bay deposit 
of carbonaceous days and fine silty sands containing Shoal 
Elver mollusks overlies the basal beach sand* and underlies a 
grmmiii gray* argillaceous shell sand containing a character­
istic Shoal River mollusean fauna.
thickness and structures- The thickness of th© Alum 
gluff group is extremely variable but reaches a maximum thick- 
Mss In Holmes County of at least 130 feet. Eastward* in Wash­
ington County* the group thins rapidly into true marine raeie© 
end has a thickness of only 30 feet in th© southern part of the 
County (see fig* 13). This marine deposit contains a Chipola 
fauna and is gwedlately overlain by the Choctawhatche© forma- 
tXem- The geological sections (figs. 13, 15) show that 13m
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AXaa Bluff Uiiek#a* northward, to 56 foot la the vicinity of 
tailing water Hill, where green bentonitic (?) slltstone is 
Mpoeod. Xn the Sheffield well in central Washington Ooanty 
tae Alaa Matt group is ?3 feet thlch; the upper 15 feet eon- 
» U t »  ef gravel which contains a Shoal River (?) oyster and 
tactca reef at the base, ffea lower portion oarrlea a Ohipole 
fltttiBBe
Ifce MX*m Bluff teds stride west northwest and have a 
geat&e seaward dip of approj&safcaly ten feet per mile In Wash- 
iagteft County. The bed* strike more northward In Holmes Cot^ tir, 
M i  B e  dip increases sharply to approximately 20 feet per mile*
Falcontoiogrt- Tte Alum Bluff group eon tains a 
M i U M U i t  fauna white tee teen subdivided into closely related 
ftaanl mati# Many species confined to one formation haw© ana­
logs wi la each of tte other formations. It la the writer*®
therefore, that the difference* in faunae within tte 
group aoold result from different ecological faoiee of the same 
tine interval . For Instance the lagoomal faunas of today differs 
f*oa tte open water fauna as a result of a difference in water 
tenper&tures, *nd * sore protective enviorament. the presence 
sf three interpreted faunas in the klxm Bluff group of western 
Florida and only one la east *m Washington Goujity may simply 
Isdieate ***** tte variable eoologieal conditions to the west 
were represented by uniform conditions in eastern Washington 
County during the ease period# The writer* believes that both 
fmmal and llthologle studies indicate that the Chipola forma-
ia eastern Washington County may be the same time equivalent
11?
ft tfe* <SHpol*, Oak ^ t t Asa ghoal Elver tmfttlttftft to the 
wet*
various fiwraas la the Alum Bluff group* The m®t important of 
t&M* la* by Oardiier, (1026 te*l93?}.
W b w  and S&afaiagtffii Counties are included on the checklists 
af lilees&e for&minifera on pages 179 to 184 of this report 
aleag with those oeeurring in deposits of the Choctawhatchee 
teisUai* A  nolluaeaci checklist of the Alum Bluff localities 
described la the test is Included on pages 133 to 141*
Legal!ties of the Alum Bluff groupi~ Econflaa Creek In
western t&u&lAgtoa County flows approximately along the contact 
af tte Chipola portion af the Aiwa gluff and the Choetawhatchee 
fawntloa. Bany fresh exposures are found along the stream bed.
Total
Locality #-*63: Approximately one mile north of
OftlMfts Bridge In the SW$ see. 27, T. H » ,  E* 13 w. there is 
a four foot exposure of indurated, reddish-brown, coquina asft&p
Buaerous papers listed in the bibliography list &h#
Foraainifera occurring la Alum Bluff deposits of
Locality «-53s Approximately one-fourth mile below 
misiBgfrga Bridge over Eeonfina Creek in the HBj- see. 23, T*
1 B.» R. 13 *.
Choetawha tehee formation
2) Buff to yellow to red, weathered, 
granular d a y .  ......... .
Alum Bluff group {Chipola format!on)
1) Ledge of blue-green, foesiliferous marl 
below natei level. Sample W53.........
met
25.3
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Five feet of similar sediment crops out at locality w-59, one- 
fourth mile above Gainer’s Bridge In the SHj sec* 53, 7* 1 ji», 
ft*. IB V*
locality W-55: Approximately one and one-half miles
above Gainer* e Bridge over Eeonfina Greet; in the SW$ sec/ 27.
f# I 8*| B* 13 g., at water level; there ie three feet of
weathered, reddish-brown, white speckled, coquina sand, which 
eon tains a Chipola fauna. Southward downstream this same sand 
is ea^posed at several points essentially at water level, but 
at these plaees the shells have all been leached and only
molds remain. Casts of these molds have an affinity with the
Alum Bluff fauna*
Unweathered exposures of sediments similar to the 
marl, bed 1, of locality #-33 are exposed in lay County. Be- 
eause a study of these exposures is essential to the understand­
ing of the Alum Bluff sedimentary history, two of these local­
ities are listed.
locality B-7; Approximately one mile below Scott's 
Bridge, in the S&£ sec. 21, T. 2 N.f B. 12 W.
Alum Bluff group (Chipola formation ?) Feet
2) Greenish-gray, micaceous, fine sand 
with many molds of fossils heretofore 
reported as confined to the Chipola or 
to the Shoal Hiver. ............   5.4
Alum Bluff group (Chipola formation)
1) park greenish-gray, very fosslliferous, 
sandy marl, with carbonaceous wood frag­
ments and leaves. (Sample B-7)**.........d.S
fotal 9.9
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The s w i m  coquina sands of southern Washington 
fbwiity m u  ho traeed la almost continuous exposures along 
Soonflna Creek into the littoral facies and possible lagoonal 
facies represented tgr the carbonaceous marl of locality
4 fresh exposure of bed 3 of locality *•? crops 
set approximately one and three-fourths miles below Seotts 
Brldge, la the *R$ sec* 38, T. 2 ft* 12 t* Shells are 
present la six feet of greenish blue, argillaceous, fine sand* 
the following fossils were identified* The strati graphic 
mage as given by Gardner (1086 to 1037) follows in parenthe­
sis*
Gardlum taphrium Dali (Shoal Elver)
Chi one burns!1 Dali (Chipola)
Corbula fUnl&kensis Gardner (Shoal Hirer)
Diplodoata glos Gardner (Chipola)
Uift preteraeuta dystakta (i) Gardner (Chipola) 
Jlucula chipolana Dali (Chipola, Shoal Elver) 
Fhaeoidss calhounensle Dali (Chipola, Oak Grove) 
Turritella gatuneneis blountensis Mansfield
(Area, Shoal Hirer)
Yoldla frater Dali (Chipola, Oak Grove, Shoal Hiver)
the sand also contains a sierofauna of Alum Bluff
age. Althou^i distinctive microfoseila are absent, most of
the species occur in the Meal beds of the Alum Bluff group*
The study of the sediments and the fauna of the
Eeonfina Creek outcrops has led the writer to believe that
beds bearing a Chipola fauna in eastern Washington and western
Say Counties are equivalent to the complete Alum Bluff group to
the west*
2a support of the above conclusion it can be pointed 
C M  that a well drilled at Gully Bond, Washington County,
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penstrated gg of bluish-green, sandy, shell marl oarry-
iag * dhipola fauna directly beneath beds of the Caaeellaria 
S M  «f fee Choctawha tehee formation.
the A i m  Muff group grades northward fro® QuXly 
f m d  Into progressively more shallow water deposits* In the 
Vicinity of neutral Washington County, it is represented by 
looally indurated greenish-gray, bentonitic (I) silts, which 
eon tain a few unidentifiable molluscan fragments*
this slltstone faeies of tide Alum Bluff orops out 
chiefly on high hills south of Chipley. Exposures are present
on Falling Water Rill, Rock Hill and Orange Hill, and Oak Hill;
although acme hare been found on the last.
Section north of Falling Water Sink along the road 
In the neater of the M§ SSi sec. 21, T. 4 N., R. 13 w.
Feet
Deposits underlying the 2S0-320 Foot Surface
3) Cowered by sand and pebble float...... t
g) Mottled red to gray, argillaceous, coarse, 
pebbly sand with many gray to red clay 
filled fissures and pellets. Bests very 
irregularly on below* Unconformityt... 6*0
Alum Bluff group
1) Oreenish-gray, very argillaceous, ben- 
tonitle (T) coarse silt, with layers of 
greenish, silty clay* The elevation is 
236 feet at the top of the bed........ 9*?
Total TB77 (t»
Two tenths of a mile south of the above section 20 
feet of the greenish-gray silt, with slightly more sand, is 
exposed in a ditch at the left of the road* Elevation, 244
feet*
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m  Indurated greeal sh-gray siltstoae ledge, with 
iettlliiga of XiBoaltIo silt giving it a checkered appearance, 
la caponed la the ©enter of the see* 28, ?. 4 H., A* 15 W. 
* •  la^ga has the appearance of having been baked and la ce- 
mated fey tlXiMOtts cement, probably derived from the bentonite 
If).
this indurated phase also gives the name to Hook 
Hill, where the following section was measured near the ©enter 
Of ace. 24, T. 4 S., IU 13 9.
feet
Deposits underlying the 250-520 foot Surface
3) Mottled red to yellow, indurated sands 
and gravel* Elevation at the top of the 
bed la 260 feet*.** .................. 22*6
2} dark brown, coarse, indurated gravel.*• 3*2
AIu r Eluff group
1) Light, greenish-gray sand and silt with 
clay pebbles, very Indurated by a sili­
ceous cement. *.....  *•••*••* IS *4
Total 41.2
the greenish-gray slit is exposed along the roads 
la the WBi sec. 2, T. 3 H., H. 13 W., and 50 feet of greenish-
gray gravel and sand were penetrated in a water well in the mv
comer of the KEj Sffi sec. 16, T* 3 N., R. 13 W. on orange Hill. 
The well bottomed in a dense limestone, presumably of Tampa age. 
Projected geologic sections Indicate that this is the entire
thickness of Alum Bluff sediments in this area.
Along the Vernon-Wausalt road approximately midway 
between the two towns, the greenish-gray elastics lie at ele­
vations both lower and higher than deposits assigned to the
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Alum Huff group (Skoal River formation), and they are 
apparently intcrbedded.
At locality w-?3 la the center of the sw£ see* 27, 
f* ® ft* H  W., the following aeotlon was measured In a 
small ravine Immediately north of the road, Elevation at top 
of the Tertiary fs 144 feet.
Locality W-73
Feet
Deposits underlying the 30-60 Foot Surface
3) Bed and light gray, mottled, argilla­
ceous sand with occasional pebbles at 
base. Lies above bed a along a very 
irregular eontaet. ....    7.0
Alum Bluff group (Chipola formation ?)
2) areeniah-gray, very argillaceous, mica­
ceous, silt, separated by a thin limonitlc 
layer from more sandy beds at the base.
A fee very scattered fossil molds found, 
but so poorly preserved as to prevent 
Identification......................... 0.6
1) Greenish-gray, highly micaceous, sub-
angular quarts, and weathered white feld­
spar medium sand grains in a matrix of 
green, very argillaceous silt. Grit 
lenses at intervale. Weathers to a 
mottled yellow and is stained red by over­
lying limonite  .........  14*3
Total 30.9
The green silt phase is also exposed along the 
-Vernon road 6.5 miles east of Vernon, In the 3W& sec. 
26, T. 3 B. 14 W., at an elevation of 165 feet.
five and four-tenths miles east of Vernon in the 
mi sec. 27, T. 3 H. 14 w., at an elevation of 120 feet, 
it approximately six feet of yellow to gray, very micaceous,
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pebbly, fins to medium sand* Fossil molds assigned to the
Alua Bluff group (Shoal Elver* formation). are abundant*
following section is exposed 3.9 miles east of
Vernon in a road out In the sw| sec. 38, ?. 3 w.# R. 14 W*
Locality W—15 — Elevation 148 feet, (see photograph,
fig. 16)
Alu* Bluff group (Shoal Elver formation)
Feet
g) fWllov to gray, very micaceous, coarse,
' jpiniBSiOHii saw#. ay s&sx&axit
H & t  of wollttsftf* weathered at top .. . 15-20
X) tallow to gray. vary oleaoeoue, bloeky, 
saady stay* w i n  lenses of the material
of hed 2, and grading into had 2.. 10-15
fatal 25-35
If
Identified the following shoal River se­
lf* Personal communication, April, 1940
sssblage ohiefly fron bed 2*
Carditis waltonanium Dali
finals sp- of. E. dlrectus (Conrad)
Spieula sp.
Spiaula sp. of. S. valhosierr Cardner 
furrltells sp. (occurs at Whites Creek)
the following localities In the vicinity of Koras,
Washington County contain a fauna of Shoal River Age.
locality W—12: In road cut on state Road 39 in the
8«£ m i see. 7, f. 2 R. 16 W.
Feet
Terrace valley fill (30-50 Foot Surface. Elevation
83 feet)
4) Weathered red to yellow argillaceous
sand with a 6 inch gravel bed at base.... 0-7
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figure 16- Alluviated valley of She 0Q~X00 foot Surfsee 
cut Into the sediments of the Alum Bluff group at locality 
W-15. The Alum Bluff sediments are separated from the 
Pleistocene alluvium by a 4 foot soil sons.
A i m  Bluff group (Shoal River formation)
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Feet
3} Grey, bloeky, thin bedded clay, weather**
lag purple.***......-------   3.2
2) Brown to gray, sandy, fosalliferous ©lay 3.0
1} Light gray, argillaceous sand, more 
argillaceous toward base* Possible 
animal borings at top................ 7,4
Maxims thickness 20*6
Locality $-13; Located along a road cut on State 
Bead 39 la the SEj swl sec. IS, T. 2 H.v R. 16 w.
Feet
4) The section is cut by alluviated
▼alleys of variable depths, which are 
filled by elastics, tn general these 
sediments are fine argillaceous sands 
with pebbles at the base.
Alum Bluff group (Shoal River formation)
3) Greenish-gray, slightly fossil iferous,
blooky clay weathering to shades of red 2.6
2} Reddish-brown, llmonltlo, thin-bedded,
argillaceous sands and sandy clays..... 1.7
1} Red and gray mottled, coarse to fine, ar­
gillaceous, very fossiliferous, micaceous, 
poorly sorted sand with occasional 
pebbles. (Road elevation 43 f e e t 6»0
Total 10.3
A boring at the base of this section shows the 
following lithology. The beds may be fossil!feroue. The 
fossils occur only as molds in these beds, however, and they
arc not preserved in cuttings*
0-7 fery light gray, mottled by browns, grays,
reds, micaceous, argillaceous fine sand.
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7-13 Mottled pod to grey, argillaceous, micaceous 
coarse sand.
13-13.6 Coarse gravel
15*6-15 Yellow argillaceous coarse sand and gravel. 
(Elevation 26 feet)
One half ails south on Highway 39, a 26 foot outcrop
of weathered sands and gravel feeds is exposed at locality
W-13A and also in several road cute along the highway up to the
base of the "Holmes Valley Escarpment.*
13Gardner assigned these three outcrops to the Shoal
18. Personal communication, April, 1940.
River formation, and identified the following fossil® from the 
basal feeds of locality W-13A.
Gonus sp. of. C. waltonensls Aldrich* 
Oorbula n. sp. (6 strong ribe}*
Corbula wal tonensis Gardner*
Chlpne eymlna Gardner 
Chione sp. indet. *
Chi one trlneris Gardner*
M&eo&a sp. Indet.
Panope sp. of* P. parawhitf1eldi Gardner 
Phaeoldes sp* of. p. paranodonta Gardner
* Occurs also at locality W-13
V* Y. Sheffield*a well in m i  SP* sec. 16, T. 2S., 
ft* 15 W* penetrated 15 feet of Shoal River formation, apparent­
ly an oyster and peeten reef, and 58 feet of the underlying 
Chipola formation* The shoal River-Ghlpola contact has an ele­
vation of 78 feet in this well. The Shoal River outcrop® at
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742, K~13 sad W-13A project well below the top of the Chipola 
formation la this well (see fig* 15)* The Shoal River faum 
of those localities therefore probably pinches out wert of the 
well* or the two faunas merge laterally. >Jo surface evidence 
of fsalting or slumping is present In the region*
Southward and down dip, fresh exposures of the Chipola 
fersatlon oeeur along Koines Creek and Choetawhatche© Elver at 
elevations approximating the outcrops of the Shoal Hirer 
formation at loo all ties W-12 and W-13* This evidence Indicates 
that the Chipola and Shoal Elver faunas with contejnpor snoods 
faeiee of deposition*
Locality W-60: On Holmes Creek 200 yards up a small
ravine la the KE£ see* 38, T* 2 H*, ft* 16 W* The elevation is 
56 feet at the top of the Tertiary*
feet
Deposits beneath the 10-30 foot Surface
6) Sand and pebble wash*  .....* 10*2
5) Covered* *.............   ...».  30*5
Alum Bluff group (Chipola formation)
4) Greenish-blue, micaoeoue, abundantly
foesiliferoue sandy marl, containing 
many carbonaceous plant remains 
(sample W—60—0 % ........  3*3
3) Greenish-blue, s«ndy ©lay with fossil
molds and carbonaceous plant remains 
(sample W—60—j^ 2)•••......  0*9
2) Greenish-blue, micaceous sandy marl,
with fossil molds and carbonaceous 
plant remains {sample w-60-#3)•*«*•*• 2*1
1) Covered to Holmes Creek  .....   14*5
Total 61*5
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Locality MOO yards west of V-00, as feet
above 1dace Greek, and lying above the marl of bed 4 of w-60t 
is two feet of pinkish gray, very dense, sandy and pebbly 
liesstone. Abundant soldo and shells of mollusks ere present.
Locality w-60-Bs At the edge of Holmes Creek, 12 
fbet above water level and Immediately west of W-60, there la 
a M i  foot section of pinkish-gray, dense, highly foeeiXlferous* 
sandy aad pebbly limestone.
LCehlity W-61? About one-half mile below W-60-B, 
on b b i s  Greek, la the s»i see. 28, T. 2 R- 10 w. The 
elevation at the top of the eeotloa la 3? feet.
feet
Alum Bluff group (Ohlpola formation)
3) Badly Mothered, white to buff, sandy 
limestone with oysters and peotens. 
(Staple W-61 #1)............ ...... . 4.5
2 ) Buff, calcareous, coquina sand and 
gravel. (Sample W-61-P2)....... . 3.1
1 ) Unfosailiferous, buff, calcareous 
sand extending below water level..... .....0*8
Total 12.2
Locality *-62 Is Bleb Petersen's Woody&rd landing on 
Balaee Greek, la the s*i see. 28, T. 2 B«, R. 16 W. This, lo­
cality has been described by Gardner (Cooke and Mossora, 1929, 
p* 106), aad correlated with beds at Boynton Landing (locality 
141).
Other localities of sands aad limestones that bear 
a GfcipeXa Haros la HiMrift.. County are:
*■** ta « w  « $  sei .... s, t. 1 r.
7
W  *• ea tbs east bank of Seines Greek. Exposed in 26 feet of
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limestone Is possibly the beat locality for colle-etlag 
©bipola fossils in Washington County# The fauna}, list from 
sample (W-67), a boring la the unweathered upper part of the 
Motion* is Included In the miorofaimal checklist (table ?).
O-I01 Loor.ted In the KY$ HWf sec# 9, ?* 1 W., R.18W. 
0-11 j On Choctawhatche© Hiwr at Boynton handing 
la the 8£* S&* sec. 31, ?. 2 H., IL 16 w. (p©scribed in 
Florida 20th Annual Report, p. 106)#
«WS3j Kooky Landing* li ©lies west of Red H«&d ttt
the IS corner of the Hwj sec. 20, ?- 1 S., R. 16 w* A borehole
sample (W-68), representing the fresh upper part of this lo­
cality, is included in the alercfattnal checklist*
w-66: On Ohoetawhatehee escarpment one ©lie west
ef Shell ^anding in the HEi WE| sec* 31, ?. 2 S., R« 16 W«
W-71; On ChoctawhAtehee River at Laaaiter Landing
in the BEi 3£i sec. 13, T. 2 w., R. 1? W. This section is siai- 
Jnr to that at locality w-11.
W-72{ Cuttings from piling borings for the bridge
over the Ghoctawhatehee River in the SSj NWi sec. 36, T* 1 M*,
E« 17 w.
Only two exposures of Aluna Bluff sediment® are known 
in Holmes County and each of then beam a Shoal River fauna# 
the Chipola formation nay be represented by fine white beach (?) 
fend whieh underlies the fossiliferous beds. The geological 
Motions, (figures 13 and 15), support this hypothesis.
Locality H~9t Flournoy* s old rill, in the MKl KE$-
MO* 34. T. 3 »*, It. 18 W. at an elevation of 184 feet.
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Ctordaer (1925, 1923, 193?) had identified many specie® of 
SQlluefctt from this locality and placed it in the Shoal River 
formation* The micro-fauna, however, was determined by Howe 
(this report) to he either of Choc tawha tehee (Area zone) age, 
or of Shoal River age.
The following section was measured $
Locality H-9
feet
deposits underlying the 250*320 foot Surface
4) Sand and pehble w a s h * . 7 5 » 0 T
Alum fluff group (Shoal River formation^
3) leathered, brownish-gray, micaceous
with many fossil molds*. •**>**.« 2*1
2) BleACb-gray, compact, micaceous, glau­
conitic, coquina sand* Shells well pre­
served. Sample H-9..... ......«.**.* 5*0
1) Bluish-gray, argillaceous sand with
many fossil m o l d s . ..•**•...•*•••* 1*0
Total 83.lt
Loeality H-12: (fig* 1?) On Sandy Creefc, to the
right of a secondary road in the SEi SEi sw£ see* 11, T. 3 R*,
R* 18 W* The fossils of this locality were identified by
Gardner*** to he those of the &ioal River formation*
19* personal communication, April, 1940.
Locality H-12
Feet
Deposits underlying the 250-320 Foot surface
i m
Figure 17. Alua Slwff aedinents exposed at locality H-*13, 
In the SlA $’*•;? 3w| sec. 11, T. 3 *u f a. IB &. Bed 5 of 
this locality lies Jmt teiot the lowest dark oetnd.
lag
7) Slope covered by reddish sand and
quarts pebbles ............    25.0
AluftBluff Group (Shoal River formation)
6) Irregularly banded tan to brown, un- 
fossiliferous silt with white silt 
mo tilings* ..................... 12.3
5) Bluish-gray, blocky, micaceous clay, 
with abundant molds of Busycon sp.,
Callocardla prosaarana Gardner, 
bardlum "spT.urplodonta ap.# Poalnla
dalii ' ftardne r T *IMrSoai ilata ...I1T"~'1
waiionenals Gardner.'"lieMlnf "sp. indet., 
?erlplogSrSlscus Gardner. foldla aoror 
darner, arid earbonaoeons plant remains B.5
4) Reddish-brown, deeply weathered, blocky 
sandy, bentonitic clay with thin grit 
beds and many molds of Callocardla 
prosayana Gardner, Gardlum waitonfanum 
I»4, cSTone ceramofa fiardncr. dhioriF* 
trlmerTa flarone r, crilamys sp., 
ttaerocalTllsta waltonensla Gardner, 
and' ftanope sp.*J. *1J     1*0
Alum Bluff group (Chipola formation t)
3) Whlte, limonlte stained, unconsolidated,
coarse to fine sand*   3.2
2) Greenish-gray, argillaceous, bentonitic 
(?) silt. Similar in lithology to sllta 
of northeastern Washington County 
(W—73, etc.) 2.5
1) Cream to white, limonitic stained, uncon­
solidated fine dune (?) or beach (?) sand 11*4
Total 64.5
Thirty-five feet of bed 1 of locality H-12 was 
penetrated in the well on walker Hamilton*a farm in the SE 
corner of the swi HEj SEj sec. 24, T. 3 H., R. IB w. The base 
of bed 1 lies at an elevation of 51 feet. When localities 
H-9, H-12 and this well are projected Into a strike section 
(fig. 13) 130 feet of Alum Bluff le Indicated, and the basal 
white beach (T) sand is approximately 40 feet thick.
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1K>LU/SCA F&UWAL O m m i J B f  OF TOE AUI¥ HU? FT IIHOIIF
0* Identified at the locality by Dr. Julia 0&rd&er. 
X . Identified at the locality by the Writer*.
? Q^eetion&bly present at the locality..
Table &
MOLLUSC A FAUBAL CHECKLIST OF THE A i m  BLOW GBOGF
Afera lapoeM Gardner* ........................
Acteoelna inclsula (Ball).... a...,.......*.....***
vsr« koXos Ssfdnop***•««.«* *•»«*•«**»••# 
sphalera Gardner.............a**...,...*....*
Agladrillia empera Gardner 
Aleetrion gr&pta Gardner 
waltonensis Gardner 
Allgena lineata Ball. 
pusfculosa Ball.
sp* Gardner .».... e...........................
Alvelnus miccuius Gardner
rotundus Ball*.........*«.*...**.»***•••*«•«•
Ampullina fischeri Ball*..........................
Anemia florxd&m Gall*
glypta Gardner...............................
Area accompaa ( B a l l . 
gunterl Gardner* 
h^rpomela (Dall4*«
initiator Dali**, ..... .................
labidemt&ta {Ball}«*••***#*#**•.»«•*•*«**#•*•
mikkula G a r d n e r ........**•».*#
p&rnt ins Ball * *#*#**#*****#*•**#*•#*•****#•♦* 
aantarosana var* geraetera Gardner...........
sp* elf# A* stasdnata Ball**.•.«***»«#• •«.«»•* 
sp# indet
staminata {Ball) ##*#***#*#*»*##*#•##**»**** * * 
. ebrsbla Gardner# ###♦*#*#*♦##**-*##<*•■***«#♦#*•»* 
ipalt®ssAa Gardner*##*#*■**■##*##*#.##«***#***•**#
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6iH>otawhatchee Formation
Historical Summary;- Matson and dlapp (1909, p. 114) 
first used the tern "Sfcoctawhatehee marl1*.
deposits now inoluded in the Chootaihatchee formation 
were first described from slum Bluff, Florida, by Langdon 
(1869, p. 322). He (1891, p. 97) was tbs first to use "Alum 
Bluff* as a stratigraphic name when he described the beds, 
with the possible exception of the "Chipola marl* at Alum 
Bluff, under the heading of *Alnm Bluff series** Today the 
term Alim Bluff is used for roots older than the Choct&wh&tehee* 
Ball (1692, p. 124} included all the Miocene of 
Florida younger than the unfossiliferous sands at Alim Bluff In 
the "Chesapeake group*. His subdivisions included the *Ecphora 
bed* in the western part and the "Jacksonville limes tone* in 
the eastern part* Of the "Ecphora bed*, Ball says;
•At Alus Bluff the group is represented by shat 1 
have termed the Ecphora bed, of gray marl, with 
over 100 specie* of fossils, many of which are 
common to Berth Carolina, Virginia, and Maryland* * 
later Ball and Stanley-Brown (1894, pp. 168-189) 
discovered a 24 foot grayish clay overlying the "Eephora bed* 
at Alum Bluff, to which they gave the name "aluminous clay* 
and correlated it with the Pascagoula of Mississippi.
The term Included the "Eephora bed* and "aluminous clay* pre­
viously described by Ball* several sections, including those 
at Bed Bay, walton County, were described, and the outcrops along 
the Choetashatehee River were designated as the type locality* 
Mansfield (1916) redescribed the outcrops at Red Bay, 
Florida, on the west side of the Chootawh&tche© River in de­
tail and listed the fauna. He retained the name "Ohoctawhat-
ohee marl*, and observed; (p. 603)
*0n account of the small collections and unidenti­
fiable character of some specimens it is not possible 
to determine the exact synchronism of the fauna with 
that of the upper bed at Alum Bluff; however, the
species present indicate that the beds represent
nearly the same, if not precisely the sam*, hovi*om.«
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Cooke and m m m  (1020, p. 138} considered the
Chootawh&tchee deposits to be a formation because;
*— tfes marl beds that contain the eh&r&eteristi® 
fossils of the Choet awhatoh®e Bake up only a part 
of the formation and are less persistent than the 
clay.*
On the basis of Mansfield* s study of the faunas,
Cooke and Mosso® (1929, p* 142) divided the formation Into
4. Canccllarla zone 
3* hods1'clay*
H »  the type locality of the Cancellari& tone Is an area 
along Harvey* s Greek, he on County; that of th© «Aluminous clay* 
and gcahora sons at Alum Bluff, Liberty County; and that of the 
Arya ai ffe<i Bay, Walton County*
A fifth, and oldest, the Yoiila zone, was added by 
Mansfield and Ponton (1932a, p* 86) for beds carrying many 
specimens of the genus Yoldia. The type locality was des­
ignated at Frazier Far®, w&lton County, in the SEf sec. 18, 
f. 2 K.# R. 19 w.
fhe Choctawhatehee Formation in Holmes and Washing* 
ton Counties:- The Ohoctawhatehee for® tion consists of all 
Miocene sediments in Holmes and Washington Counties, which 
lie stratigraphically above the Alum Bluff group and beneath 
Pliocene or Pleistocene terrace deposit®.
$o part of the Choetawhatehee formation 1© preserved 
in Holmes County and only the Area and Cancellaria zones are
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Y**egBis*4 *ltr. o*rtainty In Washington County. The yoldla 
Is Absent, and the Sophora Is identified only as loser Can-
s s M s s a & er BiSSSl*
Mansfield (1932, pa 12) reported a nearly unfossil- 
Iferoua, questionably Ecphora zone overlying the Area zone 
at the type locality of the Chootawh&tchee* the sequence of 
beds at the type locality is repeated In Washington County, 
where the overlying beds (see localities W~20, W-22, W~65» and 
*-74) carry fossils which definitely assign these deposits to 
the Area zone* To the writer*® knowledge, no sediments 
carrying fossils definitely characteristic of the Cancellaria 
er Ecphora zones have ever been reported lying on sediments 
carrying fossils characteristic of the Area zone*
At Jackson Bluff, Leon County, where both zones 
are fossillfcrous, the sandy Ecpbora zone grades directly into 
the argillaceous, fossiliferous, Cancellarla zone, which appears 
to have been deposited under deeper water conditions* The 
paleontological difference between these tones appears to the 
writer to be one of facies*
A geological section {fig. 13), plotted east to 
west across Washington County, strongly suggests that the area 
tone of western Washington County may be a still different 
faolea of the Choc t awha tehee formation, and may have been &e~ 
posited contemporaneously with the Ecphora zone and Cancel* 
larla zone sediments in ea tern Washington County*
So bed answering the description of ball* s "aluminous
140
Olay* is pressAt in Washington County*
Physiographic expressions- In southern Washington 
Cewnty, the Choet&whatehee fom&tion lies beneath younger
terrace deposits, ana crops out chiefly along the escarpment 
feeing Rolses Creek. It extends along the escarpment down to 
the Junction of Holmes Creek with the Choctawhatehee River, 
where younger terrace and floodplain deposits cover It* while 
the topography is largely determined by the terrace deposits, 
h e  inf lueses of the resistant clay phase is seen In steep- 
walled, narrow valleys and steep-faced escarpmenta*
Hear Vernon, Washing ton County, where the clays 
and sands of the Ctetawh tehee formation underlie the flats 
at the base of the escarpment the vegetation Is characterised 
by loblolly pins.
South of *Holmes Valley Escarpment* the outcrop 
consists of narrow dendritic strips along deep valleys*
The high lime content of Crctawhatehee shell marls is easily 
dissolved to form ’■prairies* nu-ut *The Deaden®" and MCully 
fond Wink* areas* Likewise, the exceedingly deep and steer- 
walled Ec nfina Creek and &ome of the numerous sinks of the 
county owe their features to the shell marl facies of the 
formation*
Lithology;- The Choctavhatohee format!on includes 
particles ranging In s5 zt from clav to coarse gravel. It 
Varies from pastel color? to greenI ah and bluish grays* In 
castfr.m  '■>'Bhington County the format ion consist a of 1
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*
gray quart* sand ana liases tone, containing very large pro« 
of shell and shell fragments* The western. part of 
the outcrop Is made up of a aeries of inberbed&ed, foMiliferous 
gravel; greenish-grayf s&eoh&raid&l limestone composed largely 
Of foraminifere; and greenish clays and fine sandsf which 
are only slightly fossiliferous# In Places the organic remains 
compose & large percentage of the deposit; elsewhere they may 
he almost entirely absents
T h i c k n e s s The well drilled at w* T* Sheffield1* 
hone In SCO* 16# T. 2 M*# a. 16 W*, shows a thickness, of 67
feet of sediments carrying fossils characteristic of the Asya 
tone* Ho other zones of the Choctawhatehee formation were 
penetrated In this well* Measured sections of the Area zone 
along *Hol®es Greek Escarpment8 in the extreme northern part 
of T* 2 S., R. 15 »*, reach thicknesses up to 46 feet*
At least £6 feet of sediments currying Cancel!aria
and Egphora fossils are exposed along Econflna Creek* In 
this area an unknown thickness of tlie Choctawhatchee formation 
is covered by te**x*ace deposits and considerable material must 
have been eroded during the formation of these younger deposit*.
Structures*- If the faunal zones of the Choctawhatehee 
formation merely represent differences in fades, the -formation 
presents no difficult structural problem. However, If these 
nones represent distinct time units, the structure of Wash­
ington County would be difficult to interpret, and could be
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•elr*d oaly by the drilling of additional walls for information.
t o y  exposures of the area son# oecur in central 
Washington County, a# this son# is traced to the south and cast 
it disappears and its stratigraphie position is occupied by 
the shallow marine marls of the Canoellarla-Kcphora facies 
(see figs. 13 and 15)*
three geological test wells were drilled along the 
sttlks of the formations, in these counties. All the formations 
ap to and including the Ohipola are essentially horizontal 
between wells. If the stratigraphie sequence as described by 
gaasfleld (1932), Gardner (1926) and others is correct than 
the filocene beds overlying the Ohipola formation are siroe** 
tarally abnormal. The gancellaria and Ecphora zones in Gully 
Isad lie directly on the Ohipola formation and would have to 
dip eastward more than 10 feet per mile to occupy their normal 
stratigraphie position above the Area zone in the Sheffield 
well (fig. 13). If this dip were correct it would parallel 
the general strike of formations in the area and also that of 
the Choctawhatehee formation itself. Elevations were taken at 
several localities on the top of a distinctive marl bed 
(bed 7 of locality W-74) and from these the formation is known 
to strike west northwest and to dip south about 8 feet per 
mile.
If the Qanoellaria and Ecphora zones are younger 
than the Area zone it would seem that the latter would be 
found somewhere Underlying them. Tills superposition of the
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tone a is net known ana the writer believes that the Can** 
eell&rla and Eophora zones {or facies) are essentially con- 
teeporaneoue with the Arc® and Xol&l® zones Cor facies) and 
are possibly, in. part, contemporaneous with the upper Alua;
Bluff group*
wherever the writer has seen outcrops of Aro^i or 
Yoldla zones, they overlie Shoal River deposits of the Mum 
Bluff group. The Area overlies the Shoal River formation 
in these counties; whereas the Can cel lari a- %opho r& zoru?g 
have never been seen except where the immediately underlying 
sediments carry a Ohipola fauna.
PaleontologyThe Choc tawfcatchee formation eon- 
tains a varied fauna. Checklists (pp.169 -184) tabulate 
125 species and varieties of Foraminifera, and 243 species 
of Mollusc®. Ostraeoda are common in the Choct^vhctehee for­
mation also. These were helpful in determining the 'relative 
ages of the aeposlts, but checklists are not included in this 
paper.
detailed sections*-Along the north line of T. 2 
R. 15 ft*, on an eiO&rpaertt facing holme a Creok are a mmh^F of 
fresh exposures of the Area zone of the Chootawh&tcnee f srmat ion* 
In «steepheads tributaries. These sections are of especial 
interest as they are the first sediments carrying an Ayo® 
fom fauna to. be mapped east of the Cho&tavhatchec River.
It is rather amazing that these splendid exposures 
have been disregarded by geologists^ especially as katson and
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Clapp (1909* p. 118) recorded thati
"Bluish green shell marl was reported on the enst 
b&ak of Holmes Creek four mile® south of Vernon 
and simll%r material was encountered in a well at 
Miller1 s Ferry beneath twenty feet of sand and 
day*11
Unfortunately the mollusk© are so 'weathered that 
identification of them is possible only at the outcrop*
Locality 1-74* In an old road bed at W* E. Collins* 
fane In the SW‘ S&'. sec* 15, t* 2 B*# R* 15' W* fbe elevation 
at the tcpof the section is abut 192 feet*
deposits. underlying the 170-220 Foot Surface
Feet
9) Coarse to medium to fin© sand, much
weathered and bleached to almost whit©*
Black *bog" sand reported at depth of 
14 feet on nearby Brock Farm, which is 
about the game elevation as- the top of 
the section*• »..»»***..<»**.**.••...«** *• 16*5
Choctawfeatehee formation (Area zom)
Q) Slightly sandy clay, mottled with red*** 4*?
7) Cowered, probably the same as above*..** 3*5
6) Clay as above.......... a.«<.........  8*2
5) Gray-brown, argillaceous, micaceous, 11— 
monltlc, medium to fine sand, many fossil 
molds otj tline by llmonite. ......   6*4
4) Greenish-gray, silty, blacky clay with
poorly preserved isolds of roollu3k©*.. * * * 5*0
3) Blue—green (weathers brown), micaceous, 
argillaceous, glauconitic, foraminiferal, 
fine, s ndy marl with broken shells*...* 2,5
2) Greenish-gray (withers buff), a a ndy, 
micaceous marl. For.-urinif er© compos© 
by far the larger of the
rock. Harder, greeniah-gray lime nod­
ule© err' prominent* The follow!np earn.pies 
Indicated on the check lists, were 
collected! 74 h, 6 inches from top;
74g, 2 fedfc from top; 74f, 4 feet from base; 
74 e, 2 feet from base** ...» ig*o
1} Limestone nodules with much gravel and 
s w 4  are strewn through a clay matrix*
It is apparently reworked, ,*.•*•...»••«# 20*0
Total 78,4
A similar but less weathered section is exposed 
Just to the west la a small ravlne. Sample w-23 was taken 
from sari similar to bed 2 of locality w-74.
Locality l*2'j Will Sheffield* s far®, along a 
spring head Just e ‘.at of the road in the fth4 Sfvl sec. 161.
T* 2 St| r* 15 w. the elevation at the top of the section is 
202 feet#
Feet
Deposits underlying the 170-220 Foot Surface
11) Covered by white sands and gravel wash** 31*5
Choctawhatehee formation (Area zone)
10) Yellow residual clays ...,** 15*6
9) Gray, micaceous, argillaceous, fine
sand weathering yellow!sh-brbmn. Abun­
dant molds of Cardius) sp., Nucule sp.,
Area sp* cf. A. ean'tarosans'1"anT’m&ny 
swill gastropSisT sand at
bottom .... .•*.*,••*••»••.•.**.•.••••**» 6*7
8 ) Blue-gray, silty, ilocky clay with a few
unidentifiable molds of small molluska*# 5*3
7) Greenish-gray, argillaceous, glauconitic 
slightly arenaceous marl, containing 
many small shells and shell fragments, 
giving a coquina texture* (Sample W-22) 2*5
6) Greenish-gray, weathers buff, 3 ndy 
marl. Locally consolidated Into hard 
concretionary masses. Fcraminifera are 
& large percentage of the rock. Sajis© as 
u©d 2, locality W-74, (Sample 'V-22A).** 7*0
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S) Covered (probably same as bed 6)..... .. 4,0
4} Badly weathered gray clay, perhaps 
reworked, yellowish-brown where most
w e a t h e r e d * 2*0
3) Govered......  .............. 2*0
2) Brownish-gray* sandy shell marl,
weathering brown ................... 7.0
1) Blue-green-gray, glauconitic, argillace­
ous, thin-bedded, cross-bedded sand and 
gravel with many fine shell fragments 
and oellcate shells of Kucula proxlma, 
Crassatsllites meridionaTTi"rubisinlana 
anll 'Dlplodonta sub vex aL ^ 'TSaiaple W~g2(5T. 9.5
Total 93,1
The same lithology is exposed in a steephead on 
Otto Crock*s land 200 yards due west of locality W-22.
Locality W-24: Sj NwJ sec. 15, T. 2 H*, R. 15 W. 
elevation of the top of the section Is 192 feet.
Feet
Deposits underlying the 170-220 Foot Surface
7) White sands and gravel, leached......... 25.2
Choctawhatehee formation (Area zone)
6) Residual yellow clays......    18,5
5) Poorly exposed, brownish—gray, micaceous
fine sand with a few fossil molds....... 3.0
4) Covered with residual, yellow,
weathered clays. ......  6.4
3) Gray-green, glauconitic, a lie 11 marl with 
many broken fragile shells and much blue 
quartz pebbles. Sample W-24............ 1.5
2) Greenish-gray* foraminiferal and shell 
marl with large, buff lime concretions.
Same as bed 6, locality W-22........   1*0
1) Covered by residual, yellow, Tertiary
clays............ ...................... 30.0
Total .iS5.fi
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ideality $-26$ In a steephead In the SE| HE} see* 
16, t* 2 H*, a* 15 W. Elevation at the top is 186 feet.
feet
Sediments underlying the 170-220 foot Surface 
5) White, fine to coarse, quarts sand with
many quarts pebbles*.*.................. 28.0
Choc tawha tehee formation (Area son®)
4} Weathered, gr&nualr, yellow day.*. *.... 6*2
3) Very finely bedded, greenish-blue, mi­
caceous ©lay. Slightly more silty at 
top and containing many molds of small 
molluske. .......--  *------*----- ....... 12.3
2) Very glauconitic, greenish-gray, sandy 
coquina marl, fossils fairly sell pre­
served. Sample W-26 A*»••«.....   2*5
1) Greenish-gray, weathers buff, sandy, 
saochroldal textured marl, with hard, 
buff colored lime concretions* Many 
forasialfers and poorly preserved 
maerofosslls* Sample W-26 B taken at 
top and W-26 0 at base 11.6
total 59.6
A similar section is found in a steephead 100 
yards west, and good vertical sections of £5-30 feet in 
thickness occur along tributary steepheads*
Locality W-25* In a ravine in the SW| I«w} sec. 15, 
T. 2 M«, R- 15 W. is a three foot exposure of blue-green 
slightly silty clay, which weathers to light gray and yellow 
clays* this is a less weathered equivalent of bed 6 at lo­
cality W-74.
Locality W-20s In a steephead in the NW} SE} swj 
sec. 16, T* 2 S., R* 16 W., immediately north of the mall
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rate* there is a section similar la detail to locality w~?4. 
However, the following section was measured along s small 
tribe tary ravine running west into South side Branch {100 
yards downstream from the road), the elevation is 189 feet at 
the top of the section*
yest
Sediments underlying the 170-220 foot Surface
7) Coarse, white, quarts sand and gravel 
grading into finer quarts sand at top*. 10*8
Choctawfaatehee formation (Area %om)
8) Massive, greenish-gray, weathering brown, 
argillaceous, calcareous, fine sand with 
fossil molds* Weathers to a sandy,
yellow and red, granular clay.*...*•*•• 12*3
5) Weathered, yellow,granular, sandy el&y. 13*5
4) areeni sh-gray, calcareous, fossil if srous, 
fine, sandy ciay, weathers to a yellow 
and red, granular, sandy clay*.**.*.*•• 4*0
3) Brownish-green, glauconitic, calcareous, 
very fossillferous, fine sand* weathers 
to a yellow-brown- Some quarts grit 
present, greener and more glauconitic 
and very fine sand toward the top*. »*.. 12.1
2} Brownish-blue, green, glauconitic, sandy 
and gritty marl* Contains pebbles up to 
£ ineh in diameter* specimen* of 
Crassatellites aeridlonalis rublsiniana 
B B T T O ia a i l  rnm BT arl"1'aBundahfl'’"™^
Sample W^gDTtT - TTTTTTT. . . . . . . ...... 2.0
1) Oreenish-blue, sandy clay with fossil
molds*  .... .................. ...**•• 1*8
Total 64*0
The marl bed 2 at locality W-74 is absent in the 
above section but say be represented by bed 5.
In the SEi see. 16, T. 2 »*, R. 15 W*, are three
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Springheads* X00-200 yards west of the road, all of which 
h a w  fresh exposures of Arcs zone sediments along the steep 
gully mile* the exposures range up to 30 feet in thickness*
Locality W—21$ SEi HEl SwJ sec. 16, T. 2 H.» R. IS W. 
Elevations 19? feet on top of the section.
feet
Sediments underlying the 170-220 Foot Surface
8) There are sany one Inch, brown te
white quartz pebblee for two or three 
feet at the base, then fine to coarse, 
white quartz sand wash to the top of 
the till...*......   34*0
7) feathered, sot tied, brown, gray and
ochre Tertiary elays*....... .......... 5.3
8) Qreeal ah-gray, weathering to reddish*
brown, sioaeeous, arglliaoeoue sand 
with a few rounded quartz pebbles and 
poorly preserved fossil molds. *••....* 6*0
5} Covered*.................................2*4
4) Cray, sandy, micaceous clay® with soldo
of Huoula sp. t and Oorbala sp. !••«.* 5*5
3} Dari, blue-gray, silty, unfossillferou®,
slightly silty clay forming a waterfall 
and weathering Irregularly to dark brown 
and t an  ........    6*0
2) Light, greenish-gray, glauconitic,
saeeheoid&l textured, slightly sandy 
marl, extremely foramiai feral. Sample 
W-21....................   10*5
1) Covered, weathered tertiary clays,
mostly wash......    ..... 30*0
total 100.3
Only the upper part of the Arca zone section is ex­
posed in a out along State Road 39 at Mewhope Church (fig. 18). 
The section was measured on the escarpment near the center of
UBS
FI gar* 18* Exposure cm State Road 39 at Keefe## Church. 
Washington County, la the ©eater of the Ej see* 14, f. Ik*, 
ft* IS W. the arrow narks the contact of the deposits of the 
1TO-220 Foot Surface with the Choctawhatohee formation.
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the Ei see. 14, T* 2 K»> H. 16 I?., north of the road to 
Killer's Perry. Elevation at top of the section la 194 feet.
Feet
Deposits underlying the 170-220 Foot Surface
13) Sleek, sandy soil**.. »**.•••», 1,0
12) dark brown, coarse, quarts 4.5
11) &li#tly sore gray! sh- brown, medium to
s, quarts sand. ......   3.5
10) Eeddl sh-brown, fine to medium quarts
sand. •. •«*.... ...................... , 6.0
9) Yellowish-white to ochre, poorly sorted, 
angular aand with a little gravel. 411 
the beds down to bed 2 are cross-bedded 
so “Siat any section taken elsewhere than 
along the line of the road will be 
greatly modified* .».•*.*..*•*• G*3‘
8) Poorly sorted, buff, llmonitie, coarse 
to fine quarts sand in a light gray kao­
lin matrix. Contains fewer pebbles pro­
gressively upward. The middle 3.5 feet 
has more kaolin and is better consoli­
dated. ......    ................. 5.7
7) Coarse sand with rounded brown and 
white quartz, and brown quartzite 
pebbles up to one Inch in diameter.* 0.9
6) Coarse, silty, gray (mottled ochre)
llBonitlc, micaceous clay........  1.6
5) Coarse, silty clay as above, but more
llmcni tic ............................ 3*5
4) Light gray, weathered ochre, medium 
to coarse, argillaceous sand, with 
many large mloa flakes and some 
pebblea toward base. . . 3 . 5
3) Buff, argillaceouss well sorted, fine
sand.»«.*•••••»*••**»•»••••«•*««*«.* 3.0
2) Gray and brown mottled, silty clay 
with many irregular cylindrical
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settlings, possibly anlnsal borings.. l.s
Ohootasbatehee formation (Area zone)
1) Gray with llsonltlo settling, sleaeeoue, 
slightly sandy Olay with scattered wolds
°i *P-. »ag«la sp. and Oorbula sp.
of Area zone affinities* .... *.*.*• B*0
Total 45.8
©te Cheefcai&atchec formation is mapped in oast 
central Washington County on the basis of red,, granular clay 
soil a well up on the escarpment elope a. The formation is 
covered by terrace and floodplain deposite to the south and 
west of Shell Landing, Washington County* Choetawh&fcchec forma­
tion fossils referred to the Ecpbora tone, as well as Chlpola 
fossils, were brought up by piling borings for the Ebro bridge 
across the Choctawhatehee Elver in the swj Wf| see# 36, T* 1 W., 
ft* 17 W. well logs made by the State Hoad Department show that
this rook lies below 15 to £0 feet of Recent sand and gravel
alluvion*
Badly weathered sands and clays of the Choctawhateheo 
formation (Area sons) are exposed in road outs where roads 
ccross the escarpment in secs* 14, 17 and 18, T» 2 R» 15
Along the road in sec* 7, T* 2 S., R* 14 w. surficlal sands
hide the outcrop but traverses cade along the terrace escarp- 
sent show weathered, yellow, residual clays and yellow to brown 
micaceous, poorly sorted sands, containing Area zone (f) fossil 
molds# These deposits for® bluffa along eteephe&deu
xss?
As easily accessible and good exposure of the upper
Area seme molds occurs along as old trsi trftok sear ISbeneEer
Ghuroh in the »E| 8*§ see. 14, f. 2 If., R. IS f.
Locality W-65s Elevation at the top of the section 
Is 200 feet*
Feet
Deposits underlying the 260-320 Foot Surface
r
6) Fine to coarse whit© Quartz sand and
gravel.............................. 32.0
Chootawhatehee formation (Area son©}
4) Or ay, blocky, sandy clay with many
molds of mollusks .....   3*3
3) Greenish-gray, argillaceous, micaceous,
fine quartz pebbles and many fossil molds. 
Sample W-64..---   .......... 12.2
2) Gray, blooky, slightly sandy clay with 
fossil molds of Leda sp., Nuoula sp* and 
Oorbula sp..... .7777..... .777777.... 3.5
1} Gray, argillaceous, fossiliferous fine
s e n d . ««.» 1.0
Total 52.3
t s
The Choetawhatehee outcrop extending eastward to 
of Vaueau, and from there east to the Jackson County 
line is mapped chiefly by means of granular olay soils and pro­
jected geologic sections.
The weathered basal portion of the Area zone sediments 
Is exposed along the north edge of Mobile Swamp where two sec­
tions were made.
Locality 9-64 hi Center of the MEj sec. 23, T.
% »*, a. 14 W., in a road out on State Road 52.
3.60
. % Feet
Deposits underlying the 250-320 Foot Surface
?) Fine to coarse, argillaceous sand with
ewe white to brown quartz pebbles.,., 22.0
ft) Coarse* unconsolidated, quarts grit and
pebbles grading upwards into bed 3.2
ft) Yellow, mottled with gray, poorly sorted, 
fine to coarse, argillaceous sand with 
some quarts grit and pebbles, grading 
upward! .......  6.4
Unconformi ty
Choetawhatehee formation (Area zone) 
Elevation 165 feet.
4) Gray mottled by reds, blocky, thin- 
bedded, sandy clay. Color bands and 
fissures are well developed. The con­
tacts with the overlying bed are very 
irregular. Few fossil molds. Thick­
ness variable up to  ....    9.0
3) Greenish-yellow, slightly micaceous, 
argillaceous, fine to medium sand with 
many mol^s of molluske. Sample W-64 A. 
Gardner identified the Area zone
22m personal communication, April, 1940.
fauna shown in the check list on pages 
169-178.................  ....... 9.2
<v
2) Coarse, red, argillaceous, quartz sand
grit and gravel, cross-bedded and
possibly slumped. Thickness variable
up to.................    15.0
1) Gray, mottled with red, blocky, thin-
bedded elay. Possibly slumped    5.0
Total 69.8
1S1
Legality *-64t~ The following section is exposed 
four-tenths of & mile south of locality w-64 h on state Hoad 
62, ia « drainage diteh a hundred feet to the west of the road* 
Slevation: 106 feet..
Choetawh&tchee formation (Area zone}
feet
S) Golden-yellow, micaceous, argillaceous, 
gritty, fine sand with abundant molds* 
Sample W-64*.•*...**.« *................ 6*0
4) Light gray, brown mottled, thin-beddef^
blocfcy, silty clay*««.***...**««.*«»*•» 5*6
3) Red to brown, poorly Indurated, very
coarse, quarts sand and gravel. «*•••«** 0*8
2) Gray and red mottled, blooky, thin-
bedded sandy clay with a limonltio layer 
at the top. .....**** ..*.*•---*............ . 2.5
1} Yellow, red and white, uneonso]Idated, 
coarse, quarts sand and pebbles stained 
by linoaite.. *...*........ *........... 8*3
Total 22.2
the unconsolidated and coarse elastic nature of 
deposits was first believed to indicate terrace deposi­
tion* However, when the geological test wells (page 54} were 
drilled, the Sheffield well showed a XithologScally similar
sect!cm at the base of the Chootawhatch©e formation (Area sons) 
23
Gardner, identified an Area zone fauna from bed 5 of locality
23* Personal communication, April, 1940.
1-64A.
A section believed to be basal Ghoetawhatohee for- 
nation Is exposed in a small road metal quarry Just east of the
State Reed 62 la the SEi see. 21, T. 2 H., R. 14 w* 
•••**•*• Peetea sp,t, Qar&lum sp.T and a few molds of 
shells were found In a two inch Xlineal tie tone at 1 
top of weathered brownleh*, gray ©and and gravel four feel 
the teas of the pit. This bed lies beneath 5.5 feet of 
feloeAgr, sandy elay. This section again may belong to the 
Stuff group hut is mapped as Area sons sediments on the 
of projected geologic sections,
Fossil molds tentatively Identified as belonging to
the Ohoctawhatchee formation were found along State Hoad 52
eft the escarpment in the m l see. 1, T. 3 s*, R. 14 w.
The C&oot&whatehee clays, earls and sands of the
Area m  can he traced to approximately the east boundary of 
A* 14 9* where they apparently grade Into brownish shell marlj 
of the Cancellaria and Ecphora tones.
At Gully pond, southeast of Greeahead, Cooke 
Gardner collected some shells in 1921, which Mansfield (1930* 
pm 19} eselgpBed to his Cancellaria zone. This Is the 0. s. 
Seologlgal Survey localities 1/706 and 1/955, and the writer8 a 
Ideality 9»2A» Locality W-2A Ilea on the Sales^Davis lumber 
Owpaiqr jeoperty in the center of the *1 991 vtl sec* 14, 7.
1 a. 14 9., at an approximate elevation of 59 feet, Five 
feet of yellow to buff coquina sandy marl with numerous speci­
men* of gblone ulocyroa deadends Mansfield, confined to the 
Ganoellarla some,' are exposed at this locality beneath S to 6 
feet of ll#*t gray argillaceous , fine sand (probably B
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One hundred yards southwest of locality w-2& is 
locality tf-SS# which eonslata of four foot of similar aarl# 
also having a gaaecllarta sous fauna! assemblage*
Tbs bast locality for collecting Qaaeellarla 
fossils in the vicinity of Gully Fond is the small *siwe sink* 
in the SW eoraer of the uti mi see* 14# ?* 1 tf.s R* 14 w«* 
approxlaately 300 yards 3SW of locality W-2A* At this locality# 
M 8 ,  elevation 73 feet, is a 84*6 foot exposure of blue-gray# 
weathering brown# sandy coquina marl*
In as adjacent sink# at a much lower elevation# 
there is a deposit of brown to dark greenish-gray# very ar­
gillaceous# micaceous, fine sand similar to the upper tmfossl- 
llferous bed at Alum Bluff# Florida* This is apparently a pro­
duct of weathering and Recent alluviatlon in the sink# as no 
evidence of slipping is present and it is too low to be of upper 
dboetashatehee age*
•The Deadens8 Is an area of low lying 8prairies8# 
broken by steep-sailed cylindrical sinks in which m y  be seen 
sa active underground stream of some proportions (fig* 19}* In 
set weather these “prairie gJi overflow# but during dry weather 
good collections of fossil shells of the Cunoellaria fauna way 
be obtained in the sinks* Two location® are given below*
Locality w-14 {U.S.O.S* locality 8176). In a small 
Sink south of & community road in the m l  aw? sec* 7, T* 1 K* #
2U 13 V* Seventeen feet of greenish-blue, weathering brownish- 
gray# sandy coquina marl is exposed here, at an elevation of 
m  feet.
$%&*m 8ft4ergroua0 *t reass la a wall sis&
ffetwed la the Choc ta*foa tehee format ion {locality w~14) 
4ft the *0ea4ena* prairie In the sw| aee* 7* Tvl ,
i m
tonality w~19 (9.^.0. s. Pond* Locality
1/^22^)* At Clark*a Pond la WE| SK| SwJ *»•• 12, T. X H*#
E. 14 *.» at an elevation of $2 feet,
f*et
Deposits underlying the 115-1S0 Foot Surface
4) White, argillaceous, fiat sand. 20*0
0) White, very coarse, quartz grit.....*.* 2*3
Ghoet&wh&tohee formation (Canoellarla zone)
2} asd and brown, weathered, argillaceous,
sandy shell marl., ............• • 0*2
1) Blue-green to gray, aandy, coquina marl*
weathers to red, sandy clay and brownl s&~ 
gray limestone * Sample w-19*........  9*0
Total 37*1
Hie above locality is probably the same m  the 
Hamlin Pond locality, first reported by Mansfield <1930, p. 19) 
and assigned a Can cellar! a zone age* Local inhabitants no 
longer use the name Hamlin Pond and the writer was unable to 
find any exposure out the one listed above.
Blue, sandy shell marl was penetrated at a depth
Of 100 foot la a water well drilled on A. A. Blocker* s place 
at Crystal Lake Post Office (Greenhead), Florida. The sample 
contains a typical foremini feral assemblage of the
isgfeaa *****
A water well drilled on the V. Anderson farm in the 
9*& HWi sec. 12, ?. 1 S., H. 10 w., bottomed In a hard blue 
Shell rook at 100 feet, this is presumably Ohoct&whatehee
i m
formation but ao samples were saved*
Mansfield CX93a# p. gl} reported a bed ©f the Keptora 
scne overlying the lover Miocene feed at Rocky Landing near Red
8*«&* Florida. the writer, however, has been unable to dis­
cover any tertiary feeds younger than the Chipola formation at 
this locality.
the rapid and very actively eroding Eeonfina Creek 
Is flowing throu^iout its length on Tertiary sediments and al~ 
moet~continuous exposures are found along its bed. Samples were 
eolleeted at water level along its entire length from &eottfs 
fridge in Bay County, down though Washington County to (i&iner* s 
fridge, in see* 33, T. 1 K., R. 13 W. sediments at the 
following local 1 ties along Eoonfina Creek are assigned to the 
C&octavhatehee formation;
Locality w-16. In a small stream south of, and
under Gainer's Bridge in the swf SEj sec. 33, T* 1 %*, H* 13 w*
FlvCJfeet blue-gray, sandy, coquina marl, which weathers to a 
hard, crystalline cavernous limestone. Qaaoellaria zone* 
Locality w-17. One-fourth mile below Gainer's 
Bridge on the B&y-Washington County line approximately IB feet 
of brown, sandy, coquina marl, Is exposed containing abundant 
<&loae ulocyma Ball. Upper Canoellarla sone.
Locality W~4f»* (hie hundred yards above Walsijighsm 
fridge over Eeonfiaa Creek in the HW& KE|- sec. 22, f. 1 S., R. 
13 w* at an elevation.cf sixty feet. This locality is the most 
aeoessifele and easiest to collect along the creek.
M 7
k*1* Q&&Bcil&rla or upper gephora son©
2) Brownish-gray, sandy clay fathered
Feet
6*0
X) Blue-green, sandy, shell marl extend-' 
lag three feet below water level, 
where It lies on a hard cavernous 
limestone which is probably of Alum 
Bluff ago*.* • * . . * . . . . * * * * 7 * 2
fetal 13*2
Additional Canoellarla and Ecphora son© localities 
along Econfina Creek;
Locality #-49 • Approximately one and three-fourths 
miles above Walslnghas Bridge, In the SW 1/4 see* 11, f* 1 $*,
R* 15 f* its determined sample mas collected six feet above 
the mater level* Canoellarla zone.
locality w-50. Approximately o m  an© one-half miles 
above lalslngham Bridge, in the BE 1/4 see* XI, T. 1 $*, fU 
IB 9. Loser Canoellarla or Ecphora zone*
Loeallty W-51. Approximately one mile above W&X- 
©Ingham Bridge, in the BE 1/4 sec* IB, T. 1 B., R* 13 W*
Loeer Canoellarla or Eophora zone overlying a hard, indurated, 
cavernous Alum Bluff (?) limestone in the creek bed*
Loeallty #-52* Approximately one-half mil© north of 
W&lsingham Bridge, in the 3E 1/4 see. IB, T* IN*, R« 13 W* 
Lower Canoellarla or Sophora zone lying above a hard, cavernous, 
crystalline limestone of Alum Bluff group (?) age*
Locality w-57. Approximately three fourths of a 
mile above Calmer* s Bridge, in the HE} sec. 33, T. 1 $*, R* 16 
1 Sample #-57 was collected 18 feet above water level a® the
168
n r l  la covered near the oreek. Canoellarla zone.
Loeallty w-58* Approximately one~hai£ mile north 
of $almr*8 Srl4ge| In the MEj aeo* 33# f* 1 t?*t R* 13 W* 
Canoellarla soss.
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ariabola:-
IS. imported fro® the loeallty hr 8«&eflal4.
Identified at the loeallty hy Oard&er 
X. Identified fros the loeallty fcy the writer. 
? Questionably preaeat at the loeallty.
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rauitnar&BAL checklist or the alum susw,
4*0 CHOCTAWHATCHEE, KIOCEHK
awfcgU:-
X. Era seat at the looallty (Identifies tgr Or. H. V. Horn) 
T *a*tionahly prevent (Identified 6jr Or. H. 7. Howe)
Table 7
POSAWXHXFERAL CHECKLIST OF THE ALUS BLUFF, AB3 <;aOCTJ,ra*TCHKE, KIOC5IS
chQctayb%^eg
sp. **♦*•♦*•♦•*•*♦••••***•••**•»•
•**•*•*Cancrla aagra (dfOrbigny)***** 
Ca3sldullna erases d*Orbigny
laevigata var* carlnata Cushman**. 
Chysalidinella pulchella (Cushman)*...* 
Cibicldee concentrlcus (Cushman) .......
**a 
* * • 
* • • 
• * • 
** * 
• • *
«# ^S* £> CQ a  S3 C» O  H  «  D» # © 0  H
§# ^  '& is gs xs fa *s “ -ST'
« tis i s  6
* * d *0 'O- &  t® <0 «3
l& »  ^  5
«  *4 «> fc* &  o  a  ^  e»
m  m- &
Amphisbegins chipolensls Cushman and Ponton*.* 
leaeonli d^Orblgny*..*******«•*.»* 
Angulogerlna Occidents 11s (Cushsaan) * * • • 
Archaiaa ap ******** ***«.*
Aaterigerina carlnata d*Grbigny*.******
Bagglna &* sp»«««••«•»*•••«••••••»•»»••
Blgenerlna nodoearia var* textularloidea 
sp *•*••«**•••««*»•«»*••••••••*••«
oil vine floridana Cushman** <»»»»»#»»•♦»«♦*♦ »» 
marglnata Cn^hR3ftii»»»»•#*•*#••••»*•*««♦ * .*
var* multicoatata Cushman********•*• 
robusta B* Brady*.**•***•*#•***.*#».** 
n* ap* 1*******#•*•*«•**•**•**•**.***•*.*
n* SP* 2******4******••••*•••***«•••*****
penla CusbsftQ and Cahill*••«*•••••••«••«»
pHoatells Cushman**•«** * * * **»«**»*•****.
var* mera Cushman and Ponton******** 
pulchella var* primitive Cushman.*.****., 
flp* ********#***#***•***•••**•••»««+*•#••*
Bulimias gracilis Cushman#****•*».»*********** 
inflate SsQuonse***•»*.*•..••*****» 
n* var* ?***•*#*«**•»*«»**»** 
marginsta d^Qrbiguy*.******...*..* 
Bulinlnella curta Cushraan***...***.*.*. 
elegant 1 seism (d'Crblgny)***•*••*.
x x x x x x x x x x  s i x  l i i i x  x x x x x
X X X X X X X X  X X  £ X X X X  X X X  X
X
X
X X  X X X  X X  X X X
X X X X X
X XX
X X X
X
X
X X
X X X  X X X X X X 1 1  
X X X X X  X ? X X X X X  
.X-X X X X  X X X X X  X X
X X X  X X  :
X X X
X
X X  x x x x x x
X X X X X X X  
X
x x x x x x
X
X X X  
X
%
1 1
X
X
X • X
x x xi
X
X X
X X  X X X X X X  X X  X
X
. ; -C  X:.t;X.%X X : X  X  i
- X X X X X  X X X X X
X X X X X X X X X X  X X  X x x  X X X X  1 1 1
X X X X X X  X X X X X X  X X X  X  X i l l  X X
x x x x x .x;x- .< x ■; :
X X X X X X  X
X X X  X X  X X   ^ X x--
X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
X • - -X X
• X  X
X X x
X 
X X
X X
Table 7 (continued)
FORAMINIFERAL CHECKLIST OF THE ALTO BLUFF, Am CEOCTAWHATCHEE, MIOCEHE
dboc tawblat cbae f orrnati Alum Bluff group"
f r a j a ^ o o H p i  fr* co 10 o  r-iea to to 5  §  5  ^  ^
g g g t t t  B 1 U:«■ 1 B  g 1 § i g g g g g 6 fr- C& 0> iQ iQ t£> to O C-
Cibicides florldsnufl (C u s b s a n X  x 
lobatulus (Walker and Jacob}..........*..**
refulgens (Montfort 
Cibicidella yarlabills (d^Orbigny)******** •*••**- 
Cornuspira involvens (Heuss)....................
Cosklnolina t a p # ......
Dentallna communis d1 O r b i g n y . . . . . X
sp..*****...... ******...........
Discorbis bertheloti dtOrbigny..................
candeiana (dfOrbigny)****••**«***.•*•**.*.* 
var. bullata Cushman and Fonton***....
consobrina (d'Orbigny)
floridana Cushman.......................... X
orbicularis (Terquem)...................... X X
rosacea (d’Orbigny)*• * • * • * * • « •  X X 
n. sp. cf. D# eximius Cushman?.............
Dyocibicidas biserialis Cushman and Valentine*** X 
Filipsolagena bldens Cushman*** •*#****♦♦•**•*♦** 
Elphidium sdv©num. (Cushman)**************..»**** X X 
chipolensls (Cushman)**«***»**•••******•••* 
incertum (Williamson)...................... X X
poeyanum (d ^ Orbigny)****..* *. *;*.*.**.«..**.* 
sagruxn (d^ Orblgny) • ***,**•.••«•*•*.*«* » .. .* * #*
sp***.........*..***.*..*.**.**•****.*.**.*
Eponides antill&rum (d 1 Orbigny).................
lateral!s (Terquem)• « * . * » * . . * * « « . *  X 
mansfieldi Cushman***......................
repandus (Frichtel and Moll)***•*•.........
n* sp*.  ....... ......
Globigerins s p * X  X 
Globorotalia menardil (dfOrbigny)**..........    X X
X X X X X X X  XX t x x x x x x x x X
X
X X
X
X X X X X 
X X
X X
X X X X X ? X
X X  X X X
X XX' X X X
X X X X X 
X X X
X X X  
XX XI
X
X
X X X X X 
?
X X X X X X
XX XX XX x x x x x
X X  X X  X X
x x x x x x x x  x x x x x
X
X X X X X X X X  
X X X X  X X X
XX X X X X X X X X  XX X X  X
x x x x x x x x x x x x
X X X X X  X X  
X X
X X
? X ? x x x x x x x x x x x
X X X X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X X X
X X X X X X X  XX X X X X X  X X XI
X X
X
X
X
X
X
X X X IX x x x x x
X
X X
X
X X X X X X X X  X X X
X
X X 
X 
X
X X X
X X X
X
X
X X
X
X
X
Table 7 (continued)
FORAMIHIFERAL CHECKLIST OF THE ALUM BLUFF, AHD CBOCTAWHATCHEB, lilOCEHB
ChectaWbatchee formation7 Alum Bluff group"
^ t* CO © UD u> O H qa E> <D IQ O H « fO ^  «o ^ tO to w  i©'.fro * “ “rH H f-i fe JK SB gssftf
o c A
up T# I#
a p
jfCOmOHtOtOc&r-ttD t> £- C> Cfc tQ IQ <D t£> tO tO tO C« ffi m m * s» * * £ £ I
Globulins glbba d fOrbigny***.. .;.***• ........... * X X X X X X X X  X X X X X X X
Insequalis Reuss »«.**»..••*•** ***«***»••**.. X X X X X ' X X X’X X
. t o ?* carlbaea d fQ r b l g n y * . * X X
rotundata (Bornemann) .
Gumbelina ? sp^**** ***********.,........... X X X X X *  X X
Guttullna au Bfc^  luoa d^C>rblgny*. *.***_*.*««..... ... X X X
caudata d'Qrblgny.**.**•••**»*••••••*••••**
coatulata Galloway and Wissler*.. ••*•♦••• • * X X X X X X  X X
irregularis (df Orbigny)............ ........
lactea (Walker and Jacob)*..*..*.•..*.•.***
Gypaina vesicularIs (Parker and Jones}..***....* X
Lagena clavata dfOrbigny........................
coetata var * amphora Reuse*... **•*••••#*••* 7 X X X  X
hexagons (Williamson}•»*•*•••**•.*.•*•■•*•* X X  X X X  X X X
var* scalarIgormls (Williamson)*...... X X X  X X X X
marginata (Walker and Jacobs).............. X X X
ap* cf* L* marginsta var* perforata
(Sequenza )*........... ................. X ?  X X X X XI
orblgnyana var* lacunata Burrows and
Holland*.*. **..*. ..... . X X X  X X X  X X
perluclda (Montagu). . X X X X X X X X X X
substrlata Williamson.*..*..*.............. X X X  X X
Loxo stoma gunteri Cushman....................... ? X X X  X X X X
Marglnullna glabra d^Orblgny****................ X X X X
sp**«****.*«..•*.•***•••**•***«•**.•••••.•* X X X X
Massillna sp*.*.........*.*.... ......  X
Hodogeaerina advena Cushman and l a i m l n g * * X  
Nodosarla calomorpha R e u s e * X  X
Nonion advermm (Cushman)*..*.................... X
glabrellum Cushman* X X X X X X X
grate loupl (d’G r b i g n y ) * . . X X X X X X X X X X  X X X X X  X X X X X X X 
plzarrensis B e r r y * . X X X X X  X X X X X
X
X
X
X
X
X X X X X X X X X X  X 
X X X  X
X X
X
X
X
X X X  X X X  
X X X
X
X X X X X  
X X  X X X  X X
X
X X 
X X 
X X
X
X
X X
Tmbla 7 (continuod)
PORA.KIKIFERAL CilgCEL'.t d? OF TBS ALOM BLUFF, XXOCSSS
«*! i lONtofr
^ > < D Q I « © O H
iHr4r4ri«¥,'$tL£>*&W- ^  S» 5^ ^ 'X
Foal on aurls ( d ' O r b i g i i ? / ) * . .♦*.**♦•* X
He&loaoUa sp* ef. K* turgida (Williamson)******
Qrbullna universa d fOrbigny..»•*•..••••.••*••*»•
Of U io^lActe n* sp************************•
Ponsroplls proteus b f0rblgny*....♦*.***.***.....
Plamilaria s p * « « • ?
dspFfstft (d^OFbi^ii^I*********************** X X
Pk etaftWBSicaltrla floridana Cnshsan*...•••.*.•* 
PolpBpip^hins sivsns Cu sIuqkb********************» 
Proteoaina difflusiforsia (F. 3* Brady)*...♦.***
F seudopolymorphi na dumblei (Cushman and Applln) *
Putlls ()***«*****»*»**»»**«*♦»***<» X 
PuXwiflBlliislls pent&ol Ccshsm****** ********»*** X 
Pyrgo subephaerlca (d*Orbigny)••••••••*••••*•••*
Quinquelocullna chipolensls Cushman and Ponton*. 
oontorta d*Orbigny****
eaststa d^Opoi^fiy************************** X
sp* of, Q* fuses H* B* Brady*. 
lamsr okSana d*orbigny**************»••••*•* X
ssBtlnula (H u n s }.**••••***•*«•••**.•*....»* 
Hectobollvlna advena (Cushman}. ******** ** * ** * * * *
Reuesoll* spiunless (!\Shbs)•*•«*.*•**•***»*»*.»* 
sp* of* B* rectlmorg© (Cushman) ************ 
n* sp*******************••*******♦*■• *•.**»*
Hobulus amor 1 cams (Cushman) ****** ************** 
var* splnosus (Cushman)•*••*•*»***.*•* 
vaughani (Cuah&an)** ****•••••*«••••*•*•***« x
Ho tails bee car 11 var* parkinsonians (df Orbigny)*
var * tepida Cushman. ♦*** * ******** * * * ** A X 
sp********••**•* ******** *♦**•*•♦♦•»•*•*♦*.. 
Saraceneria aoutaur1cular1s (Fltchtel and Moll)* 
Sigmollina tenuis (CEjsek)*.******.****.«.***»•* 1
x x,x
X X X X
t
X X X X X
■ x :
X X X  X X X
X t X 1 X 
X X X  XX
a ®
X
X
o h  a  £•
S 5-S £
X
x I X
X X X  X X X  
X X
X
X
 X
X
X X X X
x x x x x x x x x
X
X X X X
X X X X
x x x x x
X
XV-
.xv ■'
* ' *  ■' ,
X. • - • '' • •' ■
X X V  "■ . .
• ; ‘x' :
XX'
1 X X X X X X X X  X X  X X X
X X X X I I I X X X X Xx x x• '-.It X X
X ,, ■: X
X
X
X X
X
I X X X
t
X X X X X X
T A l e  7 (eontiaumdf 
F0RAMX8XFERAL CHECKLIST OF THE AUSM BLUFF, **■> KOCBRE
Atom Bluff group
undulooa (Torquam) *** * ** • * * ♦♦ * * 
williamaoni (Tarquoa) .*.***•* **# * 
SlphOgencrim lamall&ta CuBbnan**.*. 
s ^ l ^ t  np**•**••••*•********•♦*#♦*•
Splroloculina grateloupi d*Orbigny*.
«p. **#****••••« *•*■**#**♦•*****#
Taactularia agglutlnam & fOrbigny*.** 
articulate, d»Orbigny*•*,*•*•*.* 
aaadaiana d 9Orbigny**••*••*.••• 
ap. cf * T* dibollooals CuBhaan and Applln* 
foliacaa var* occidental!® Cti»hiaan.*..**.* 
grsseon d f(bfbigny* »****♦♦•****• 
ssayorl Cuslssoun**«•*•• .***«***« 
ap»***«*«•••••»••*••#*•*••**••
Trilecnlina brognl&rtil df Orbigny** 
oblonge (Montagu)**##**«****#• 
rotunda d* Orbigny.•*•*.**••••*
Ovigerina aubariana d*Orbigny..*.*. 
peregrine Cuah&n*... .........
Valvulinaria floridana Cuahnaa*****
Vlrgnliaa fuaiformls Cuefajaan* ****** 
gunteri CnaTpyt&n.**.**♦♦******* 
aiocenica Cushcjan and Ponton** 
pontoal Cuafaiaan* ****** **♦*=*♦*■» 
punctata dfOrbl^ny***.******** 
n* ftp.***-****«••***•**********
•••********* 
****** ****** 
*******#**** 
♦••#****.*** 
•♦**.*♦•**** 
************ 
••*•**«*••** 
* *•*•*• *♦**♦* 
***••*•**4 **
* ******** 
**«»***♦• 
• ******* * 
• ******** 
*****••** 
* * *  * * * * * *
* * * * * * * * *  
*•••**•** 
****** * * * 
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Historical mammary g.» The elassifieation &&& origin
of test deposits Is mate difficult by the absence of fossil®*
Host writers regard tee older of these deposits aa Pliocene,
although tee tendency is toward allowing wore of tee® to be
Pleistocene and Only the highest to be Pliocene.
Cellar deposit* elsewhere as well m  tease hmw
been variously referred to tee *$II«viu» or norteem drift*
W  WaHes (1854), *Orange sand* by Harper (1857), »Columbia
formation* by McGee (1886), a4ppomatox formation* fey McGee
(1888), *tafayette formation* fey Hilgard (1891)* tees# m m m
w i w  spiled quite generally to elastic deposits overlying
known Tertiary and probably included sediments which rang® is
age from Cretaceous to Recent*
Smith (1906) was the first to assign the deposits
cf Holmes and Washington Counties & definite age. Me regarded
the weathered part of these deposits, tee red sands and loams,
as *Lafeyeite% and tee more or less stratified elastics fe@~
24
ne&te as »Grsnd Gulf formation*, Bell&rds (1912, p. 23J
24. tee * Grand Gulf formation* was established by While* 
(1854) for deposits at Grand Gulf, Mississippi, which are now 
believed to be Miocene. Hilgard*® later usage, however, was 
sore inclusive.
n— nr - * *  ** 'tivmmmim***»i'mitm\w*n*\mmmn'* .
described three superimposed beds In these deposits and be*, 
lieved tec basal bed to be tec parent material with the other 
beds representing weathering zones, separated along irregular 
contacts.
186
m t * m  arn& Qlapp {1909* p* 141)* agreed with the
of Smith and applied them to an interpretation of
similar depeoi t« over the entire state*
la 191? Matson described the deposits at Cltrenelle,
Alabama* which locally overlie leaf-bearing clays assigned to
25
late Pliocene by Berry* and lie named these deposits the
55* toy {1959) has shown that these clays are faulted and 
aaeomforsably overlain by the sands of the 011 rone lie formation* 
m  that the clays can not be need to correlate the sands.
m « » - ■  » mummmmmu \w\nmt»mmwi.*\' n i i n m iiiw --- w e w>iia a ^ - » e in tfw vic r |a ^ ^  '
•Cltronelle formation*. Matson recognised three pleistocene 
terraces and four Pliocene terraces In Florida, the separation 
lying between the 150 foot and the 200 foot terraces. Those 
hi^erthan 150 feet he considered Pliocene. Matson*# m p  
(p. 168) shoved his *Cltronelle* extending Into western Florida.
Cooke (1999) believed the * Git resile formation* 
represented most of Pliocene tine* Mis 0!treadle Included al- 
cost every oxidised terrace deposit ensuring in Holmes and Wash­
ington Counties* Some of these deposits occur underlying 
former flood plains* and others crop out on the 60-108 Foot Bur- 
face in Bay County. As Mat son considered all terraces above 
the ISO foot level as Pliocene* Cooke* e usage differed from to 
original description of the »Gltron»lle»*
Cooks {1939, p. 34) later considered all terraces* 
Including and lying below 270 feet as Pleistocene. Presumably 
he considered that all deposits above this level were *#itref*~ 
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el&atios represent channel deposits along streams, @r beach 
depoelts. The finer deposits, clays and silts were probably 
laid down in hay# iaterleve®, and back swamp areas*
gaud and gravel are composed chiefly of well rounded 
quartz, quartsite and rare chert elastics* Subangular weather- 
♦4 feldspar and limestone pebbles are rarely present*
She ©lays Imre a high kaolin content, are poorly 
sorted# Mid contain a large percentage of sand* Fresh clay ex­
posures are either gray or bine# bnit upon weathering turn 
purple and eventually red*
the sediments of the £50-320 foot Surface , and those 
of the higher stream surfaces are leached and highly oxidised 
to red and orange colors* The deposits of lower stream surfaces 
are leas highly oxidised and a m  white, yellow# and blue in 
color.
Orosa-beddlag and thin lenses of small extent are the 
rule in all deposits found beneath former floodplain levels# as 
well as beneath the 250-320 Foot Surface in the area, the 
older of these deposits are generally greatly slumped and oxi­
dised# and pebbles of clays are prominent* This is especially 
true of the 250-320 Foot Surface# where almost pure kaolin
pebbles are common *
The lower four coastwise surfaces are underlain by 
poorly sorted deposits of coarse to fine quartz sands imbedded 
in a clay matrix- local deposits of pebbles are present at the 
base of the deposits. Indurated carbonaceous sands and peat
found tn »o«e coastwise deposits, associated with unconsoli­
datedwell sorted t t m  *&ite nand®, give wide&ce of bar £**& 
beach deposits* weathered exposure® generally are yellow to 
gray and the deposits appear to contain little iron-oxide.
ft® soil of all the surface* la fciitrally thin, if 
jmccat at all* and the region i#- notably poor agrlciil Orally*
S^lilllff S8SSSSE1* aiiiomM bmmwrn
t w t r  la ©any of the stream deposits of this area* ftese 
boulders haft been mapped a® GXeatoi llaeatoaa {Goo&e* $988#
P* d>* A ®  considered that they overlapped the Ocala liaastoaa* 
ft® Cl&l borne group* and part® of the Wilcox group in western 
florid® and southern diabase*
However, these boulders are found throughout Holmes 
a d  Washington Goon ties near the bases or along con tacts of at 
least three stream terrace deposits* Elevations of the boulders 
M e  all inconsistent with the structural pattern, and no two 
elevation® agree* Bedding plane® in the boulders dip in all 
directions* Host of then contain a Suwannee lime stone fauna and 
sobs «r® not far resowed from their former str&iigraphie post*, 
tlcn* A »  boulder® rang® in else up to a length of 10 feet ant 
a width of 5 feet, and art little worn by eater* it is sug­
gested that these boulders represent sillclfied portions of 
formations which have been released by erosion during periods 
of waller cutting, and slumped downward along the waller mil®. 
A t ?  were incorporated by later terrace deposits within them
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valleys* Subsequent erosion of terrace deposits allowed the 
enclosed boulders t© rest along the sew valley walls, and they 
w e  therefore numerous along escarpments separating terrsses« 
fhis is ©specially true where lower terrace® lit adjacent to 
higher terraoes with intermediate terraces missing, as along 
the east side of f. ? S.t a. It W*# and f* © *.* a* 16 f*, 
i&er® Oeala and Suwannee boulders occur in great abundance 
along the seai*pag and taps tress into the higher terrace.
Further proof that these silioified limestone 
boulders are .ncorpor&ted within the terras# deposit is found 
in a road wetal quarry on the south side of pea Elver in sec. 12, 
f* ? H., E. 17 W*f just north of the Alabama-Flerlda line,
where three of the boulders lie la a matrix of red, argil-
laeeous, coax's© sand. Gravel lenses occur both above and below 
the boulders*
Goalee9 s {1929} mapping of the ^Glersdon lines ten#11 
throughout seat of Holmes County m m  largely based on foesiXif* 
erous blocks of chert occurring in a matrix of d a s  tie 
teriale. Such blocks of chert carrying a varied fauna m m  cost- 
» m  in Holmes County where the writer can demonstrate that they 
ays inclosed in stream terrace sands and gravels. A series of 
these chert blocks imbedded la a red sand matrix, carry a
Suwannee fauna and lie on top of the Alum Bluff group in the
M£i m i  sec. *?, y. 2 K*« &» w# (locality W-67)
Another cluster of these chert blocks and boulders 
deserves particular discussion* At the u»s*G«s* station lOlOd,
*h*lf & all« south of the State U se on the road from Geneva,
Ala. # to festville, Sla*», and the writer1 a locality ft~ef in
the SEi $1$ see* 2dt ?. * »•# a* I? W*, Holme® County, Cooke
(193S, p. 4) reported the following list of fossil® from
foeailiferouo chart* which he considered *re®idual from aim*
dan limestone**
Lepidoeyellna undoes Cushman 
Lepi&ooyolina gigas Cushman war*
Lepldocyclina ep*
MusasuXltea ep»
Orfchaalax pugnax (Hellprin)
Aapulllne strep tostoma {HetXprln)f 
H m  »i ssis sipptensi ® Conrad 
Semaphore ap*
Octree YioksburgenBl® Conrad 
Pteria argon tea (Coaxed)
Pee ten anatipee Horton 
Fasten poulsonl Merten 
Spondylue filiari® M l  
Areopema inflate mXl 
Sardlam sp.
Chlone sp* of* C. aississippiensis Conrad 
Clypeaeter rogersi {Horten)
Crab elaw
Sleeks of short ooour in great abundance near the
summit® of several low hills at this locality (elevation Its
feet) and nearly to the floor of a stream valley (elevation
140 feet). At the summit of the ridge the blocks are hard white
chert* containing impressions of mollueke, species of hsp&to*
eyellna, a M  abundant molds of eehlnel&s* The following specie@
warm aelleeted from these blookei
e Ampttlllim flintenais Mansfield
Astpulllna sp* of. A* streptoatoma {Bwllprin)
Oardlum sp. of. 0* hernandenee Mansfield 
Cassidulus conradl Conrad
♦ Cassidulus sp* of* 0* georglensls Twltchell
* Chlpne balmferldgeitsle m l
e Chlassys sp* of* O* mogtiirtl Mansfield 
Clypeaster rogersl (Mortem)
Ostrea viokflburgensl« Conrad 
Orthaulax pugna* (Heilprin)
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Pecten sp. cf. p. anatipes Morton 
Peoten poulaoni Morton 
Pterin argontea f Conrad)
Sehizaster sp.
Xenophora sp.
the assemblage, In general, Is similar t© that 
occurring in the Slendon limestone at the top of St. Stephens 
Bluff, Alabama. Those species marked with an * are reported 
fro® the Suwannee limestone by Mansfield.
Blocks of partially sillcifled limestone,from which 
the following fossils were obtained occur with the Cherts in 
red sand and gravel deposits at lower elevations.
Forafflinifers
Lepidocyelina usdosa Cushman 
lepidoeyelina gig&s war. duneanensis Cole 
Opereulinoides sp. of. 0. mulrSi Barker (eoamon) 
Qpereulinoides sp. of. 0. vlokaburgensls ¥au$ian
and Sole
26
Bryozoa
26. Identified by Dr. James I. Mc&uirt, Louisiana State Uni­
versity, from a sample collected by Br. H. ?. Howe, Louisiana 
State University.
Amphibiastrum rectum (Canu and Bassler) 
Uiplopholeos lineatu® Gann and Basaler 
Enoplostomella yallata Canu and Bassler 
Exochoecia rugosa Canu and Basel©r 
FIlisparse sp* of. F. typica ^anzoni 
FIoridine11a sp. of. F. vloksburgensis Canu and
Baesler
Hippominella (4 sps.)
Holoporella sop©sita Canu and Bassler 
Meeynoecia lunata Canu and Baesler
Msoy&oecia proboscides Mln@~E&wards 
Membranlpori dr a gpisslmralis Oams and Basslcr 
1^tr&r&bdobos sp# of* M» moniXi f©rma (mXas^Edsards-) 
Sellia ©cmlata Bask 
Qnyehocella sp#
Perig&strella sp# ef« p. ©weidcm 0 a m  and Basslsr 
Proboscina sp.
Heptolusulltcs ap. cf# K. distaste (l*oned&le 5 
Soropocsllarla milneri Cam* and B&s&ler 
Stascnaeella sp#
Stcganoporslla vioksburgiea 0 a m  and BassXsr 
frypogtep:a sp# ef. T. w m m t a  (BomMtit)
Tubueellaria viekgbtxrgio* Oanu and gassier 
tjmbonula ©eratemorpha 
Velum©11& sp#
this fauna Xs very similar to that of the lower bods 
©f the mwannee limestone at the Parrish farm, locality $«S&t 
and also similar to that found at the sink on the pinch farm, 
locality w~4S, in Washington County#
The great abundance of these blocks * occurring near 
the summits of hills over m  area perhaps half a sqtsare mil#
In extent suggests that at least m m  of them may be in place# 
However, all lie well below the Mae of the Vicksburg, 
as indicated by geologic sections, and the differing lithology 
and fauna! content of the blocks ha© led the writer to believe 
that acme of the® is actually In place#
typical exposures ©f these boulders are listed below# 
The age and elevation of the boulder is given in parenthesis 
following the locality.
H-6 Stl NBj see. 35, T- 1 .St., R# 16 w# 
{Suwannee and Oe&lat, 146 feet)
H-13 SWj sec# 2?# T* ? If., R* 16 W# 
(Suwannee, 196 feet)
8*15 Center of the sec* 8, ?* 5 H*? R« 14 w. 
(Suwannee or Tampa, 131 feet]
8*16 HwJ Nwl see* 2-'-» T. ? ju, R* 14 w* 
(Suwannee, 180 feet]
8*1? si HW$ ml sec. 29* ? # ? & * ,  fU 14 W* 
(Suwannee or tichsburg, 160 feet)
8*18 8Ef sec. 32* T* ? ff*.# R. 14 W.
(Ocala or Vicksburg* 150 feet)
H*20 swt BWi ©©©* 5, f* 6 8*. 8* 16 W*
(upper Suwannee* 170 feet)
The State Road Department* 
for limestone beds, has attempted to quarry them at a few 
localities for road metal*
PLIOCENE? OR ?U£JST0C£tf£ SERIES 
Deposits underlying the 260*320 Foot Surface
These deposits crop out in central Washington 
and underlie a greatly eroded surface lying at elevations above 
250 feet* Its former great extent is indicated by sediment# 
preserved on outlier hills In northeastern Washington County 
at elevations up to 310 feet* The deposits have been 
in eastern Holmes and western Washington*
In a broad band, extending west and north across southern 
Holmes into Walton County* The deposits are transitional 
from a basal gravel phase up through sand with gravel lasses 
into clay and fine sand lenses at the top* They are cross* 
be&aed, highly oxidized, elastics, indicating definite channel­
ing associated with streams- However, Interbedded with these 
are thick and wide-spread pure clay deposits, apparently
i m
deposited la shallow, quiet water* la both Xifchology and 
pattern, the deposit exhibits deltaic £ features, and the writer 
believes moat of western Florida was covered by a large delta 
deposited during Pliocene or early Pleistocene time,
the streams which constructed this delta were 
apparently aaaasooiated with the present drainage * the 
predoffiiaanoe of ouarts pebbles la these 250-320 Foot Surface 
deposits indicates that the Appalachian and Piedmont area® 
were the a euros of the sediments.
Exposures*- Fresh exposures of these deposits 
sad those of all high terraces are rare as the deposits are 
greatly oxidized and sand wash generally obscures the deposits.. 
The thickest and most complete section of the upper phase is 
exposed in a steephe&d on the property of Q+ B* Gilbert on 
Oak Kill.
Section on Oak Kill in the KEf sec. 5, ?. 3 S.,
&. 12 W., Washington County* The top of the section is 
192 feet.
5)
4)
3)
2)
1>
Total 59.0'
Feet
Bed to yellow, very argillaceous sand, 
which weathers to a sandy clay soil that 
makes this high outlier excellent farm­
ing l e n d . 20.3 
Gray clay mixed with m- dium sand**.....*.. #9
Light gray, unconsolidated, very fin© 
sand, slightly argillaceous* fould 'make­
good glass if mining were feasible. «,...*** 21.1
Light gray, very bloclqr, almost oure ka­
olin* A few white, fin© sand lenses. A 
possible pottery c l a y . . .. 7.7
Yellow-red, coarse, unconsolidated,grit
with ; e b b l e s 9*0
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quarts pebbles, or fins to medium white bsaeh (?) sands 
laterbedded with deep black, carbonaceous, peaty, eross- 
bed&ed sandstones* fir* Clair A* Brown, Associate Professor 
of Botany, Louisiana state University* examined a peat sample 
taken fros one ©f the 'Carbonaceous -sandstones (bed 1 ©f lo­
cality tWt) and found cypress roots, and elm, ft&okfcerry, 
pine and oak pollen* He concluded that the deposit probably 
represents a fresh or for&ckslh water smtp closely adjacent 
to the land*
.. -,*ho -otreao deposits associated with the coastwise 
deposits are generally hi^ily oxidised, greatly slumped, 
cross-badded, and m  one bed ©an he triced any great dis­
tance horizontally* Silicifled boulders are cosmon in these 
deposits*
Exposures;— fresh carbonaceous sand 1© found la tim 
Kwi see* 21, f* 2 M., R. 16 w*, in a small sink on the 
Hightower far®,, where the following section was measured (fig* 
20). The elevation is IBS feet at the top of the section* 
Locality V-l
3) Coarse to fine, white quarts, sandy Feet
soil* * *•...*•**.........   * * * * 2*0
2) fiiseolored gray to white, fine, well
sorted, slightly micaceous sand. Resem­
bles ue&eh deposits along bays*.*•••••** 6*S
1) Black, cross-bedded, coarse to fine,
slightly indurated sand, highly impreg­
nated with stumps, roots and plant®, 
both carbonised and unoarbonited*•**•*•* 26*9
Total 35*4
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figure 20* Cross-bedded, highly ccuphonteeeua seuads 
underlying the 170*220 Foot Surface, at locality w-1, 
Washington County
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& thirty foot exposure of sand similar to bed 2 
crops out on the hanks of Econfina Creek in see. 29, T* 2 I*#
R* IE I., in Bay County * and black carbonaceous sands are ex~ 
posed in Long Pond to see* 2?# f* £ **, R* 16 W*, and also to
MO* 13, T* E »*, E» to W*
Sheas deposits are similar to deposit® being de­
veloped along the Choet&wfeatehee Bay at present and are 
thought to represent a similar environment of deposition*
Most of the stream deposits underlying the 146-165 
Foot surface lie to Holmes County, they are the most wide- 
spread of all deposits associated with the present drainage* 
Sells to northern Holmes County show fine white sands and 
clays grading down into coarser elastics* Hone of these wells 
reached the Tertiary, however* The base of these deposits
lies at an approximate elevation of 140 feet in northern Holmes
County and approximately €0 feet near Bonifay, Florida*
Occasional good exposure® occur on most of the roads* 
In particular, representative sections outcrop In thei
m i  sec* 11, ?. 6 St.p R* 16 W., along road (coarse
and fine clastic phases)
m i  see, 29, T. 7 H*. R* 14 W*, along railroad
|coarse clastic phase)
mi sec. 31, T* 7 »** R* 13 W.# along railroad
(fine elastic phase)
He< s, T. 4 R. 14 W., along road (coarse
elastic phase)
m i  see. 34, T. 5 N., B. 14 W., along road (fine
elastic phase)
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la the vicinity of the last locality this topography 
is vexy rolling, reaching elevations mp to 200 fleet*. The 
hills are topped by hard, mottled, purple to grey, sandy clay. 
Good drainage has aided the clay to become ailleified.
typical sections of these stream deposits are also 
exposed near Bonifay, Florida, and are easily reached by high- 
say. One is given below.
Section in road m %  on State Hoad 90 in the Mil 
ISj sec. 24, T. 4 8», H. 15 W. Road elevation, 105 feet*
Feet
3) Red coarse sand, with gravel and many 
gray, bloeky, clay lenses, becoming more 
argillaceous toward the top variable to.. 40*0
2} Gray, very thin-bedded, granular, ali^tly 
silty clay, with red, micaceous, fine 
sand lenses* There is an increase of sand 
toward the top variable up to.»•«*•*«***« 20*0
1) Red, with yellow mottling, very cross­
bedded, somewhat indurated sand with an 
S-lnch clay layer in the lower third of 
the bed, variable up to**♦.**..»*.*«»*»♦«*. 2S»0
Total 85*0
This section, as well a® most o^cr sections of 
these deposits, is marked by numerous * gravity faults11*
Deposits Underlying the 115-150 Foot Surface 
and the 60-100 Foot Surface
The deposits of the 115-150 Foot Surface are litho- 
logically similar to those of the 170-220 Foot Surface. Cropping 
out along Econfina Greek, in sec. 27, T* 1 M*, R* 13 w*, Is 85
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ffcot of flue to isediua, croe e-beuaed* whit# sand similar to 
beaeh sand#, on the present coast* Likewise, carbonaceous sands
*Ghalk Kill® , in the SEj 3ft sec* 7, T» 3 tU, E.
14 Wo
Church in the NE& 3w|- see* 8* ?• 8 U., E. 15 w.
ft «•©* 13, to 8 K«# H. 18 Wo 
swi HWJ sec. 9, T. 3 S., a* 18 w* (Pine
Deposits Underlying the 60-1G5 Foot Surface 
and the 30-50 Foot surface
Ihe only occurrence of the coastwise term©® 
is in & small area In the southwestern corner of 
County* Exposures are found only along the 
Elver escarpment, and in the vicinity of Ebro, these 
yellow colored, cross-bedded deposits are undoubtedly of oxl 
dized Choetawhatehee River sediments.
Section in the HEt HE| see. l*f T. 1 , R* 17 W*
on the Chootawhatehee River escarpment.
Locality w-7
5> Variegated, cross-bedded, fine 
medium sand.
to
» « « » * * * * 30.0
4) Light gray streaked with pink, 
argillaceous, very fine sand.*.
ad caseous,
3.1
3) Gray clay, with lenses of grit and fine
1.8
2) White to buff, coarse sand with quartz 
and ©liny pebbles..***....*......... S.Q
1) Covered to river edge.*....... 10.0
Total 49.9
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the stress terra©# deposits of this level differ 
fro© all higher stream terrace deposits la that there la less 
oxidation* no known slumping, and fewer silioifled limestone 
boulders* These deposits are little eroded and exposures are 
rare* A. thin veneer ©©ours over the tertiary la the vicinity 
of Sorum, and west of Wausau In Washington County* la this 
veneer of terrace deposit are incorporated numerous boulders 
©f Suwannee gilioified Mulders undoubtedly brought to this
Area from the vicinity of Chlpley* Many of fees© are exposed
at locality 15-67 in the MB| $E£ sec. 7, f. 2 $*, R. 15 w.
Exposures of the 30-60 foot terms© deposits occur 
at the following localities* Limestone boulders, if present, 
a m  Indicated by ( D  following the location*
m i  sec* 29, T* 3 K«, R. 14 W.
SW| »wi sec* 11, f* 2 S., R. 16 W*
mi mk sec* 1, T* 4H., R* 16 *•
Center of the RfJ sec* 36, T. 6 H., R. 16 w* (LJ 
mi mi see. 5, f* 6 r., r* 16 w. CD
Bore holes in central Holmes County show these de­
posits consist of fine sand with lenses of coarse sand* one 
hole bored near the escarpment in sec* 26, T« 6 N*» R* 16 w*, 
encountered blueish-gray, fine, silty clays with sand lenses* 
Shis indicates a lateral gradation from coarse material® along 
active channels, to finer materials la the former swamp area at 
the base of escarpments.
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Deposits Underlying the 10-20 %
Surface
Ho coastwise deposits eontemporaneous with these 
stress deposits crop out in this area. Erosion h m  been little 
effective la dissecting this terrace and exposed sections are 
rare. Bore holes indicate a llthology similar to the next 
highest stream terrace with silty clays la rim swamp areas and 
coarser elastics toward active channels*
la the ml sec* 21, T. 2 B*, a. 16 W., at Hiller*« 
ferry, is 25 feet of mottled, fine to coarse, kaoliclferoue 
sands with gravel lenses and short lenses of gray bloeky clay.
Fairly good exposures are present along state Hoad 
39, where mottled sandy clays and argillaceous sands crop out.
Ho sillcified limestone boulders are known from 
these deposits, although they are undoubtedly present and some 
may be exposed by subsequent erosion.
HECEMT DEPOSITS
The Recent deposits of Holmes and Washington Counties 
consist mainly of the present flood plains of all streams and 
their associated deposits. Their occurrence is shown in the 
accompanying geologic maps (Plates I and II).
Smaller streams carry fine sands and coarser mater­
ials, whereas the Chootawha tehee River generally carries and 
deposits silts and clays, with coarser elastics being deposited 
only along active channels. The materials of the River are
deep rod and orange , being derived from the Iron-rich early 
Eocene and Paleozoic deposits of .Alabama* This contrast $ 
with the 1 lght-colored deposit® of tributary stream® which are 
derived from local terrace and Tertiary formation®«
On low terraces leaching and oxidation have pro** 
dueed a hard, brown, sandy clay layer at a variable depth be­
neath low lying areas with poor surface drainage# Thig 1® 
locally known as #hardpantt- A somewhat similar deposit Is 
found coating sink® and laker-hot toms of this area# This latter 
deposit is apparently reworked sand combined with carbonaceous 
material derived from swamp and lake vegetation#
The sinks and lakes of these counties are being 
filled with sediment. Wav© action cause a an even distribution 
of sediments throughout the basin producing flat bottoms*
Deposits Under- 
lying CotsttlM 
Surfaces (eleva­
tions stove see- 
level)
Contemporaneous (?) 
Deposit* Dnderlying 
Strewn Surfaces 
(elevations above 
flood plain}
Sstlnated
Thickness
Estimated 
Elevations 
of tbs Bases 
of tbs De­
posits
H m M m  of Re- 
eeastrusted Plio­
cene or Pleisto­
cene Surfaces 
within Heines and 
Washington 
U n t i e s
latere of Deposits
■1
ifedUfed foot '" 
Surface
66
1S6- feet 186 'to IS! 
feet
"WBStBtnSiSC....... . Ei^bly «ldised, red to gray* sress- 
M | | 4  coarse elastics* with clay 
lenses and clay pebbles*
l?6-££o Foot jixznsts.. 70 to 66 
feet
Tf& €6 ££8 feet r' l£gk$ gray* argillaceous* sand,local 
blade carbonaceous* and white beach 
(t) san&t weathers to yellow sand 
residues* Pebbles are rare*
...........
Surface
i!6r feet I W i s W . ...*
feet
Soo to 6S6 feet Redrslnffip«d* oxidised eiastics* with - 
narrow lateral extents* SlXieifled 
limestone boulders are eoamon*
115-156 knit 
Surface
66 to 166 
feet
30 to 46 
feet
U K  ib6 ifeo feei 1 light gray* argillaceous sands* with" 
local black carbonaceous sand* The 
deposits are red and cross-bedded In 
the vicinity of the Choctawhatehee 
Stiver*
do—io6 ^ oe>t 
Surface
66 to 166 
feet
16o to 46 
feet
140 to idSafeei . ECd*‘s2smed* oxidised claBtics^ wiih 
narrow lateral extents* Silicified 
line st<me boulders are c o m m *
6$-i05 F^ oot 
Surface
66 to lo6 
feet
-20 to 16 
feet
i n s w i i ^  1 Pastel colored* slightly cross-bedded 
sands and clays* w him are unsluaped 
and little oxidised* Exposed m a y  near 
the Choctawhatehee River*
S6-66 Foot 
Surface
M  to 86 
feet
-feo to ¥1 
feet
va a  life f«®t Feetel colored* cress-bedded, w&» 
alnaped* poorly oxidised elastics* 
Blue clays m s  present In fenser 
sa&am arms*-grwj^ j
Surface
? i n n a  r Poorly sorted mods* including many 
cross-bedded, carbonaceous* peaty* 
black sands*
llEParS Toot '—  —  
Surface
w r w w
feet
i  to 86 
feet
r W W W i m C . White &  rniloip sands on levees and 1 
flood plains* blue slay in swassn areas
flood plain 6 to 38 
feet
i &ed silts and clays along Rivera ana 
white sands and silts a l m a  tributaries
got
ECOIOI^IC DEPOSITS
CIAT
fhe only ©lay feeing used commercially In these
counties is located on a low terrace in the sw| of sec. 6#
f. 4fi.# E. IS w.t Washington County* The Hall Brick G m ^ m f
of Chlpley operates a ©sail brick kiln, making common brisk
which are sold locally* the deposit Sms been proven on about
§0 acres and probably extends over a larger area, She clay is
black, sandy, and Bell (1024, p. 214) reported the following
physical properties.
Plasticity, judged by feel Excellent
Water of plasticity 28*80^
Pore water 1*13£
Shrinkage water 2?.8?f>
linear air shrinkage 9.00^
Volume air shrinkage 37*55$
Modulus of rapture, average 135.4 pounds per
square Inch
Slaking test 20 hours
Still hard at cone 1
fume gray at about cone 1, or at a temperature
o
of about 1150 centigrade.
She Florida Geological Survey it at present engaged 
in a study of the kaolin deposits which will include the 
kaolins of Holme® and Washington Counties* Almost pure kaolins 
are exposed at Chalk Hill, 4.5 mile® north of Vernon, in the
Swi sec. ?, f. 4 H«, B* 14 W., and in a eieephead la the Hit
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if !* S S#, R* 1£ W. neither exposure could be commercial 
due t© the overburden*
At least 20 feet of pies tie clay with & low sand oon— 
test is exposed at locality R~ie, is the m i  see* 11, f. 3 
R* 18 W* However, before attempts are Bade to net this ©lay 
practical tests should be made to determine its suitability for 
various panoses* Mining would be inexpensive at this locality 
if borehole tests find a large area Is underlain by the clay*
The Tampa silts of Holmes County contain enough clay 
to be plastic and exploration® may find deposits -suitable for 
Baking ooEtmon brick*
samps k m  m m z h
This area is everywhere abundantly sandy , but 
commercial exploitation has sot been attempted* Sand Is need 
locally as a concrete aggregate and enough is available on any 
of the coastwise terraces to support a large enterprise pro- 
viding road metal and sand for building purposes and abrasives.
Buroh&rd (1907, p* 378) has shorn that present dulf 
sands make excellent glass* ftme, well-sorbed, white sands* 
to beach sands, at locality w-1, in the MW& see* 81*
T* 2 M*# H* 15 Wo and at locality H-12 in the swl sec* XI, 7*
3 II., R. 18 f. are pure encu^i and sufficiently low In iron and
M gft in, silica to make excellent glass sands. The U. 8. High— 
ss^ y 00 comes within one—half mile of locality H—12*
Martens (1929) has given an excellent discussion of
mrt$ 4H& gravel* Re Indicated the various uses to which these
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deposits may b© put and th© qualities necessary for ©ash us©, 
Cravelly sands of the highest terraces may well he 
useful as railroad ballast and highway materials. Lower 
terras© gravel©, however, are too deeply covered to be commer- 
ei&lly available* Reworking of terrace deposits along streams 
has concentrated gravel locally so that inexpensive e portable 
shipment might pay along the lower courses of Holme a and 
Wrights Creeks* Such equipment likewise might pay in mining 
the silleifled boulders incorporated in stream terras© deposits 
of Boise a County* These boulders ecu la be crushed and used 
as road metalt and for constructional processes* They urn 
especially abundant along the eastern portions of T* 6 U*9 R«
16 S., and T. 7 K*# E* 16 W*
iimebtobi:
Mosso© (1925, p. 194} observed that:
•Oddly enough one of the largest potential 
limestone producing areas, the Marianna^Chipley 
section, has sand-el&y roads and its calcareous de­
posit s still remain untested* It is true that the 
Maxi anna * chimney rock* has quite a local fame and 
on a small scale has been widely used, but in this 
same region occur the larger and more extensive 
Ocala and Olendan limestones containing enormous 
tonnages of high grad© rock for road material and 
other uses of a high calcium limestone.w
There is a sufficient quantity of limestone in 
these counties to supply all of western Florida in road ratal 
and building blocks. Some of the limestone &ou~h of OMplejr 
is hard enough to permit burning and a lime kiln m s  formerly 
operated on land no * owned by the Alford lumber Company at the
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B. Wal&on fa n i*  Mossoxn 
this limestone to contain j 
Silica
Iron and alumina 
Calcium carbonate 
Magnesium carbonate 
Undetermined
Ho likewise reported the calcium and magnesium 
carbonate percentages at the following localities to bos
Parrish far® ( M l )  M«70£
Barn property (W~2?A) 9?*94f
Bunn property (W-27B) 9&.G04
Owen property (Bunc« Church
beds) 99.23$
W* T. Laney far-® (now Alford
lumber Co. ) 98.85$
Any of the limestones at these localities could be 
mined commercially* They are all near good transportation9 
underlie large areas, and are the closest such deposit to 
Pensacola and Panama City.
In addition to these localities pure, readily aecec* 
sible limestone la available at most of the localities listed 
under the Suwannee and Marianna limeatones*
watch resources
Water is abundant in Florida, and wells in sand 
areas generally reach water within one—hundred feet of the
(1925, p. 189) reported
1.50
92.70
*83
~~Js3L
iOQ.QG*
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surface. the water Is generally soft, feat is occasionally; 
tlMfilUtd with iron oxides or carbonates* in most instances 
it is satisfactory for domestic purposes but in some areas 
deeper wells are preferred#
Valuable water beds occur in the basal beds of the 
*on« of tbs Ghoetawh&tehee formation, and of the Alum 
Bluff group. However, the beet sources of water m m  in the 
Tampa, Suwannee, Marianna, and Ocala limestones# *-&rg® <pa*itl- 
ties of water occur In these beds and la some areas artesian 
walls are possible, the water Is hard, as a result of dissolved 
bi carbonates, but these deeper wells are subjected to Isas 
pollution from the surface.
Artesian water beds are common in the Suwannee, Mari­
anna and Ocala limestones, but only along the deeper valleys 
Of Holmes and Washington Counties are flowing wells possible,
Petroleum Possibilities
the possibility must be recognised that the large 
blocks of ailioifled Suwannee limestone, previously described 
trim locality H*»S, occurring on the summits of several hills 
in the swi see. 26, T. 7 H., B. 17 w. are in place and are 
not boulders dropped down by stream action as suggested in the 
chapter dealing with terra©® deposits. If these blocks really 
arc in place they arc cropping out at elevations lower than 
would be indicated by the regional structure. Such a position 
would suggest either faulting or that a gentle anticline may
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exist in the area Immediately south of these exposures. 0n«* 
fortunately the territory Immediately to the smith Is blanketed 
^  sands and gravels of the 145-X05 foot stream Terrace, 
and the writer could obtain no further structural confirmation 
by field work.
ShiXe the writer doubts that these blocks are In 
plane It say be that the drilling of * series of oore-holes 
thrcmgb the terraee deposits to the underlying Tertiary would 
reveal the presence of a gentle structure, such a line of 
©sre-holes should extend fro® this H~6 outerop, southwest to 
the outcrop of the %rianna limestone in W m  SEi sec. 3, f»
S 9*1 &* IT W*
Ho other evidence of structure favorable for the 
accumulation of petroleum was observed in the area-of these 
counties.
The possibility ©f oil production in Florida hag 
been discussed in numerous publications. Jenny {1935} be«* 
Hewed that the stratigraphy of Florida doe® not definitely 
condemn commercial oil occurrences, ©specially is western 
Florida, tout that the gentle and regional structures m  inter­
preted are not favorable to oil mmmitatlon*
Weln^lerl (1931, p.59) reported that the Oil City 
Corporation, Walton hand and Timber Company no. 1 In the gs 
corner of the KEil see* IS, T• 1 H*, H* 19 W*, Walton Countys
•blew out at 373 feet, had a gas show at 1177 to 
1206 feet, an oil and gas show fro® 2015 to 2220 
feet and a very good show at 3050 feet*
Qa&tor and Ponton (1931# p# 63} reported showings 
of gas at 3640 fast m  the ahipley Oil Q m p m ?  m i l  at falling 
gator Sink*
the walls wars both failures* However, Sill {1934,
p* SO) was hopeful and said*
•there may or say not he ad#<pato structural ©on** 
dltions in Florida* There stay or say not to origin* 
atlng tods, But it has toon the writer4© experience 
that the presence of showings of gas and trace® of 
oil throughout any extensive region, when enomintered 
In tests drilled almost wholly at random, without 
regard to structure* leads to further exploratory 
drilling to the end that field® are opened**
St the study of toe geology of Helwes and Washington
Counties toe writer has found no evidence that isdloatos a
possibility of oil production in this area*
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